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INTRODUCTION

Background

During World War .11 in Western Europe, 40% of the combat between Allied and Axis
forces was inurban areas as the front lines moved through the numerous cities of
France, the Low Countries and Gerrdiany. This combat was carried out on the small
unit level, usually by infantrymen, or at best by dismounted troops. Fighting was door
to door, room to room, building to building; progress was slow and the enemy was
ousted from the cover and protection of the buildings grudgingly. Although tactically
the Army preferred to bypass cities in order to destroy the larger enemy forces, it
was always necessary to clear out the forces remaining in the bypassed cities using
techniques of urban combat. The Army expected this type of combat and trained for
it in mock cities erected at training centers throughout the world. Since World War It
the Army doctrine has continued to shun combat in cities and concentrate on the
battle of firepower and maneuver in 'the open. As a consequence, there has been
little training for urban warfare, except perhaps in the Berlin Brigade, and facilities
to conduct this training are virtually nonexistent in the Continental U.S. Materiel has
been developedi without special consideration 'for its performance in the unique
conditions of city fighting; some weapons and other materiel now in the hands of
troops are unsuitable for use in built-up areas. In all three areas -- doctrine, tra.ning
and materiel - the Army's capability to fight effectively in cities is less than it needs
to be.

This deficiency in combat capability has become increasingly clear to Army planners
, oyer the past few years, and with the realization has come a recognitiun that some

&degree of urban combat, particularly in Europe, is a certainty if war should occur.
There are now 567 cities in Europe having population greater than 100,COM); one of
these cities would be encountered in combat every 40-60'kilometers. Urbanization is
proceeding at such a pace in Europe that an Army would encounter a village or town
'of some size every 3-4 kilometers. It seems evident that combat in cities is
unavoidable even.if the preferable tactic is to bypass.

For the tactical defender, forcing the attacker to fight in to'vrnr and cities may be a
viable way to conduct the war. It is generally conceded that cities are an effective
force multiplier for the defender; that is, the attacker must commit more than three
times the strength of a defender in order to successfully defeat the defending force in
a city. 'If, as most expcrts'agree, the N.ATO Armies are badly outnumbered in men
4nd weapons in A war with the Warsaw Pact Armies, forcing the battle into cities may
effectively reduce the imbalance of forces. We recognize that theleaders of the
FRG and the civil population may not readily accept the idea that the battle for
Europe will be fought in. their cities, with the attendant destruction and civilian
-casualties. How4ever,, realistically, we believe that the cities will inevitably become
part of the campaign and consideration should be given to using them.

Since combat in cities is likely in the event of a war in Europe, the Army has realized
the need to revitalize their efforts to prepare for Military Operations in Built-up
Areas (MOBA). This Ad Hoc Study Group was chartered by the Army Scientific
Adyisory Panel (now Army Science Board) to recommend ways that technology'can
contribute to an improved MOBA capability for the U.S. Army.'
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Some of the conditions which make MQBA different from combat outside of cities
and require special consideration are these:

* Fighting is at close range, often face-to-face and seldom exceeding 50
meters. Some weapons, particularly large caliber, are unsuitable at these
very short ranges, because fuzesdo not arm quickly enough.

Rockets and recoilless rifles generally should not bo! fired from the confine-
ment of small rooms because backblast and overpressure are harmful to
weapon crews.

' Weapons for breaching concrete walls are required. These walls furnish
concealment and cover not generally available to the foot soldier outside qf
cities.

Communication, particularly by radio, is difficult and sometimes impossible.
RF ranges are unpredictable but usually much shorter than in the open
because of the shielding of large buildings and structures.

Multi-storied b•.ildings add the vertical dimension to the battle. Basements,
sub basements and upper floors become part of the battle scene. Combat
vehicle vulnerability is increased because of the increased likelihood of
attack from above.

* Sewers, subways and utility tunnels provide covered passageways for
movement of troops of both sides, and for concealment. A detailed
knowledge of the location and status of these tunnels is needed to
successfully wage the battle.

* The map and chart data needed by the commander far exceed those needed
for combat in the open. For example, he should know telephone, electric.
gas , water and sewer locations, connections, substations, generating and
pumping stations. Communications in place can help him maintain his own
communication links.

* Command and control presents an entirely different problem than in the
open. Although distances are short, difficult communications and inter-
rupted lines of sight make control of the battle by higher echelon
commanders a very problematical thing. Small unit commanders must be
prepared to act on their own initiative to accomplish their mission. Data
regarding positions and movement of friendly and' enemy forces is needed by,
the small unit commander in this environment. F~m the tactical
standpoint, it may be worthwhile to deliberately locate C centers in cities
because of the inherent protection afforded by tall buildings constrycted of
steel and concrete. The cost to the enemy of destroying such a C center
would be very high.

* Intelligence will probably be spotty. Location of the enemy is increasingly
difficult because of the multitude of cover and concealment available. The
enemy can move rapidly by multiple paths without being observed by
friendly forces. The collection and analysis of information is made more
difficult by the limitations on communications.
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9 Target. location is difficult because of the ready availability of concealed

tiring positions. Snipers can move from room to room, appearing for only
very brief times and then changing position. Limited visibility makes ob-
serva'tion beyond 50 meters practically impossible. Visibility is usually
limited bv dust and smoke and in some cases by urban pdltution.

* \lovement'bv vehicle is difficult in MOBA. Streets will be littered by rubble
and' cratered if the city has been bombed or sublected to artillery attack.
Bridges and overpasses are likely to be down. The availabilitv of cover
afforded by buildings, rubble and tunnels makes vehicles in the streets more
vulnerable to sudden, unexpected attack. Evacuation of the dead and
wounded and resupply are slowed because of the difficult vehicle movement.

e The urban battle is psvchologically more debilitating to the soldier. Battle
is at close ranges and danger exists in all directions -- above and below as
well as on every side. Safe areas may te non-existent. Actual fighting may
be brief but intense, with little warning. Periods of exposure to possible
enemy en•counters may extend continuously over days or weeksd perhaps even
monthb. The noises and smells of battle are intensified bv the confinement
of streets and buildings.

All of the above factors contribute to a combat environment which is definitely
different from battle outside of.the urban areas• Special tactics and techniques are

needed and the soldiers need. to; be properly trained in the employment of these
tactics and techniques. In some cases special equipment is needed, oi existing equip-
-ment needs to be modified to make it suitable for MOBA.

Report Format

- he report is, a iompendium of separate reports prepared by the Ad Hoc Group
members which examine in detail nine functional areas of Military Operations in
Buil t-Up Areas:

Modeling, Simulation & Training,
Mapping
Location & Identification of Forces ,
Command & Control**
Communications;
Non-Chemical,'Weapons & Ammunition
Chemical Weapons & Defense; Radiological Defense ,
Mobility
Psychological Factors•

These separate sections are preoceded by an Executive Summary which presents the
Terms of. Reference and which contains the General Findings of the Group and sum-
marizes the Specific Findings contained in the separate sections of the report.
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EXC :.T1V,_ ' \lM..\,Y'v

I. T-rrns of Relerence

Th- Terms of Retftrence for the Ad Hoc Group on MOBA were established 3v
memorandum dated I April 1977. They are as follows:

a. Help TRADOC tranilate the results 0f the U.S.-FRG joint study in terms
that are meaningful to the developer. Consider the modelling tethniques
that have been employed and tecommand improvements.

b. Examine the unique technical problems arising from operiting In a' MOP•A
environment %hich affect the ability of the Army to (I) determine the
location of and identily enemy, neutral, and friendly forces.: (2) exercise
ccmmand and control; (3) move from point to point: (14) engage all types
of targets with effective weapons. Identify the critical technical problem
areas and recommend appropriate technical solutions having high payoff
possibilities.

In responding to these T rms of Reference, the Ad Hoc Study Group used the
U.S.-FRG joint study to deýelop the special conditions for MOBA wnich are
listed in par3graph I. There, ate many references in the joint study to materiel
limitations and needs; eadh of these is addressed in the separate sections of th.i;
"report and materiel devei~opments recommended herein are in consonance with
the specified needs and recommendations of the U.S.-FRG study.

The requirement of the TOR to consider modelling techniques is addressed in
Section I of the report, 'ýModeling and Training". The examination and identi-
fication of unique techni al problem areas and recommended technical solutions
are addressed in the rem ining section of the report as follows:

TOR Operational Area Study Report Rtsponse

Location and identificati n of Section 3, Location and Identification
enemy, neutral, and frie dly of Forces
forces /

Exercise of Command and Con- Section 4, Command and Control

trol Section 5, Communications

Engagement of all types of Section 6, Non-chemical Weapons & Ammu-
targets with effective nition
weapons Section 7, Chemical Weapons and Defense

Movement from point to point Section 3, Mobility

An additional section, P ychological Factors in MOBA has been added because
the Ad Hoc Study Group believed this to be an important consideration in urban
combat.
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C. ene-ral F: kil I-,•

O\eraiL. the mtio-., Group believtos that, aittiough there is an increasing aware-
.ess in the Arms of the imoorance ot \MOL\A. it has not received 5utficien°
evnphasis )v the \rtm,'s combat 'leeloorment, trainig and mnaeric' e!-.eIoc>-
rmnen t organiZati•ns.

Tfie need tor materiel to be operational in a %t13,A environment has not
been inchuled in most materiel r-quirerne!.ts dccum,.!nts, (MENS. ROCs.
LOAs, etc.) with the result that some items of materiel now in the hands
of tt;)ops are 'unsuitable or tnpperable 'n MOBA. These materiel
deficiencies are noted in the appropriate sections of this report.
S Te exent to vwhich materiel is or is not useful, in W-I), has :iot been

determined in all cases, although D-ARCOMl is working this problem in
specific areas. Further testing is needed to find out \,hich' weapons ana
other materiel are suitable and what new developments are needed.
t Because of the hiatus which has existed in consideration of 'MOB•. the
manner in which weapons and other materiel should te used in \MOB.A.is
not 'coiopletely understood. Training, games ard maneuver; can help
'determine these factars. The need'to expand the data base of weapon and
materiel eifectiveneis is inc.uded in the separate sections of this report.

The MOB;\ environment, in the past, has not been considered an integral
characteristic of norm il combat operations. As a result, during the
development cycle testing by both the materiel developer and the combat
developer, data has not been collected or evaluated to adequately address
this spectrum of system performance. Testing within the MOB.A
environment should be institutionalized for all systems as a standard,
routine requirement.

, Training for MOBA has been cursory at best. Individuals and units do not
receive sufficient training to insmre' operational realiness. Training
facilities worldwide are inadequate.

, The Ad Hoc Study Group agrees with the position stated in the U.S.-FRQ
joint study' that "Forces which are to be engaged to conduct military
operations in built-up areas cannot be equipped with special weapons for
this purpose ... it must be possible to use them in any other terrain and
they must be~capableof carrying out the entire scope of missions and
combat. Nevertheless it must be required that special tyoes of ammu-
nition are developed for the available weapons which Are optimum with
regard to carrying out military operations in built-up areas"* Today's
technology can in most cases support needed modifications or new 'de'-
velopments.

As a minimum,, the proposed MOBA-related tasks for FYS3 and FYT9
developed and recommended by the Second DARCOM-TRADOC Coordi-
nation Conference on MOBA. 19-20 JulY 1977, should be funded and per-
formed. Specific references to some of these tasks are included in the
separate sections of this report.

Draft U.S.-FRG Joint Study on MOBA•, June 1977, paragraph B3 W, pg. 29
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3. Soecific Findings

a. Each section of the report includes a complete set of conclusions
and specific recommendations, For a full understanding of the
background and reasoning supporting these findings, the entire
section should be read.

b. From among the many different recommendations contained in the
body of the report, the Ad Hoc Study Group has selected the
following as technical solutions to MOBA-related materiel problems
which have the highest payoff possibilities:.

The investigation of modeling and training for MtOBA resulted in
16 recommendations. These can be summarized as follows:

%MOBA modeling, simulation, and training plans and acti-
vities should consider the broad range of MOBA, namely:.
combat in cities, operations involving the combination of
man-made towns and the surrounding natural terrain, and
military operaticons in urban terrain. In addition, field and
simulation studies should proceed simultaneously so that
each can benefit from the findings of the other.

Specific consideration should be given in training and simu-
lation efforts to the use of cities in the tattical planning and,
development of defenses. MOBA as a force multiplier
should be considered in the modeling and training exercises.

Develop a comprehensive CIC modei of sufficient resolution
to investigate such factors as squad-level tactics, the details
of weapon usage, interrelationships among the environment,
tactics, and weapons, individual detection and firing capa-
bility, and psychological factors.' This investigation should
include examinations of the MOBACS Unit Operations Level
Game to check the feasibility of increasing its 'resolution to
the level required and of DYNTACS and perhaps other high
resolution simulations to see if they can be adaoted to
MOBA. MOBACS offers the interactive feature, a decided
advantage but some difficulty may be experienced in getting
it running on a production basis. DYNTACS has the
resolution, a relatively sophisticated tactical decision-
making capability, and is operational at Ft. Leavenworth,
but is a completely closed simulation.

.A MOBA training facility should be planned for construction
and modification on a :ontinuing basis as 'knowledge of
MOBA operations and training requirements increases. An
immediate capability should, however, be provided that will
enable field exercises to be performed which enact in real
life items which the URBWAR model simulates., This
involves a single attack on a defended multi-room building
starting either from the street' or another building, with
platoon-size forces on both sides. Results of the field
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exercises Could then be used to update URBIWAR and
URB3WAR stud, results used 1o organize and equip of!ensive
and defensive forces In CIC. A logical- next step, as
information becomes avaiiable. is to provide for a corn-
prehensive company-level CIC operation, eventually with
combined arms.

%lapping for MOBA will probably always depend chiefly on data
obtained on site and in advance. Maps 'or. MOBA must
therefore be prepared befor'e the fact. If MOBA isimportant
more of this work should be done (technology will probably
never significantly simplify the problem). In spite of this fact,
areas for research that may provide a meaningful return are is
follows:

The Army Terrain Information System (ARTINS) should be
designed to include intelligence concerning the nature of
built-up areas that are of military significance. In such a
system, the data bank would include, in addition to terrain
intelligence, features such as underground installations,
types and configuration of buildings. power and communica-
tion centers and lines, piers, railroads. roadways, bridges,
etc.

Developments in remhote sensing technology offer the pos-
sibility in the near future of obtaining much of 'the useful
information needed for MOBA in enemy territory or else-
where not easily accessible for on-site intelligence and uf
updating existing maps on a near real-time basis. Continued
strong emphasis should be applied to assure that a system to
incorporate remote sensor outputs on a near real-time basis
in combat intelligence is in place to exploit a raoidly
developing technology.

The most promising technologies for detecting, locating and
*,identifying forces in a MOBA environment are radar, night

ision/IR, and unattended ground sensors. Thorough and com-
prehensive tests in a MOBA environment of inventory equip-
ment and that under development in thes! categories must be
carried out to determine their suitability. The equipment to be
tested should include, as a minimum:

- AN/PPS-l5

- AN/GSQ- 160

- Second generation starlight scope

5



,Army common modula: FUR

- REMBASS sensors

, METRRA

-Proper design and development of radar, night vision,/IR and
UGS systems requires both, signal propagation information and
target and background signature data bases. The lack of such
data in a MOBA environment makes it impossible to design
future generations of equipment suitable for use both in op'n
terrain and in MOBA. Army laboratories responsible for the
development of this equipment should be tasked :o collect the
needed information apptopriate to s achb techndlogy, and to
incorporate it into the design of future equipment.

* Among the most promising ne% systems under development for
detecting, locating, and identifying forces are a) active (radar)
and passive (radiometric) millimeter wave systems operating at
35 or 94 GHz, and b) second generation lightweight FLIR
systems operating in the 3-5 or 8-12 micron spectral interval.
Army labor.tories, responsible for these developments should
ensure that the equipment designs are compatible with use in
MOBA.

* A strong C2 Architecture and Systems Engineering group should
be established within the Army, supported and supplemented. by
industry, as recommended by the ASB Ad'Hoc Group on C in
their interim report.

* Derive the requirements to be placed on a command ?,nd control
system in order for it to be effective in MOBA and MOBA-
related environments.

* Develop a MOBA battlqfield -simulator for command training
and expand the MOBA C- Training program to include simulated
battle exercises.

0 The Armyshould make certain that requirements for systematic
quantitative data collection for COBA are clearly recognized
and stated, ind are given sufficient priority in the commands
responsible for doing the work. Such data provides information
to help in the training for better communications in built-up
areas, for fixes that may be made in present equipment, and for
taking COBA properly into account in future communication
systems and equipment development.

* As data becomes available from systematic testing and data
collection, it should be made available for introduction into
training programs. The results of the Signatron, contract have
already analyzed the existing data base and suggestions of,
points to be emphasized in training can come from. this report.
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* The program 'that has been recommended by Signatron, i.e. a
polarization diversit'" and space diversity measurement program
that will provide a diversity data base for COP.A radio
communication 'should be carried oait. It may well be that
COBA radio communications can best be improved by use of
diversity. Space and polarization, diversity. require neither
transmitter modification nor extra frequency allocation. If
tests indicate that significart improvements in communication
capability can be achieved by either, or both of these tech-
niques, then product improvement programs should be' initiated
and the fixes implemented.

As new communication equipment becomes available it should
be tested in a' COBA-like environment in all of its various
modes. The new SINCGAR family of radios is a good example.
It offers several features which should be helpful in a COBA
environment, not the ieast of which is 'security.

0 New communication equipment specifications should consider
the COBA environment. An example of where this might be
first applied is the proposed mobile subscriber system.

Electro-optical communication, particularly by. way of fiber
optics. should be well supported. The advances that have been
made in the recent past have' been outstanding, and it offers.
opportunities for communication over large bandwidths and with
good secu-ity and freedom from jamming.

* The non-chemical weaponry section of this report contains-
detailed sections dealing With nine specific classes of weapons
and their application to military operation. in built-up areas.
Each detailed section presents a set of conclusions and recom-
mendations related to the weapon category with which it deals.
In all, 31 rerommendations are made. In addition, two general
findings serve to summarize the overall effort and are as fol-
lows:

- Steps'must be taken to define the technical opportunities for
a real improvement in our MOBA weaponry posture, not just
to a few high level people in TRADOC and on the Army
Staff, but also to -the Army laboratories and development
agencies and their contractors - the people who will do the
actual development if it is to be done. This can best be
accomplished by conducting' battalion scale exercises in
representative built-up areas to test our doctrine, communi-
cation and weapon -ysterns working together as a system.
Such exercises, adequately supported and studied by partici-
pating weapons designers could do more to d-_fine the
opportunities for innovation and to uncrover the current
operational deficiencies of our, Army in MOBA than any
single other step.
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SECTION I

Modeling, Simulation & Training

Introduction

The nat ure of Military Operations -in Built-Up Areas (MOBA) has been thoroughly
described in a number of documents including FM,90-10, the CAC report of November
1976, and the 30 Septet iber 1973 report by GTE Sylvania. All of these stress the
impact of urbanized terrain on all levels of military planning and operations. Thus,
'considerations of modeling, simulation, and training for MOBA must include:

1 I. Combat in cities (CIC),

2. Operations involving the combination of man-made towns and the sur-
rounding natural terrain, and

3. The synergistic effect many actions 6f types (1) and (2) have on the over-
all conduct of military operations on urbanized terrain (MOUT).

These three levels correspond generally to the traditional responsibilities of the
captains, colonels, and generals, respectively; although it is apparent that CIC will
require specific, consideration of sergeants and perhaps corporals as well as captains,
as platoons and squads are forced to fight essentially on their own. The colonels, as
battalion or brigade commanders, must consider the optimal use of the natural and
man-made environmental features in accomplishing assigned objectives. The
generals, commanding divisions or corps, besides trying to capitalize on the overall
environment to enhance their available resources, must also take into account thc'
political and religious effects, as well as the military advantages of defending,
attacking, or bypassing a particular city or town.

The presence of significant numbers of non-combatants and constraint on collateral
damage must be dealt with at all levels in addition to the more traditional problems
of combined-arms strategies and tactics.

General Requirements

U.S. military personnel must be equipped, organizedand trained for all apsects of
MIOBA. However, there is only a moderate amount of experience and data upon which
to base equipment developments, organizational structures, and training programs.
The immediacy of the MOBA problem dictates that appropriate additional informa-
tion.be obtained as expeditiously as possible.

The existing CAC and GTE Sylvania studies have be.sically defined the overall prob-
lem and identified specific areas needing examination. They also have provided
important insights concerning potential solutions. This material indicates a need for
both field studies and modeling/simulation efforts. These 'two approaches should
proceed simultaneously so that each can benefit from the results of the other. All
currently available material can be used for initial designs.

11
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Models/Simulations

Tr.ere are two simulation mode!s that have been designed and used especially for the
study of MOBA. One is URBWAR, developed by. Rodman Laboratory, Rock Island
Arsenal, and described in an ARMCOM report, dated 15 October 1975. The other is
MOBACS, developed by George Schecter at 'Ketron, and described in a four-volume
report published in early W977.' A SCORES type of evaluation procedure has also been
used ýy CAC to study MOBA. Other simulation models, designed for other uses, could
also be of potential value ;n MOBA.

URBWAR

URBWAR is a stochastic, event-sequenced, small-unit (platoon and below) urban
combat simulation. It is currently, limited to a single attack by one force against a
building or buildings occupied by the other force. There is considerable flexibility in
the layout and material of the buildings and the size, weapons, starting positions, and
tactics of both forces. Elements all move, detect, and fire individually within the
constraints of the roles assigned to them. Movements include moves to assault,
obtain a more favorable search position, and those caused by suppressive fires.
Reakonably sophisticated models are used for detection, hit, and casualty probabili-
ties and times for these events, although a need has been ixpressed for better detec-
tion parameter values. Furthermore, these probabilities are weapon dependent. The
output provides (1) a summary of which elements were killed, by whom, the'weapon
used, and the rounds fired, and (2) an, event-by-event account of the engagement.
Engagement times are a matter of 10 to 20 seconds.

Planned modifications include (1) a more precise probability-of-hit and probabiiity-
of-incapacitation subroutine which will account for the part of a human body hit, and
mobility and fire-power kills, and (2). a dynamic roUte-selection routine for each
element similar to those used in DYNTACS and ASARS.

In summary,, URBWAR appears to provide a reasonable first effort at a platoon-vs-
platoon CIC action. With the proposed modifications in place, it will be, quite repre-
sentative of the concepts of such actions as currently held by military tacticians.
URBWAR cannot, however, in its present, form, play CBR factors' or non-human
sensors., although it would seem these factors could be introduced without too much
difficulty once the effects of such items on the personnel involved are known.

SURBWAR is also not capable of testing the effects of combined arms actions includ-
ing armor, artillery, or air support, intra- or inter-platoon command and control, the
psychological and physical effects of isolation from other units over long periods of
time, the fighting of a small-unit delaying action, or a retreat., Although it is
conceivable that these features could also be included, it is not clear that sufficient
information is available at this point in time to.permit a reliable description of these
items to be formulated. Additional field experience is needed for this to take place..

Even if ali the desired modeling and parameter information were available, the ques-,
tion still remains as to the best role, if any, for URBWAR. Should URBWAR, perhaps
modified slightly to represent by input parameters the effects of some of the features
just discussed, remain a relatively simple platoon-vs-platoorn single assault, short-
time duration, shot-by-shot model, or used as the 'basis for expansion into a large,
general-purpose CIC model? In the former role, it could serve' as a generator of
statistical inputs to a higher level CIC or'MOBA simulation; in the latter, it would
become the basic CIC simulation itself.
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MOBACS

The Military Operations in Built-up Areas Combat _imulation is a ?roduct of a re-
search project entitled Gaming Models for Military Operations in Buit-up Areas. It
addresses combined-arms actions from the division down to' fire-team -levels in a
three-part process in which battle orders are input by military personnel and can be
changed within the course of the battle to test. alternative approaches to various
strategic and tactical situations.

The three steps in this process are:

I. A planning map exercise intended to simu!ate division/brigade planning
operations. Here military planners produce detailed operations plans
which are used to construct the input for the second level of simulation,
the Force Operations Level Game.

2. The Force Operations Level Game simulates brigade sizedcombat oper-
ationr with a unit resolution level of approximately platoon-sized units.* It
is fully team interactive, (both forces) wherein players input unit orders
which govern the simulated combat ation for that period. The results are
fed back to the players who then formulate unit orders for the next
period. Each period corresponds to approximately 15 minutes of combat
time. The *combat history generated is analyzed to isolate critical' unit
action sequences which then form the basis for a detailed scenario for the
lowest, most detailed level of simulation, the Unit Operations Level
Game.

3. The Unit Operations. Level' Game simulates approximately company level
operations with resolution to the squad or fire-team level. Thir game can
be operated either (1) as 'a closed simulation of combat sequences with
player-analysts providing complete input scenarios and having the capa-
bility of automatic parametric r'.eplication of game play or (2) in the
cyclic mode as is used with the Force Operations Level Game.

According to the descriptions provided in the Ketron report, the representations of
terrain,' command and control, communication, combined arms operations, movement,
structure hardness, target effects, target acquisition, and fire control are well
conceived and reasonably realistic for division, brigade, and company level actions;
However, since there has been a minimal amount of recorded experience or analysis,
it is difficult to evaluate the realism or the efficiency of the three simulation levels
individually or the gaming operation as a whole.

The positive features of MOBACS are: (1) it includes all levels of MOBA operations;
(2) military player/analysts can participate on-line and can both guide and learn from
the play of the game; (3) a wide range of unit sizes can be studiec; (4) combined
arms forces. can be played at all levels; and (51 considerable flexibility in force
structure, tactics, weapons, and the general military situation is afforded.

Shortcomings appear to be: (1) a lack of -operational experience with the simulation
and, hence, no real tests of the efficiency or effectivensss of .IOBACS or its parts;

-(2) insufficient resolution in the Unit Operations Level Game to investigate such
factors as squad-level tactics, the details of weapon usage, (and, hence, effective-
ness), and the interrelationships among the environment, tactics, and weapons. and (3M
problems in adequately representing the "terrain" in built-un areas, particularly in
cities where street networks are involved.
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SCORES

The Scenario Oriented Recurring Evaluation System is a corps-level general evalu-
ation procedure based on a set of stand rd scenarios. It includes Air Force as well as
Army Operations. Although SCORES currently does not play MOBA, -the Combined
Arms Center used a SCORE.S type of evaluation based on the Eurdpe-I scenario to
gain insights concerning current force capabilities and MOBA shortfalls in its 1975-
1976 MOBA study. The success of this effort would seem to indicate the feasibility
of modifying SCORES to include MOBA type activity on a regular basis. The CAC
personnel involved with this effori are in an excellent position to guide such efforts.

The JIFFY War Game

JIFFY is an interactive computer played war game in which the participants make
decisions regarding tactical objectives and the computer serves ptimarily as a fire-
power score' board. It has been used in conjunction with SCORES evaluations and
could prove useful in this role when SCORES is modified to play MOBA. JIFFY, or a
similar interactive game, might also be of use in prescreening tactics for the Force
Operations Level Game portion of MOBACS.

DYNTACS

DYNTACS is a high-resolution, company-level simulation capable of playing combined
arms actions on a 5 km-by-10 km battlefield. It was originally built in the middle
1960's to evaluate tank and anti-tank'weapoh systems'(with no thought of MOBA). It.
is similar to a relatively large number of small-unit-action type simulations
constructed about that time such as Carmonette and TATAWS.

"These DYNTACS-type simulations have, many attributes which could be very valuable
in studying the'CIC phases of MOBA if they could be modified to do so. They should
be particularly valuable in modeling sustained cimpany-level operations where the
actions, of individual elements must be accounted for throughout a battle made, up of
multiple engagements over a significant area of a city. This phase is basic to a real
understanding of CIC operations. Currently, however, this phase cannot be simulated
with existing models since URBWAR.involves only a single action-and the MOBACS
Unit Operations Level Came lacks' the resolution.

The DYNTACS type simulation could be used in one or both of two ways. One would
Sbe to modify it to play CIC itself. The other would be to incorporate some' of its
capabilities into URBWAR and MOBACS. Recall that it has already been decided to
use the DYNTACS route-selection model in the next modification of URBWAR.

Training

Although there is much about MOBA which is similar to other types of military oper-
ations, MOBA obviously contains many significant features which are new and differ-
ent from traditional operations. It is essential that training programs be evolved to
cover these features and that these programs be fully coordinated with existing
programs so that MOBA training is treated as an integral operation.

The subject of training was given careful attention in the CAC study, ard was on the
agenda of the 19-20 July 1977 DARCOM-TRADOC Coordination Conference on
!vMOBA.

14
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General Concepts

The characteristics of MOBA dictate that training must include the following:

L. For the Generals and Colonels:

a. The use of urbanized terrain as a force multiplier (for economy of
forces), to gain time, and/or attrit the enemy.

b. Make best use of combined arms at the corps and division' levels in
urbanized terrain. This includes air reconnaissance 'and support,
armor, artillery, air mobile operations, and service support.

C. Considieration of political, religious, ahd humanitarian. factors in
accomplishing items (a) and (b). These factors could have important
bearings on whether to defend, attack, by-pass,.or abandon a giver
city or area.

d. The administration of non-combatants in occupied areas, parti-
cularly when actual fighting is involved. This includes providing

*protection, food, he'alth care, and other services, preventing inter-
ference with military operations, and planning evacuation proce-
dures.

2. For the Captains, Sergeants, and Tr'oops:

a. Tactics developed for MOBA, particularly CIC, where small units
must operate in relative isolation. This includes use of the vertical
dimension and coping with the potential of harassment and, fires

* from all directions.

b. Use of weapons and equipment, both traditional and those newly
developed for CIC.

C. Commu nicating and navigating during CIC.

d. Creating and dea~ling with rubble.

e. The psychological stresses inherent in CIC.

- 'f. Dealing on the personal level with non-combatants.

g. The tactics and weapons that will be used against them by the
*enemy.

A detailed list of training needs is presented in Appendix S of the- CAC report cate-
gorized under the headings Navigation, Engineer (building classification, demolitions,
obstacles), Communications, Weapons, and Tactics (offense, defense). The major
importance of effective tactics is stressed.
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Training Prograim Needs,

Training program needs include both materials and facilities. A necessary first step
is the incorporation of current doctrine and weapon-system information into
appropriate documents and manuals. The doctrine aspects are beginning to be, ac-
complished with the publication of the new FM 90-10 and the section on ,IOBA in F\,
1i0-5. However, the CGC study indicates an immediate need to also incorporate
MIOBA doctrine in FM 7-10 and FM 7-20., In addition, current infantry, and combined
arms Army Training Evaluation Programs (ARTEPs) are being revised to include

- _MOBA missions, but an immediate need is recognized for .the development of a train-
ing and evaluation scenario for ARTEPs 7-15 and 7-45 involving delaying actions, in-
"depth defense, route withdrawal planning, counter-attack, movement down a street
under fire. building entry and clearing, and a live fire exercise. These efforts should
be continued and plans made for periodic updates as training exercises and si-nulation
studies. yield new and better information. It is assumed that information concerning
new weapon-system,"and equipment developments will be incorporated in appropriate
field manuals and training documents as quickly as possible.

Training for the Generals and Colonels will require, in addition to the availability of
current doctrine and weapon-system capability information, appropriate scenarios and
simulation war games through which experience can be gained. MOBA-type field
training facilities would obviously be highly desirable, but will of necessity have to be
limited due to the cost and lack of availability of exzensive areas or urban type
settings in which to run exercises. The most that could be hoped for, from a practical
point of view, are facilities capable of providing field training in CIC operations of
the type specified by CAC. for inclusion in ARTEPs 7-15 and 7,45. Results wou!d then
have to be extrapolated for inclusion in higher level simulations', and war games.
Because of the inter-active format of MOBACS,. its map exercise and Force
Operations, Level Game could serve as MOBA training devices for corps and division
commanders.

Training for the Captains, Sergeants, and Troops will have to include the latest in-
formation on weapons, communication devices, and tactics. It shouid also include
instructions in dealing with non-English speaking non-combatants. Some role-playing
exercises could be extremely valuable in this context. Map reading and experience in
maintaining one's bearings should also be present. Ofgreat importance, however, is
field training in CIC operations including both the single attacks and the more
involved operations recommended for inclusion in ARTEPs 7-15' and 7-45. The
exercise should be long enough and realistic enough to fully bring out the psych-
ological effects of both hig intensity, close-range fire fights aid the isolated oper-
ations of small units in streets and buildings.

Training Facilities

Provision of field training facilities poses'the greatest problem in MOBA training.
Existing facilities are extremely rare. There is a small facility next to the wall in
West Berlin which the Berlin Brigade uses for training and an additional facility is
planned at Grafenwoehr in West Germany. The Federal Republic of Germany
maintains a MOBA training site at Hammelburg.

/oo
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There is currently essentially no suitable facility for ,lOBA training in the United
States., the XVIII Airborne Corps has plans for a MOBA facility at Ft. Bragg and the
FY 79 DARCOM list of MOBA tasks inc!ijdes renovation of a three-story building in
the Edgewood Area of Aberdeen Proving Ground as a test facility..

With reference to the proposed Ft. Bragg facility, some concern was exp.ressed during
the 3uly 1977 DARCOM-TRADOC meeting about proceeding to an exptnsive ficiiity
withdut some assurance that it will provide a valid \IOBA training situation.

• Although the point is well taken, it appears that enough is already known about the
general MCMBA. and more specifically CIC, environment to proceed with certain parts,
of such a facility with the rest to be added later as knowledge accrues. For example,
a single one-block lohg street lined only with facades of buildings supporting firing
platforms would provide at least some minimal aspects of a movement down a street
and being fired' upon from many directions *and altitudes. -\ pair of cross streets
would increase the realism. A few of the facades could later be replaced by 3ctual
buildings for use in defending, entering, and clearing operations. Relatively few
actual buildings would be needed. Additional faciliti.s, including tunnels, deep
buildings, utility stations, and even riyers and bridges could come later. It is
essential, however, that a sufficient set of structures be in place at an early date to
parallel in the field what URBWAR attempts to simulate, including a live fire'
capability. Then, simulation studies using URBWAR could be checked in th6 field and
field experience built into URBWAR, In this way, understanding of what is required
for a comprehensive MOBA training facility could be gained. It could further be
enhanced if the results of both the initial field tests and the URBWAR studies coild
be incorporated into a higher level simulation and the resulting outputs used to help-
with the advanced designs of the MOBA training facility. In any case, some elements
of such a facility are needed now so that the desired level of understanding of MOBA
can be gained as sooh as possible.

Conclusions

1. Recent studies of MOBA have produced a good foundation upon which to
formulate a first-cut MOBA doctrine and identify problem areas which
need study.

2. Several simulation models exist which have the potential of playing sig-
nificant roles in the continued development of MOBA doctrine and the
evolution and evaluation of appropriate tactics, weapons, equipment, and
training programs.

3. A hierarchy of simulation models is needed both to study' and to train
"personnel for the various levels of MOBA activities.

4. MOBA training facilities are a necessity in gaining experience with
MOBA,, and particularly CIC, both to train personnel and gain additional
knowledge to further develop doctrine, tactics, and weapons. Live fire
capability is extremely important.

5. The newness 'of MOBA interest and the resulting lack of detailed opera-
tional knowledge coupled with the high cost of urban type training facili-
ties, dictates an evolutionary approach to the designing of such facilities.
There is, however, an immediate need for a facility in which to engage in
a single attack on a defended building and to experience fires from many
heights and directions as an advance is made through a street.
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Recommendations

1. MOBA modeling, simulation, and training plans and activities should
consider the broad range of ,OBA; namely, CIC. operations involving the
combination'of man-made towns and the surrounding natural terrain, and,
""MOUT.

2. Field and simulation studies should proceed simultaneously so that each
can benefit from the findings 'f the other.

3. Continue the development of URBWAR as a platoon-vs-platoon, single
assault, short time duration, shot-by-shot model, incorporating into it
those features of other small-unit-action simulations felt beneficial and
the capability for at least parametric treatment of other factors such as
CBR. Some of this development will have to wait for the results of field
'tests or additional changes made as new knowledge becomes available.

4. Use URBWAR to develop appropriate distfibutions and statistics for
higher level simulations, models, and war games.

5. Continue to develop MOBACS as new information becomes available from
"field 'tests and new subroutines are developed or adopted from other
simulation models.

6. Investigate the use of intercorrelations in the development of the statisti-
cal battlefield in the MOBACS terrain model as a means of increasing the
realism in representing street networks and building complexes.

7. Develop a comprehensive CIC model of sufficient resolution to investigate
such factors as squad-level tactics, the details of weapon usage,
interrelationships among the environment, tactics, and weapons, individual
detection and firing capability, and psychological factors. This investiga-
tion should include examinations of the MOBACz Unit Operations Level
Game to check the feasibility of increasing its resolution to the level
required and of DYNTACS and perhaps other high resolution simulations
to see if they can be adapted to MOBA. MOBACS offers the interactive
feature, a decided advantage, but some difficulty may be experienced in
getting it running on a production bdsis. DYNTACS has the resolution, a
relatively sophisticated tactical decision making capability, and is
operational at Ft. Leavenworth, but is a completely closed simulation.

S. Using the expertise, gained by CAC in their MOBA study, modify (expand)
SCORES to include MOBA.

9. Investigate the appropriateness of modifying JIFFY or perhaps other
interactive corps level simulations for use as a \IOBA MOUT model and as
a high level training device.

10. Continue the dissemination of current MOBA doctrine and related mater-
ial in field manuals and training documents and provide for the rapid
update of these publications as new and improved information becomes
available.



Invetigate the use of the MOBACS map exercise and Force Operations
LeA Game as MOBA training devices for corps and division commanders.
Its :eractive nature should make it well suited for this purpose. Should
t', ot prove feasible, JIFFY and other high level models would have to

,onsidered. If no existing high-level model can be adapted to do the
,Ju, a new game would have to be developed from scdatch.

12. Appropriate training materials and inputs to the high Level .MOBA game
should-be prepared for use by corps and division commanders. The follow-
ing subjects should be included:. (1) the use or urbanized terrain as a
force multiplier, (2) the use of combined arms at the corps level in urban-
ized terrain, (3) consideration of political, religious, and humanitarian
factors. including the effects of collateral damage, in planning military
operations, and (4) the administration of non-combatants in occupied
areas, in particular where actpjal fighting is taking place.

13. Appropriate training materials and programs should be prepared, for use at
,,company level and below. The following subjects should be included:
(1) MOBA tactics,, especially CIC tactics, (2) traditional and newly
developed weapons and equipment, '(3) communication and navigation
during CIC, (4.) creating and dealing with rubble, (5) psychological
stresses inherent in CIC. (6) -dealing on a personal level with non-English
speaking non-combatants, and (7) the tactics and weapons' that are used
by the enemy.

14. A MOBA training facility should be planned for construction and modifi-
cation on a continuing basis as knowledge of MOBA operations and train-
ing requirements increases. An immediate capability should, however, b6e
provided that wilt enable' field exercises to be performed which enact in
real life items which the URBWAR model simulates. This involves a
"single attack on a defended multi-room building starting either from the
street or another building, with platoon-size forces on both sides. Results
of the field exercises could then be used to update URBWAR and
URBWAR study results used to organize and equip offensive and defensive
forces in CIC. AMlogical next step, -s information becomes available, is to
provide for a comprehensive company level CIC operation, eventually with
combined arms.

15. Study the -use of the absorption walk, frangible bullets, etc., to minimize
injuries during live fire exercises.

16. Study the use of electronic, laser, and other devices to, determine and
record hits and damage caused by the weapons employed in training ex-
ercises.
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SECTION 2

Mapping

Earlier studies1 of MOBA have directed attention to t'-e fact that in previous opera-
tions involving U.S. forces in urban areas, up-tQ-date information on urban features of
military significance was not available. It is projected that future operations in such
areas will generate needs for ,a great variety of information inclu4ing routes of
transoortation, corr imunication systems, underground installations, key governmental

a centers, structures, etc. To avoid problems of th- past, large scale maps showing
such features will be essential. Indeed, it has been said that planning and prepa.ra-
tions for \IOBA would appear to be more important to an effective city defense than
new and original concepts.

With these requirements in mind, the committee sought to determine the state-of-
the-art of mapping of urban areas that show all features of military significance
related to ground operations and then to offer some recommendations with respect to
efforts that should be initiated to ensure that the mapping needs for built-up areas
for the future will be met. To this end, a member of the committee met with
representatives of the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)* and the U.S. Army Topo-
graphic Laboratories (ETL)* to review the extent of their efforts directed to meet-

-ing MOBA requirements.

The Defense Mapping Ageency

Of particular interest to MOBA and the matter on which discussions were focused at
the DMA were the activities of the Topogra-phic Center. This Center is concerned
with the production of tactical topographic maps. It was reported that the Office for
Plans and Requirements of the DMA had not received a definitive statement
concerning services specifically desi-ned to support MOBA. There is a requirement
to provide city maps but it was reported that there has not been a serious undertaking
to produce a map or topographic product specifically desighed to meet MOBA
requirements. There have been discussions concerning the various characteristics of
urban areas that may affect military operations but it was reported that DMA had not
received any specific requirements from the Army" to prepare maps specifically
designed to show' such features. In response to a question as to whether or not, if
requested, the DMA could develop maps to meet MOBA rec.uirements, it was reported
that they did have the capability-to produce such maps but th,.t the current workload
would make it impossible to' undertake such a responsibility without a significant
increase in budget. With respect to budget, it was further reported that the level had
more or less stabilized and it was perceived that if any 'new activity were to be
undertaken, it would have to be done by trading off on-going activities.

1 GTE Sylvania Final Report dated 9/3/73

,* - See notes appended hereto.
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i t!) r ~pe, t Zo products now bemng podwi•ed that w(N'ld plrovide , o 'e on )nr-ation r {
%IQt of . the DM\A pro iuces t'wee t~p.e of c:ity matps ahrcriS~~s ti3 I.- Cj.ty
Route Gr30i ic .iars,, %'qhih %imply show the lnes of tr3-,el rhrOmJgh ur*-•,n area•..
4. CitV Gr-ihic Maos. *hich show ain intermediate level of{ in cr ation ]td
1. '11litalrv C'tv \Maps At a sc1ale of I to 1,%509, that .:n0aM theh ,-retet jr.',.Int of
informatt nn including top(v,- iphic featurPs. These rws ar- prpaeed in l•}g"o! por0t

from air ptotogriphs.

The following additional faw-ts ein erged from discussions with representoitivi-s from

the D'MA.

1. The DM A does not collect intelligenre; it depends on other age'ncies SýKh
ai the DIA. the CIA, etc., for such ,nformation,

2. With resoeý't to o4r NATO ah11t. there- is an ag-eenent that oach ,•-ufntrv
will prepare its own maps in a(*( 3rdance withI an agreed-lJpon set of ,pe,%-
fications.

3. Finally, it was reported that if the DMA! should become involved in Any
mapping exer'cise in Europe, this would have to be agreed upon( h our
NATO allies.

In later discussions with the 'ETL. it was repor'ed that the r.I,\ serves primardiy as a
production agency with respect to mapping and that it do perlds in large part on t'e
resear-h effort. uf the ETL io support these activities.

The U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Lab•'ratorles

The U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laborarories (ETL) has a prime resporibtilitv of
erng•ging in,research related to mapping. Amotng its elements is the Terr ain Ar i•$sis
Center (TAC)."* This Center is concerned with the develtopment of a ¶ompendium
of available data on pertinent natural and man-made features of (an area) and an
evaluation of their e~fe:ts on tactical military operations., A Terrain analvsis report
contains maps showing surface configurations. surface drainage, surtace wa-r.
ground water, engineering soils, enginerrine geology, vegetatiorn climatt. cross
country movemerl. lines of communicatiorn, ftc. Although the efforts of the Center
have not been focused on built-up areas, it would appear that it has the ('oripeten'ce
to treat such areas. At present, it is doing state-of-the-art. stuldies of terrain in
general.

Among activities related to mapping of significance to MOBA are the development of
three maps that have been prepared by ETL. The first of these is a map at a scate of
I to 75n,000 that includes the whole of Europe: it shows all urban areas having an
area ), ater than 0.25 sq. kim. This map clearly d(monstrates why it is becomrinl
important to give conxsiseration to %1011. The second map shows the Fulla 'corridor
at' a scale of I to 250,000. It also shows all urban arepai larger than 0.-7 tq. kin. .nd
cdearly demonstrates how built-rip areas hlo(xk traditional lines of mrnverirent.,
third map shows the projected increase in urbanilation of the Futlda ror'-ridr fU-r the
year 2,000. It derniotstrates the increaaing imprtance of \110t1A in the #.ars Ihevld.

"See notes appended hereto.
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tI% ýoI jr.r so tifider s de'. doperi. it 'per t ms-it Ii e'c.1 iples Of *,Ith ot :11rti
tirrrI tq'es 'if tna~is mer iatl ableh. Theio( 'imps are rets4 !ed tob the CTL a% lev~el 1.

IL. andi Ill nmitis. roipe,' ti'.ely. the l~eve (11 t'.pi crnap s i much of the inforrmatiOn. '

thait is reqm'rold lier Moil' \. This inc'ludes type's Of I)MMIdilS dePIC1iii4 story heights a%
*&ell .i ~e f covnitructiofi: that is, itreI 'raine. concrete, mfasonry. etc. It ihowti
t~ir widths if'citv %treet%. lhr~dgr diaty incimfidng horizzont~ll and overhead clear~inces as

.11S, t~ :'lei of ýiri 15 o stroc tlirei. It '.hu'\A r.WIr,1a%1% ,'1swer tramncmkin iI t-ies *fill~
'.sl t,14o Ini t 'i er hiemshts. %titi~my. routrs xini statimlns. ptipelines.. %pires arl ct~iiine'. 1

open tes,1- anIrl 1,111d [I o. In addsitionl. the mip folic inc ludesi i thuree~innvit
otl~i ;tir ltereo pic torial lI a thre dun 'isiofial view of A cit v. Mlthossgh ktf'ir of lie
ufklr natwion nwke, sarv to prepa'e A1 level Ill rn~ap tcan be obtained fromn remote Sensligi

techniqswes. it is -obvituis that much of it mutst be obtained on lox-stion. It was
reo-jtrted thamt the preparationi of A level Ill map is ver ti ~ne ConsuminK; thus. it would
need to he prepared well tit advance of Asnv anticipated ned for it.

Ano~ther developsinent At the ETL of S, nific-ince to WIC'IA is the Armv Terrain
Information ~S'.tein CAR TIN'-). This iystern is designettto provide terrain intelligence.
tos fIeld aIrmies. When fully developeft the svitem w~ill be designed ta "embixdy
auitomnated pirocessing, production, storage. retrieval, dis~etninatiovil And up-datinK Of
terrain ritelliKnet-P." The data bank~ %ill include vegetation and surface ;onflf1urA-

~ hvnlrolov Anid rijtnirall resouirces. eflectric power. solid fuels, petroletim anid
niattr.fil gas Aie.~ir terminofli. water terininals. lowes. of communication logistic
fat ilities. undiergroiind instaiationmi And defenses and datým related to clisnAtology Anid

I.As popuilations contintie to becomre more ani: mime concentrated. \1011A
will'b^coie mo~re andi more unavoidable.

:. In order to conduct \101.l1i~. it will tbecomfe )Ighlv im,-Awtant to prov Ide
intelligence t-witerning the Mivsicenl fratitroi of in urbanf area otti.?s as
those nolw being included in the level Ill esperi nental map tteinli;-developed
byv the.[ TL.

1.Althoxigh a significant itmoutnt of mapping irttelligerwe can be obtained
fromn remote se' ssr'* a skibstantial amnount Oý essential tinftormifation will
need to he obtained on locst ionr. Ftur~hermod.lr. the task~ of obtaining the
essenti-al inforvnation Afri depictingi it in use ful form, is time %consuitrIfitg:
thus, if the retipitred information is it, beAV ilable when needed, it iiill
hAve to he obtained well in Advance of militar operations.

'.The rtf dives have the retsources to proces's minpping informastion required
forw \hilA bit inure attention nritii be oiusedtion the miappinog of i nfoirma -



R •<o)mnenfI, t ions

Mlapping fur MOBA .vill probably always depend chiefly on data obtained on-site and
in advance.. ,Nips for \MBA must therefore be prepared before the fact. If %,OBA is
importint more of this work should be done (technology will probably never
,si4rniiicantly simplify the problem). In spite of this recognized shoit'coming several
eflorts appear likely to provide meaningful retuin. They are as follows:

1. Appropriate agencies be tasked to obtain the intelligence that cannot be
obtained by remote sensing on a continuing and sustained basis. Some
important urban features that will affect military operations that cannot
be disclosed by remote sensing are continually changing. Accordingly, it
will be necessary systematically to up-date this ir,formation and keep it
current.

2. It is also recommended that we seek to reach agreement with our allies
with respect to the informat,ion required as 'well as the format for de-
picting it for the purpose of conducting MOBA. The division of respons-
ibili~y for performing this task should also be agreed upon.

3. It is recommended the Army Terrain Information System (ARTINS) be
designed to include intelligence concerning features of built-up'areas that
are of military significance. In such a system the data bank would
include, 'in addition to terrain intelligence, features such as underground
installations, types and configuration of buildings, power and communica-
tion centers and line, piers, railroads, roadways, bridges, etc.

4. Developments in remote sensing techlhology offers the possibility in the
near 'future of obtaining much of the most useful information needed for
MOtBA in enemy territory or elsewhere not easily accessible for on-site
intelligence and of updating existing maps on a near real-time basis. We
recommend continuing strong emphasis tu assure that a system to
incorporate remote sensor outputs on a ne"r real-time basis in the combat
intelligence is in place to exploit a rapidly developing technology.
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NOTES

*DMA: The 'DMA is comprised of Aerospace, Hydrographic, & Topographic Centers.
It is also responsible for the Defense Mapping School, the Inter-Americar, Geodetic
Survey and DMA Depots. "It serves the land, sea, and aerospace requirements of all
the U. S. Defense forces by providing management of all mapping, charting and
geodesy activities common to those forces. The Director of DMA reports to the
Secretary of Defense through the JCS. It has an authorized strength of 7600( civilians
and 725 military personnel., Its products fall into three categories - maps for land
maneuvers and operations, charts for nautical and aerial navigation and operations,
and geodetic data on the size and shape of the earth, the precise position of points on
its surface, and the variations in the pull of gravity and magnetic fýrce at points all
over the world." The Office for Plans and Requirements for DMA is concerned with
operati'onal and contingency plans. Its current operational budget is approximately
240 million dollars per year.

Discussions concerning DMA activities were held with Brigadier General Ames Albro,
3r., Deputy Director, and Mr. Yates Dameron, Assistant Deputy.Director, both of the
Office for Plans and Requirements for DM •.

**ETL:' The ETL is a field operatin-. agency of the Office of the Chief of Engineers.
Its major R&.D missions include, automated mapping, point positioning, and military
geographic information. It is organized into five prime R&D elements: The Research
Institute, the Computer Sciences Lab., Geographic Sciences Lab., Topographic Devel-
opments Lab. and the Terrain Analysis Center. These elements employ 78% of ETL's
work force which is comprised of approximately 280 civilian and military personnel.
The remaining 22% provides the necessary administrative staff services. At the ETL
discussions were held with Colonel Philip Hoge, Commander/Director, and Lt. Col.
William Stockhausen, Deputy Director. Meetings were also held with the Chief of the
Terrain Analysis Center (TAC), the Chief of the Topographic Design and Development

'Group as well as the Director of the Geographic Sciences Lab.

***TAC: The Terrain Analysis Center reports directly to the Technical Director of
the ETL. It has an operational rather than an R&D mission. Established by the Chief
of Engineers ir 1975, it provides a terrain analysis capability at Department of Army
level. TAG prepares specific terrain studies and analyses in support of contingency
plans in war scenarios. It assists and complements civilian users for terrain
intelligence. It is, developing a capability to provide military geographic information
and terrain data from all sources worldwide needed for military and civilian
contingency planning, training and engineering. TAC'S location within the ETL
enables it to 'test new methodologies, techniques and systems resulting from R&D to
represent the user in these areas. When tasked to perform its mission, TAC is divided
into two teams of analysts - one, a Data and Acquisitions Management Team; the
other, t.e- Data Analysis Team. TAC includes among its representative projects the
development of special terrain studies in support of MOBA'by the Defense Advariced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

From discussions at the ETL, it was learned that this Laboratory has the
responsibility not only to support the Army but'also to conduct R&D for DMA. At the
ETL, it was reported that the DMA is primarily a production agency though it is not
precluded from engaging in R&D in support of its own activities. As a final item, it
was reported that the ETL must rely on the DIA, the CIA, etc. for intelligence just as
does the DMA. It should also be noted that the Army does have a capability to
produce maps in field units to support Army needs.
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3-1.0 BACKGROUND

As it does in other mission areas, MOBA introduces unique problems to the
conventional methods for detecting locating and identifying forces. Many
surveillance technologies, e.g.., night vision systems, require line of sight
between friendly and enemy forces. In built-up areas, whether intact or in
rubble, open areas are'few and the enemy is readily concealed. Even those
technologies not requiring line of sight, e.g, unattended ground sensors,
suffer frdm unique problems associated with background clutter not present
in urban areas. As an ini:ial step in determining the magnitude of these
problems,; it is necessary to evaluate present surveillance and target
acquisitiop equipments in the TOE in a MOBA environment. The list of tasks
in the prepared FY79 MOBA program, developed at the Second DARCOM-
TRADOC Coordination' Conference on MOBA, 19-20 3uly 1977, defines only
.one surveillance task, namely, "Surveillance Techniques in MOBA (Night
Vision)". No money has been provided to Night Vision Laboratory
specifically for this task; however, some tests have been run by NVL at the
Marine Corps Combat, Village, Quantico using other funds. No other'
surveillance and target acquisition tasks have been defined or carried out.
Thus the ýtility of such technologies as radar, unattended ground sensors,
RPV's, acoustics, photography, lasers/electro-optics, mine/booby trap detec-,
tion, and I F in a' MOBA environment remains undetermined.

In the pages wvhich follow, the above nine tecrhnologies are discussed in light
of MOBA! needs, and inclusions and recommendations are drawn. The
statements reflect a consensus between the ad hoc committee and the
individual laboratories responsible for the development of each of the
technologies.
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3-2.0 RADAR TECHNOLOGY

Personnel and Vehicle Detection

A number of airborne and ground based radars for detection of moving
personnel and vehicles are in the Army inventory. Several new systems will
be fielded over the next few years.

The AN/APS-94 side looking radar has been operational for many years in
the OVl aircraft. This radar can detect vehicles out to ranges well in
excess of 50 km. By the early 1980's, the SOTAS will be operational. This
system consists of a modified AN/APS-94 radar in a helicopter and a ground
station 'with a real, time display. The, rotating antenna in the SOTAS
provides rapid wide area surveillance. Both systems have been extensively
tested in Europe. It is likely that some indication of their effectiveness in a
MOBA environment can be obtained by analysis of available data. The
SOTAS tests are well documented with accurate ground truth data.

The ground based AN/PPS-4 radar is fielded in large quantities. This radar
has a range of 1.5 km on personnel and 3 km on vehicles. It may be replaced
in a few yeairs by the AN/PPS- 13 radar. Both radars detect targets by
presenting doppler frequency signals to the operator through an audio
headset. The AN/PPS-5 radar was extensively used in Viet Narn. It can
detect personnel and vehicles out 0o 10 km. The radar has a "B" type (azi-
muth vs range) display in addition to a headset. Target acquisition for the
Artillery is provided by the AN/TPS-25 and AN/TPS-58 radars. These radars
can detect vehicles to 20 km and personnel to MO km. They are operated
with standard military maps so that target locations can be correlated, with
map features such as roads. The AN/TPS-58 can also detect and adjust
artillery bursts.

A MOBA environment could present a number of problems to these radars.
e.g., loss of Line-of-sight due to buildings;- a high false alarm rate caused by
detection of civilian personnel, animals and rotating machinery; large echoes
from buildings' may overload the clutter cancellation circuits.

Evaluation of these existing radars in a MOBA environment requires an
instrumented test facility (see IFF technology discussion). In addition to
evalua:ing existing radars the testing should be structured to provide a clear
indication of new radar developments required to provide reliable detectLon
of personnel and vehicles in a MOBA environment.

Some New Radar Capabilities

The lightest of the radars discussed above is the AN/PPS-15, which 'weighs
20 lbs. and operates from a tripod mount. Technology now permits devel-
opment of a handheld radar weighing less than 5 lbs. The CS&TA Laboratory
is initiating a program with RCA to apply microwave FET technology and
CCD processing to lightweight radar.
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Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV), such as the AQUILA, offer a number of
attractive possibilities as a platform for sensors in a MOBA .nvironment.
Their low cost and low vulnerability should allow them to be used for pene-
tration missions. In cooperation with AVRADCOM, the CS&TA Lab is
pursuing a major program to develop a radar for use in an RPV. The main
emphasis is on a radar capability 'to automatically detect and recognize
military targets such as tanks. trucks and artillery in the presence of echoes
from terrain and foliage. 'The approach is based upor the use of millimeter
waves for high angular resolution and signal processing of radar signatures.
A brassboard 95 GHz radar has been developed by Norden. Basic character-
istics of this radar are attached. 'A number of promising signal processing
techniques have been developed by the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Preliminary tests of the Norden radar utilizing these processing techniques
have been very encouraging. This radar should be evaluated in a MOBA
environment to determine if modifications of its signal processor are re-
quired. The evaluation can be best accomplished through flight tests in a
helicopter.

Weapon Location

A major weapon for MOBA is the mortar. The AN/TPQ-36 mortar locator of
the FIREFINDER system will be fielded by the early 1980's. This radar is an
extremely effective mortar locator, but may be too expensive for many
situations. Several lightweight low cost mortar locating systems are under
development. An IR system has been successfully tested by Lincoln
Laboratory under the HOWLS program. A combined radar/acoustic system
has been developed by the CS& tA Lab. These developments show that it is
feasible to produce a mortar locator, weighing under 200 lbs. at a unit cost
below 100K, which can reliably locate mortars at a range of 5 km. The best
configuration for MOBA can be most efficiently determined through analysis
and simulation. The simulation approach has been very successful in
previous weapon location programs.

Direct fire weapons are also heavily employed in MOBA' situations. The
problem of detecting direct fire weapons was investigated a number of years
ago. It is feasible to develop a radar weighing under 100 lbs. which car
detect and locate direct fire weapons at a range of at least 1 km. Its utility'
can also be evaluated through simulation by increasing the scope of the
above mentioned mortar locating study.

Detection of Personnel Within Buildings

None of the fielded radars or those under development can penetrate build-
ings to any significant extent. During the SEA period a number of develop-
ments in the areas of foliage penetration and intrusion detection occurred
which were applicable to the problem of detecting moving personnel in
buildings. A 30 MHz bistatic radar detected personnel at a range of a few

--'-hundred meters through heavy foliage. The electromagnetic intrusion de-
tector AN/GSQ-160, EMID, detected moving personnel through walls. A
VHF pulse radar (GEODAR) was developed which detected tunnels more than
10 feet below the surface.
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The utility of the AN/QSQ-160 in its present, configuration can be readily
evaluated by means of a 3 months test.. It is likely that more sophisticated
equipment will be required. A potential problem is false alarms caused by
RF interference.

There is a strong possibility that an appropriate extrapolation cf c*-! bistatic
foliage penetration radar and tunnel detection radar technology ca;- provide
an effective system for detection of personnel in buildings.

Conclusions - Radar

1. Radar is one of the most important surveillance technologies and
should be adapted to MOBA.

2. There is no radar task identified in either the letter of General Hunt or
the DARCOM-TRADOC MOBA Conference proceedings. No funds
have been allccated for radar in MOBA.

3. SOTAS and MOHAWK SLAR have been employed in REFORGERExercises, including urban areas.

4. A 95GHz stationary target detectihg .radar is under development for
Aquila. Its utility in built-up areas has not been explored.

5. There is need for a lightweight mortar locating system appropriate to
use in urban areas. An IR fence/laser rangefinder is under devel-
opment for HOWLS. There is no radar system under development. A
system employing both radar and accoustics has been explored at
CS&TA Laboratory.

6. Technology today permits the development of a handheld (flashlight)
MTI radar.

7. The AN/GSQ-160 EMID can detect moving personnel within a room

from outside the room. It is in the SEAOPS inventory.

Recommendations - Radar

1. Evaluate the utility of TOE radar systems including the AN/PPS-15 in
a MOBA environment for personnel and vehicle detection.

2, Determine the technical feasibility of developing radar and radio-
metric systems for use in a MOBA environment to: a) detect vehicles
on roads; b) detect personnel outdoors; c) detect personnel within
buildings; d) detect and locate weapon firings, including small caliber
and mortar.

3. Review the SLAR and SOTAS REFORGER data to determine the
utility of these systems in urban areas.

4. Test the utility of the AN/GSQ-160 to detect personnel within build-
ings from outside the buildings.

5. Evaluate the uti;ity of the AQUILA radar as development continues in
detecting personnel and vehicles in an urban environment.
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3-3.0 NIGHT VISION/INFRARED TECHNOLOGY

The important issues for Target Acquisition systems' use within a MOBA
environment involve all aspects of the fighting team's utilization of these
aids. At the present time thei only systems which are or are planned to be
deployed in large quantities' are binoculars and night vision systems. The
aspects to be, considered include the basic design parameters of the system
such as: weight, operability, cost, performance, EMI suppression anrd noise
output. The mix of various types of these systems within the unit of interest
must be addressed as there are many differing tasks 'required to be carried
out. Finally the tactics of units in combat must be addressed to insure
maximum utilization of existing assets.

The immediate problem is to assess the capabilities of the presently avail-
able night vision systems within the built-up areas. At present not enough
information is available to predict system performance in this environmennt.
The major concern here is the target signature in the MOBA situation. The
assessment must be performed for both the defensive and offensive postures
in order that predictions can be made for both cases. Preliminary tests have
been carried out with various systems to assess the detection capability
using military observers within a dead town using man targets at doors and
windows of the buildings. These were static tests which would duplicate
reconnaissance within the built-up area. These tests did not have significant
statistical replications and did not include testing for the target signatures
which were widely varying over the period of the test. These variations
occurred both in the contrast and light level for the image intensifiers and in
the temperature differential utilized, in the thermal viewers. These tests did
not include the issues of squad or platoon size groups, vehicles, mines or
booby traps, ,weapon detection, motion, building occupancy and :fire
detection. Some of these items must be addressed to obtain any realistic
results from a test.

The test which must be carried out would be to quantify the amount of
intelligence that can be obtained both from inside and outside a town with
various acquisition aides during a realistic assault on a town. These tests
must be implemented with careful measurement of target signatures.

Fighting within the MOBA environment will occur much more frequently
than previously experienced and because of the desire for continuous action
many night operations will be carried out. These operations will require a
varied capability in the sensors' abilities. The normal reconnaissance task of
searching for targets such as vehicles, people or weapons systems is the
major function. This will be fulfilled at many levels including intelligence
gathering for overall operation planning down to individual soldier finding
targets and directing fire at'them. Many other tasks such as resupply and
regrouping for attack must also be considered. These are very important
missions which would be logical to carry out under the cover of darkness and
would be facilitated by the use of night vision systems. Included in this
second grouping would also be equipment repair which could be accomplished
in the dark. The major point is that for all the tasks outlined above there
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can be no assessment of the payoffs for making the investment in
development or choosing the proper mix of systems for field issue without'
obtaining a realization of the systems' capabilities in,, the MOBA environ-
ment.

Test Outline

This program involves four weeks of testing with full target signature sup-
port for the total period of the test. It would be possible to save some small
portion by taking target signature data for just one week of the test. The
savings would be about 12% of the total cost of the test. The price also
assumes support of the test by military personnel. Presumably.the test sight
is used for training aid the trainees would be utilized as the 'observers for
NVL experiments. Some of the, ,adre would also have to be available to act
as referees and traffic controllers.

Utilizing night vision systems in a MOBA environment, tests will be of three
types: (1) static surveillance by the individual soldier, (2) realistic defensive
and offensive maneuvers by squads and (3) the mobility of the, soldier
wearing night vision goggles for such tasks as room clearing, resupply,
vehicle repair and map reading. The measures of performance will be
acquisition ranges, performance times and casualty rates.

This test should be carried out during at least two seasons of the year,
winter and summer.

During the test period a helicopter test should be carried out which includes

aerial observation of the town with a thermograph.

Conclusions

Image Intensifiers (Goggles, Starlight Scopes)

1. Quantico tests demonstrated detections of personnel in windows and,
doorways at ranges out to 175 yds., depending upon natural light level.
Overall probability of detection 50% of the time occurred at 100 yds.
Limitation was S/N not resolution. Third generation systems, which
might be available by early 1980's will have increased detection range
perhaps doubled.

2. They will reveal building activity only if lights (visible, near IR) are
used by occupants.

3. Unlikely that they can be used wo identify friendly forces unless friend-
lies were equipped with "optical transponder."

4. Goggles are useful aides for:

a. Moving rapidly through buildings
b. Driving vehicles
c. Resupply
d. Detecting enemy IR' searchlights
e. Map reading and vehicle repair

3,3
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5. Can detect enemy use of NdYag laser rangefinders or target designa-

tors.

Thermal Imaging Systems (HHTV, NODLR-IR,' TOW Nignt Sight, Dragon
Night Sight, Tank Thermal Sight, PNVS, TADS)

1. Quantico tests revealed that high resolution , (.25mr), systems can
detect personnel in windows 100% of the time at ranges up to 175 yds.
(limited by line of sight in the test) independent of ambient light level,
if there is no heavy fog. Low resolution (2mr) systems are limited by
resolution not S/N to 50% detection pr'obability range of 150 yards.

2. In general the high resolution systems should reveal personr'el in win-
dows at ranges of at least IKm.

3. Glass in windows will make.it impossible to see personnel withinroom.

4. Other field tests have revealed that thermal imaging systems candetermine which buildings are neated and which are not, thereby.

providing a clue to occupancy. This is by temperature distribution on
outside walls,.so doeisn't depend upon open windows or doorways.

5. With a high resolution system at close range, 100 yards, it may, be
possible to identify personnel from enemy or neutral.

6. Enemy weapons which have been fired recently can be detected by

thermal signature.

7. Vehicle thermal signatures uniquely identify enemy versus' riendlies.

Recommendations

1. The Quantico tests, which were preliminary, need to be followed up by
one ,or more tests of larger scope in which the following issues need to
hbe addressed.

a. Building occupancy as revealed by thermal signatures from the
sides and from above (RPV, Mohawk, AAH TADS).

b. Weapon detection as revealed by Thermal Signature (rifles,
machine guns, anti-tank missiles (Sagger, RPG-7), artillery,
recoilless rifles, tank main guh.)

C. Mines, booby' traps detection.

d. Vehicle identification.

e. Personnel identification.

f. Detection of Nd-Yag laser rangefinder (designators by image
intensifiers, and perhaps ,a CO laser detection by thermal (8-
14 1l) systems.
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g. Effect of smoke on target observation and ability to see through
it with thermal systems.

h.. Squad level tests using TOE night vision equipment.

i. Detection of enemy resupply efforts.

Target and background signature data need to be collected while the
above tests are underway.

* An excellent test site for the above is Hammelberg FRG.

2. Determine requirement and technical approach for new night vi-
sion/optical equipment for .IOBA environment, such as:,

"Corner Sight
Optical
Image Intensifier
Infra-Ped

Surveillance Drone

Cheap IR NIGHT SIGHT

Covert Search Light

Optical Augmentation

Laser Designatmr

Searchlights

Lighting Act, vity Detectors

Optical Commu:nicators
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AC .O UC S T ITC TLCHKNO LOC,CY

Short Ila.e Acoustic Array - The sound rangmg techivitxu Cjrr en•,v
used'byv the Army emplovs a linear ,rrav of up to six mwcrophAones 1,
detect and locate fir,ng artillery weapons, mortars and other soor.ee¶

- of explosions. The use of Short B•aseline Acou•tc Arrav has ý,r.n
proposed and inve•.tated to overcome some of the limtatOPS of tie
conventional sound ,angttnR approach. Sonie p•oterittil advantag's )f a,
svstem emploving the SIA are redu ed systo-p reip,o e time.
increased target handling capacity, and enhanced signal to baOkground

noise capability. The advantages aie derived, in large measure, fron
the capabilitv of the SBA to measure angle of arrival. 'a well as time
of arrival. of the acouitic wave. Vhe best use. of thi% ChoiquC in a
M(IYA environment would probably be the deployfrent of the sy•tem
outside thetxbilt-up area to monitor and locati, activity withan. No
data is currently avai!able regarding the per'formance of sound rang'nK
tvstems in a MORA ervironment. First steps in any investigatiln along
these ,-... should include abetter definition of the MOBA environment
and the obtaining of a-.nustic propagition data relative to this
environment. Subsequeitly, acoustic data would be evaluated using
SBA processing, either on lirie, or off hine by computer simulatioN, to
,determine and optimize SBA processing parameters and, determine
potential system effectiveness.

2. Clandestine Methods for Listening - A variety of potential techniques
may be ,used to implement the requirement to Ihiten to soundi within
buildings and rooms from outside in a MOBA environment. Micro-
'phones and microphoroolike transducers are available in extremely'
small szes. They have low power consumption and aýre very rugged,
Thesepmay be unobtrusively planted together with a suitable trans-
mitter as a leave behind system. In open spaces, highly directional
microphone systems 'nay -be used to monitor conversation from a
distance. The effectiveness of this technique is limited by bac$%ground
noise and wind noise at the microphone. Conversation% on the other
side of walls may be monitored by contact microphones which utilize
the wall as a vibrating membrane. activated by acousi.c energy. These
may he fired into place from a distance. A major consideration lor
remote listening systems is the requirement for the transmission
system. This includes distance to be transmitted, duty cycle, method
of turn-on, etc. Another method of remotely monitoring the acoustics
within a room employs detection of the vibration of a structural
membrane such as a window by detection of the modulation of the
reflected energy from an active optical source (e.g. IR) which is
directed at the window. In order to evaluate the plative suitability of
these techniques, it is necessary to define specific requirements for
operation in the MORPA environnient. It is expected that. evaliation
hardware can be obtained off-the-shelf.

Conclusions - Acoustics

"1-. There is no acoustics task identified in either the letter of General
Hunt or the DARCOM-TRADOC MOPjA Conference proceedings. No
funds have been allocated to acoustics in MORBA.
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I t ~ ~ : ;ot)! to' 1,-o htihe *ior tar tis rw ii's m 't an urhtin are.1
ý'v a~ !0'rt 'ý¶ke II Ile ýwi- I.: Ix o' .1 ,1; svs:"!. 14"Wever. 'nultip'Ith mray

1. C'n'.bisationi t an !,r ov-rh'er~ at rarpKes kip to about 100m by usirin
k-lr p: ti00il WO-ti~t Sytfe'~s ely'PIVI'nK p.1r~lb1 c rel 1actors.

4. It is protm~ble tha!. a 'yvtrmqibiroP and RlF tians~rittrr can be developed
%Oiich R-,n 1). fire-k I ro'r' ac-rk)s the street into the wall qf a building so
as to oivernear converiations within that h~lii.

Co nvprsations within a roomi can he overheard remotelly by active IR

0;.. Leave b-hind irchotrnmtrscan tie pre-implaced in urban,

I. netermiline the feasibility of utilizing short baseline acoustic locating
systemns 1fov detrction of mortari in an urban environment.

. Investiigate clandestine methowds for listeninK tconvers~ationis within
roofni bv parabolik- rP flecttr /microphone systemns, microph-one/trans-
mittert fired mnt -, place, active IR systemns. Determine the limitations
i mpo."d by b~iclkgrounj1 noitse.

1 . P~eertn.rmm tt'. utility of leave behind microphone!transrnitter ýYstems
for urban warfare.
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LASE R/ELECTRO-OPTICS TECHNOLOGY

The general capability of detection of effluent emanations from a variety of
man-made activities, principally weapon firings and vehicle exhausts, by
CO, laser doppler techniques, has been demonsttated at considerable ranges.
In ,iddition, the naerow-band induced resonance characteristics, of the laser
beam permits identification, via the return, of specific gaseous constituents
of the effluent (LOPAiR). By variation of the laser wavelength, it is
possible to detect and identify the presence (or absence) of gases related to
military targets and their ratio to a common background effluent. (% / X

For MOBA utilization a system employing this technique will be mounted on
a rooftop and scan above the local area. The concentration of, target
effluent above a firing weapon, or operating vehicle, will be considerably
higher in.s immediate vicinity, possibly enhanced by ducting along vertical
walls, such that a maximum ratio of X ./' B return will indicate a target

below- that point. Ranging can be accomplished directly off the effluent to a
reasonable degree or accuracy.

A program is proposed which will consist of three phases:

(1) Analysis of effluen't returns from various targets at selected CO
Laser wavelengths and determination of returni'ratios 'against a norma,
urban background. Identification of specific targets may prove
possible, e.g., Soviet Vehicles, Mortars, etc.

(2) Design and development of an exploratory development model.

(3) Test and evaluation in a simulated MOBA environment.

Conclusions - Laser/Electro-Optics

1. There is no lasers/eiectro-optics task identified in either the letter of
General Hunt or the DARCOM-TRADOC MOBA Conference pro-
ceedings. No funds have been allocated to lasers/electro-optics in
MOBA.

2. Artillery location by means of laser backscattering from muzzle blast
effluents is tinder investigation. It is not clear whether this' method
would be useful for mortar location.

3. A Passive Artillery Location System based upon gunflash detection can
locate artillery when firing provided there is fine of sight betweern the
PALS and the' artillery.

4. Obscuration of the line of sight between laser and target, or betw' ,n
target and weapon, will render laser target designators inoperable.
Laser rangefinder's 'operation will not be as affected, since only the
line of sight between operator and target is important.
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5., Flash and sound techniques used together will be effective a higher

percentage of the time than each separately.

Recommendations - Laser/Electro-Optics

1. Based upon the results of the laser effluent detection study, determine
whether these results are appropriate to solving the problem of
locating mortars in urban areas.

2. A study of line of sight limitations in urban environments is nei.,j :o
determine the utility of flash. ranging, laser designators, and laser
rangefinding systems.

3., Determine the. increase in effectiveness of combination flash/sound
ranging system for mortar location in urban areas.
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3-6.0 PHOTOGRAPHY/PHOTO-OPTICS TECHNOLOGY

1. The Photo Optics Technical Area has initiated two (2) ILIR programs
that would have application to target detection in a MOBA environ-
ment, One of these invojves the use of photographic color signatures
for. automatic target detection. The concept involves aerial or ground
photography with in-flight or immediate rapid processing of color film.
A sensor will view the processed film and respond to the color
densities corresponding to the color signatures of, interest. For ex-
ample, in a MOBA environment, the sensor could be set to respond only
to olive-drab vehicles, or 'camouflaged vehicles. The frames contain-
ing the targets of interest could subsequently be studied or scanned for
transmittance to the ground. Feasibility for developing such a system
has beer shown, but additional development work is required.

2. Another R&D effort was started in FY-77 under an ILIR program. The
objective is to devise a passive long focal length photogtaphic
surveillance system utilizing long exposure times sd that artificial
illumination at night can be eliminated and the resolution of daylight
photography maintained. At present, the study is being made for a
stabilization device suitable. for use in an' aircraft. A computer
analysis of such a system showed that at a stand-off range of 50 kilo-
meters a target as small as 3 meters could be detected at full moon.
At 200 kilometers a 10 meter target could be detected. The
incorporation of such a stand-off system on fixed platforms, heli-
copters, AQ! 1ILA. or commercial airliners would have application in a
MOBA environment for high resolution passive surveillance. It is,
estimated that 100K would be required for tne first and second year to
study the servo mechanisms required for various aerial platforms ant
photographic conditions.

Conclusions, - Photography

1. There is no photography task identified in either the letter of General
Hunt or the DARCOM-TRADOC MOBA Conference proceedings. No
funds have, been allocated for photography in MOBA.

2. There is a photo' package on MOHAWK. There is curreittly no intent to
have a photo package on tne AQUILA RPV, although work was done on
one.

3. The present fielded systems do not provide a near real time capability.

4. Active line scanners used with retro-reflectors offer a means for
locating friendly forces.
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Recommendations - Photography

1. Determine the need for photographic systems in a MOBA environment,
to include ground based and aerial platforms (MOHAWK, AQUILA,
helicopter).

2. Should investigate the use of active line scanners (visible, IR) with
retro-reflectors to locate friendly forces.
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3-7.0 UNATTENDED GROUND SENSORS/REMBASS TECHNOLOGY

Unattended Ground Sensors

1. Remote unattended ground sensors and sensor systems, such as
REMBASS and PEWS, appear to have unique potential for MOBA use
working either alone or in concer- with 'other kinds of combat-
surveillanLe target-acquisition components and systems.

a. Unattended ground sensors can detect intrusions into the area
under their surveillance, and c.-n distihguish true intrusions from
the ambient environmental background. Certain of these sensors

A " also can classify intruders .into various categories based upon the
"signature" characteristics of the disturbances they create.

b. All of these sensors are capable of reliable continuous covert
operation, without attention and for extended periods of time,
and can transmit their findings to centrally located monitors
over arbitrary but extensive distances.

C. The physical phenomena, whose disruption by intrusions are
setised, differ with each of the various available sensing devices,
and tre different from the phenomena upon which other types of
surveillance systems are based. Accordingly, unattended ground
sensor systems have capabilities which are different fi'om those
of other surveillance systems and suffer from different limita-
tions; they complement the other classes of system.

d. The differences in sensed phenomeira also contribute flexibility
to the deployed unattended ground sensor system. A system can
"be tailored to suit the needs of a specific operational situation by
proper selection of components to emphasize required capability
and minimize the impact of the limitations imposed by the
environment. Since the sensors and the monitors are compatible,
regardless of the phenomena. 'being measured, the system
configuration is a reasonably arbitrary matter.

-2. In spite of this apparent potential, emphasis in tactical sensor systems
so far has been on open-area utilization rather than on the urban
environment (although, in the Additional Comments' Section, the
"REMBASS Materiel Need states urban' warfare applications as one
source of justification in identifying the need for an audio sensor to be
used in 'conjunction with seismic detection). 'There are three reasons
for this emphasis in the REM.BASS Programs:

a. The REMBASS Materiel Need, which is the REMBASS require-
ments document and the fundamental source of criteria to which
REMBAS5 is being built, emphasizes direct support of tactical
"operations at the battalion to division level and speaks of the
document need for early warning in a rapidly moving mobile
force environment in its discussion of the REMBASS threat.
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b. The existing history of unattended sensor utilization (in Vietnam)
is predominantly exurban, and little is known as to exactly what
use can or should be made of sensors in some other environment.

c. Sensor technology has not fully evolved, and certain of the
capabilities considered.appropriate to urban utilization are not
yet within the state of the art. REMBASS-I, now in full scale
Engineering Development, is. first stage of -the full capability
RE.•,IBASS which is ultimately desired. It will be. a complete
usable sensor system but will not, for example, 'be able to
distinguish civilian from military vehicles in a mixed dolumn su,.h
as might be expected in an urban environment.

3. Thert are a number of unknowns which should be addressed, and a
number of apparent inconsistencies which need resolution, before the
true frotential of unattended ground, sensors in a MOBA role can be
evaluated. And, there are a number of indications that these questions
are appropriately ready for answer at this time.

a. An urban, environment is presumed to be I seismically noisy one
in which ccxnventional seismic se:ksing will not work well; it is
also thought to be rich in the kind of electromagrqetic ambience
which can degrade the data transmission aspects of sensor
system operation. These presumptions need to be quantitatively
confirmed before their effect can be evaluated.

b. Operation in an urban environment appears to require capabili-
ties which are completely the opposite of those needed in an
exurban situation. The necessarily large detection range of the
REMBASS sensor, when used in an open field, seems to be an
invitation to signal saturation wnen used to monitor a single city
street. The real operational needs of an urban situation need to
be examined and defined in the framework of what modern
sensor technology can accomplish. Three particular facets of
sensor technology appear to offer promise in this context: first,
the inherent flexibility of a sensor system in which different
kinds of compatible sensors are available for the tailoring;
second, the self-adaptive (the automatic feature of adjusting
detection sensitivity to compensate for actual background noise
variation) Capability which has now been achieved in the PEWS
sensor system;. and third, the low-cost imaging sensor now being
built as part of the REMBASS Advanced Development program.

4. It would appear that the potential of unattended ground sensors for
MOBA use could be examined properly now that modern sensor systems

* / are approaching maturity and, coincidentally, that a meaningful
study/test bed (AVID GUARDIAN) is available for the purpose.
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REMBASS

Tactical sensors currently under development for Project Manager, REM-
BASS and other users can provide considerable information on the movement
and location of forces in built-up areas. Existing sensors, for example, have
the capability to identify by class (i.e., personnel, wheeled, tracked, fixed
'and rotary wing aircraft) and, therefore, can identify 'potential counter-
measures to be deployed against these threats. The senso'rs are currently
configured for tactical usage, therefore, are not immediately capable of use
in, MOBA. However, the concepts are proven and can be adapted with
engineering development. In regard to the problem of locating forces housed " --

in structures, previous programs for the Drug Enforcement Administration
have indicated the possibility of detecting the presence of personnel in,
vehicles using seismic techniques. These same techniques. appear to be
feasible when applied to'detecting the presence of forces in structures

_ I utilizing structural members as a major source of signal for, these detectors.
Again, development would be necessary, but the concept has proven to be
"feasible already.

Milestones:

1st Qtr FY78 2nd Qtr FY78 3rd Qtr FY78 4th Qtr FY78

Assess sensors Prepare feasi- Conduct tests Prepare report
modifications bility models of feasibility on results anc
and required using existing items. recommendations
'design changes. assets. for program con-

tinuation.

Remarks:

It should be noted that the above-mentioned application of sensors to MOBA
can be significantly enhanced by utilizing on-going sensor data collection
programs such as Project AVID GUARDIAN which can provide a wealth of
information in a European environment. Prior to the initiationof this task,
this type of source and others should be thoroug'hly investigated to prevent
duplication of data collection efforts.

Conclusions

1. Unattended ground sensors (UGS), e.g,, those used in, REMBASS and
others under development, are potentially a useful technology for
surveillance in MOBA.

2. There is no UGS task specified in the DARCOM-TRADOC conference
list. There was a MERADCOM sensors task in the original list from
MG Hunt. No funds were received.

3. The REMBASS (UGS) background data base in urban environments is
lacking. There is none from urban areas, including FRG and CONUS.
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4. UGS have ,ot been field tested in German urban areas. A natural
vehicle for doing so is AVID GUARDIAN.

5. The sensor heads (transducers) themselves are orobably suitable for
urban areas, but new processors must be developed, or current process-
ing concepts expanded.

6. Appropriate targets for UGS in urban areas are personnel, wheeled
vehicles and tracked vehicles (both stationary, and moving), fixed wing
a/c, rotary wing a/c.

7. The Hidden Alien Detector (seismic detector) may be suitable 'to
detect personnel in buildings through vibrationS in the building struc-
ture.

8. The gun flash locator task was listed in the DARCOM-TRADOC
conference proceedings but no funds were received. No 'work is
underway. It is capable of detecting .30 cal rifle fire up to 1000 ft. It
was developed under the Protection of Key Public Figures program and
was tested in New York City and Stamford, Connecticut.

9. FRG propagation problems in urban environments may affect trans-
mission of sensor data adversely. Tests have not been run.

Recommendations

1. Unattended ground sensors are potentially very useful in MOBA and
should be recognized as such. The evaluation of their Citili y should be
part of the DARCOM test plan.

2 2. Expand mission of AVID GUARDIAN so as to include sensor evaluation
in an urban environment.

3. Obtain sensor background data (seismic, acous:ic, -magnetic, IR) in
urban environments appropriate to FRG.

4. Designate, an urban test site in the U.S. in order to test UGS under
development. Coordinate this with the MOBA village development in
U.S.

5. Fund the gunfire locator test listed in the TRADOC-DARCOM confer-
ence proceedings.

6. Evaluate REMBASS sensors in MOBA in FRG. This would determine
utility of them and provide background data base.

7. The investigation of the unit identification concept of AVID GUARD-
IAN (BAZILE) should be expanded to consider an urban environment.
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3-8.Q IFF TECHNOLOGY

The Army is in the procesi of determining if there is a need for cooperative
1FF in conventional battlefield situations. During the period October to
December 1977, TRADOC will be conducting tests at the CDEC,' Ft. Ord,
California, with the objective of determining at what range operators,
utilizing electro-optical sights for weapons such as TOW, can distinguish
between U.S. and Soviet targets such as tanks and armored personnel car-
riers. The TRADOC concern is that many of the new anti-armor weapons
can kill targets at ranges beyond that '-eeded for reliable identification.
They are also interested in defining new training and. operational procedures
to improve identification capabilities. The terrain is open with no line-of-
sight obstructions. Only one target at a time will be under observation. It
shculd be noted that these tests were, not de.signed to simulate tacticai
situations. They are intended to determine operator capabilities under near
ideal conditions. It is doubtful that much can be inferred from the results of
the CDEC tests concerning the need for IFF in a MOBA environment where
visibility will be obscured and multiple targets will be present.

The CS&TA Laboratory has developed a cooperative IFF system for vehicle
identification with common processor/c9ntroller. and interrogation by micro-
wave or laser transmission. Reply is either by the secure vehicle radio net,
or a dedicated VHF Transponder. It is planned to demonstrate these systems
at CDEC during December 1977. The CDEC demonstration will not address
problems that could be encountered in h MOBA environment such as line-of-
sight limitations and interference of VHF propagation caused by large
buildings.

The TRADOC tests and demonstration of cooperative battlefield IFF need to
be expanded to include a MOBA environment. We know of no instrumented
MOBA test facility, nor can we make a reasonable estimate at this time of
its cost. However, the facility can easily require a multi-million dollar
expenditure.

The problem of IFF for personnel in a MOBA environment is unique. A
major requirement could be identification of personnel in buildings. This
application will require new'approaches. 'A secure radio link is a possibility.
The first tasks in a personnel IFF program should be a TRADOC sponsored
study to determine the tactical requirements followed by an analytical and
experimental investigation of applicable technical approaches.

Specific approaches, which can be initiated immediately for evaluation since
the technology is well in-hand, deal with laser/electro-optics systems for
IFF and training purposes. A brief description of these approaches is
attached.

-7 and Laser/Electro-Optics for MOBA

Rapid identification of all friendly troops battlefield participants in a
high stress, close proximity environment is mandatory in a MOBA
scenario. Low cost laser interrogators, with a 1 to 3 mr beamwidth,
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have been developed for tactical IFF purposes and for training systems
(MILES). Solar cell receiving detectors, also very inexpensive, have
been demonstrated at ranges in excess of 500 meters.

2. A systum can be developed which will incorporate a laser interrogator
emitting at 0.8 u (GaAs) and a co-axial silicon receiver operating at
0.9 u with the rhdiation split by a dichroic. The target will wear a
group of solar cell buttons, filtered to 0.8 v , and an LED emitter' at
0.9' U with each button. Both ends can be readily coded as required.
In operation, the laser willr be weapon mounted and boresighted. Upon
interrogation the target will emit an IR response which can be
converted to a flashing light on the rear of the battlesight to indicate
a response.

3. Recommend a program be initiated along these lines and several (10)
experimental models be built for evaluation.

Conclusions - IFF

1. There is no IFF task identified in either the letter of General Hunt or
the DARCOM-TRADOC MOBA ,Conference proceedings. No funds
have been allocated for IFF in MOBA.

2. CACDA is examining the need for Battlefield IFF. Tests being run 4
October - 9 October 1977 are not MOBA related. They are designed to
determine the need for IFF wssociated with long range weapons like
TOW, laser designators, etc.

3. Two funded approaches to Battlefield IFF are underway at CS&TA
Laboratory. One employs'a microwave interrogator; the other, a laser
interrogator. Both employ an omnidirectional VHF transponder, either
dedicated or the tank radio. They are to be evaluated in CDEC tests
beginning in December 1977.

4. Conceptual approaches to Battlefield IFF include: noncooperative
laser methods, aerial color photography spectral analysis and a vari-
ation of the MILES training simulator.

5. Almost all of the BIFF approaches are oriented toward vehicles. There

is a need also for personnel systems.

Recommendations - IFF

I. Identify IFF as a key MOBA need.

2. CACDA should determine the value of BIFF in' MOBA scenarios. To
what degree is line of sight operation a practical limitation on the
itility of those microwave and laser approaches currently being

explored for vehicular 1FF.
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3. Test the current vehicular IFF systems in a MOBA environment to

determine their technical limitations, such as propagation in cities of
the VHF, link. If necessary, redesign the interrogator and transponder.

4. Explore the need for a personnel system to determine the presence of
friendly forces in buildings.
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3-9.0 RPV TECHNOLOGY

The U.S. Army's current ftxed wing RPV program is directed toward recon-
naissance and target acquisit.on. The AQUILA, RPV system technology
demonstrator, is flown typically at -!titudes of 1000 to 2000 ieet AGL with
a TV and Laser RanGer/Designator sensor. It can cruise between 50 and 100
knots at ranges of 20 KM f.om a ground control station (GCS) with an
endurance of 3 hours. The' stabiliz dd TV system can detect, identify and
track tank size targets on a rcad at ranges of approximately 2000 meters
from the RPV. Men in the open can be detected at purhaps halt this range.
Shadows make detection and tracking more difficult.

RPVs which can hover may be more ýuitable for military operations in built-
up areas (MOBA) because they can operate at lower altitudes, enter enclosed
areas arid rema'in near a point of interest for a longer period of time. Using
day or night sensors, they can observe through windows or other areas of
interest. Fixed wing RPV could be flown in streets following paitterns above
buildings and towers based on video observed in the GCS. No estimate is
available for the relative probabilit fhr survival between fixed wing and
,TOL RPVs in a MOr3A environment. ,

The operational fixed wing RPV will operate at 30 to 40 KM from the, CS
and utilize a data link which requires' that the RPV remain within radar line
of sight from the GCS. For !he shor; ranges envisioned in MOBA, it may be
Oossible to maintain the required line of sight at low altitudes using simpler
equipment with VTOL RPVs. DOD RPV efforts are concentrated on fixed
wing RPVs. Several U.S. contractors have done limited work on rotary wing

-and ducted fan VTOL RPVs on their own initiative. These efforts are
limited primarily to 9PV design but have not included system integration.
The goyernments of Canada and the 'U.K. are sponsoring technology
development of rotary wing RPVs. With the possible exception of the
Canadian CL-227, none oi the VTOL RPVs is big enough to carry the current
fixed wing sensor.. ..

The RPV will be used in application where the probability of survival of a
manned system is unacceptable. ohe RPV has application for MOBA

missions; however, analysis and test will be necessary to evaluate the
application and to compare the capabilities of fixed wing vs VTOL concepts.

MM Surveillance Radar for R.P.V.

Frequency 95 GHz

Modes of Operation:

- High Resolution Ground Mapping 20 Nano Sec Pulse

- Fixed Target Enhancement 20 Nano Sec Pulse
Pulse to Pulse
Polarization Agility
Processor

- Moving Target Indication 50 Nano Sec Pulse
(Single Delay-Line
Canceller)
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3-') I ~Nrl\XM.'Y nRAP DETECTION TECHNOLOGY

r.'rmfor P ieeirrh r-v'iop'uent aind '\nalIysii

rxplaiives'detieftion is a continiuing problemn for bSoth the civilian and the
purilic se,:tcrs pf this and other co'intries. The military need lies in the area
of mine and b~cihy tr~ap detection in a variety of environments ranging froin
ope'rations in relatively pristine are!as to' WB,1A. Every conceivable
discip~ine of science hais been isearched for technology which could be per-
tinent to the military need. The c-urrent results of this long enideavor are a
grea,t nartowting of the 4reas of interest to a few promising approachesu 0ne
of the fit-lds showing great promise is the general' area of biolm.sors which,
in turN~ is currently narrowed1 to include only en'~ymatic and animal
research. Of the. anmlthe most promising 3re dogs; and their merit &I
'mine det,-ctors has b)een clearly es'tabLished by MERADCOMd through a series
of four field te.-ts in 1975/76. Somne work, however, remains to be done in
this area. Initially, dogs must be trained and evaluated as remote-controlled
sensors, thut eliminating any human. hazards incident to a minefield search.
tD~uring, the four tests of 1175176, handlers maint'ained control of the dog by
mearis of a sax-foot leash.) The ren'iote control system would requite some
development whe-rein existing NASA or other systemns were adapted to this
pq.rpose, but it is certain that the existing training protocols are adequate as
a foundation for t~e advanced training needed for optimum remote control.

It should be nioted that marking of individual mine locations is as pertunent,ai
feature of a remote control systemn as is accurate command guidance.
Finally, the animals should be ervaluated, both an leash and with remote
control, in a test environment which closely duplicates intense combat
activities.

At least a two-year ef fort is necessary to achievte the goals of this rrogram.

R omari.s

It is ,obvious that any success in the area 'of explosives'detec'tion 'will serve
not ,ottly the military sponsor but also civilian agencies with similar pr-ob-
lemns. Terrorist activities against civil aircraft, tbuildings, etc., lead to~civil
police activities not unlike MORiA scenatios. Success in this particular
effort could be-of great value to the civilian' sector.

Harmonic Radar fo~r Close# In Oetection

Harmonic radar is currently in use for locating clectrin*ic eavesdropping
equipment and hidden military equipment caches in room search scenarios.
Low po-wer systems have the capability to penetrate typical construction
material% and assiist trained perlionnel to locate threat items.,' A measure of
dticrimination between electronic threat items and metallic assemblies is
afforded by o'mparinK the even and odd (Normally the second and third)
hArmocic retiorn. The pI'inliFple limitation for MOIBA application L~es in the
lak ' of %pecificity, Many non-threait items are caPAble Of generaiting
returns, and some threat items do not. In room search, the system operating



range is intentionally brnited so that each detection may be unambiguously
investigatctl by physical means. The efficac) of harmonic radar in house, or
street search, implying greater power and range, has not been demonstrated.
Low power systems are commercially available, while high power systems
are under development at MERADCOM.

A one-vea- study of the applicability of harmonic radar for close in detec-
tioii for MOCA is recommended. The principle elements of this study are:

a. A detailed evaluation of foreign experience in MOBA with deployed
harmonic radar systems.

b. A more precise definition of the MOBA scenario anticipated.

c. An evaluation of Ohe probable utility of harmonic radar in the \MOBA
scenario using existing equipment.

Airborne Harinonic Radar

The application of synthetic apertu•e techniques to harmonic radar systems
has been successfully demonstrated. Harmonic images obtained from an
airborne system are characterized by 'an order of, magnitude increase in
target to background clutter ratios. The impetus behind system develop-
ment has been the need to detect passive, stationary military targets, (wea-

Spons, vehicleý, troops, etc.) intentionally obscured by natural cover. In tnis
scenario, virtually all harmonic returns are potential threats 'and the manner
of deployment apparent in the image suggests the threat type. Application
to %IOBA has not been addressed due to the lack of a requirement and the
increase in the density of non-threat returns anticipated. The utility of such
a system would be determined by the relative density of ion-threat items at
the time of search.

A two-year program to evaluate the utility of Airborne Harmonic Radar for
MOSA is recommended. The likely harmonic clutte; envirohment is first

-'.' determined and, if' warranted, ,a demonstration/evaluation test program is
accomplished using existing equipment. Harmonic images in a realistic
environment would be obtained.

Coricluiions

I. Detection and clearing of mines/booby traps will be an, extremely
serious problem in MOBA.

2. There is no provision for mine/booby trap detection in the letter from
General Hunt and the DARCOM-TRADOC conference proceedings.

1. Conventional metallic and nonmetallic mine detectors suffer from a
severe false alarm problem in MOBA environments due to the presence
of shrapnel and the inhomogeneous nature of medium magnetoineters
and gradiometers suffer from 'the same problem. -...
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4. Dcgs are proven valuable for the detection-of mines and booby traps in
a MOBA environment and are probably best devectors.

3. METRRA (Portable) has been oemonstrated to be of value in detectin4
arms-caches and armed personnel in building (room to room search)
utilizing both second and third harmonics.

Recommendations

I. Re-examine the decision to discontinue the dog program~and, in parti-
cular, the use of leash and remote building search.

2. In light of the proven utility of METRRA elsewhere for building
search, test the utility of the handled METRRA, second and third
harmonics in a MOBA scenario.

3. Evaluate the utility of airborne METRRA to detect enemy forces in
villages.
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SECTION 4

Command & Control
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SECTION 4

-Command & Control

General

Military Operations in Built-up Areas will be a part of tactical warfare in the Euro-
pean theater. Built-up areas will most likely be employed to pr6vide force multipli-
cation in the defense by judicious employment of forces and tactics in the combina-
tion or urban, suburban, and open terrain existing. in Europe. Employment of division.
"level forces in urban terrain would be expected relatively rarely (only in a few large
cities) while battalion or brigade employment could be the rule (many areas epxst with
population under 50,000) rather than the exception. The command and control-
problem thus becomes one of coordinating the actions of forces across the entire
scope of anticipated terrain. This is feasible only when the anticipated problems in
command and control have been dealt with in each type of terrain.

The primary functions of command and control systems are, according to Gen. '3ack
Welch,* "preservation of the order and cohesiveness of our forces, avoiding blunders
and insuring freedom of action, and insuring non-zero effectiveness". The Command

and Control System may be considered as a Management Information System whose
objectives are to perform the functions stated above and additionally to insure the
effectiveness and optimal employment of forces. The first group of objectives must
be met by the system even in a significantly deteriorated condition if the objectives
are to be met at all. The cost of not having an adequate command and control systerm
capable of coping with the European environment would be extremely high. In this
environment a command and control system is a management information system that
is an aid to the manager. In the field the Army manages operations by exception,
which requires early identification of the exceptions. Identification and prioritization
of those indicators critical to defining the exceptions, together with digestion and
presentation of the data to the appropriate command level for decision, are critical
to development of coordinated command and control systems.

The problems of command and control are exacerbated in urban areas by the inter-
rupted lines of sight coupled with the tendency of urban combat to be reduced to face
to face combat at the fire team level. The communication problem is made more
difficult and simultaneously its solutiorn more significant to meeting the demands of
an effective command and control system by the need to 'extend communications
'(probably radio) to the fire team and possibly individual level.

COMMAND AND CONTROL STATUS

Command and control is discussed here as it exists specifically for the MOBA
environment and as thegeneric form influences MOBA and MOBA related operations.

MOBA - Command and Control

Examination of the present and in-process doctrinal literature indicates that
objective functional requirements on a MOBA command and control system have not
been prepared for any level of command.

* MG Jasper A. Welc, USAF, Assistant Chief of Staff for-Studies and Analysis,

from an address, C Systems - the Efficiency Connections, at the 39th MORS
Symposium, 29 June 1977.
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Command and Control Training for MOBA at the 'squad and platoon leader level is
limited to 7-10 hours during the normal training cycle. At the company, battalion,
and brigade commander level, the total time allocated to MOBA training amounts to
one 2-hour, lecture.

• Little if any attention has been given to the definition of the command and control
needs in MOBA and MOBA related, operations. The 2nd DARCOM-TP DOC MOBA
conference proceedings do not cite any needed action with respect to C

Command and Control for Tactical Warfare

The Army Scientific Advisory Panel Ad Hoc group on Army Command and Control is
investigating and preparing recommendations with respect to technology applications
and 'systems developments in this area. The central conclusion-and recommendation
of this group at the approximate mid point of their investigation is as follows:
(quoted from jhe interim report dated 18 April 1977) "the most fundamental problem
with Army C is the lack of an enforced, Systems Architecture/Systems Engineering
discipline". The repo•t goes on to recommend - "that the army give first priority to
establishing strong C Architecture and Systems Engineering group(s)'with complete
authority to negotiate with users and developers and to make decisions 'stick on
requirements".

It is observed that a large number of Command and Control and related systems exist
and are planned for existence. These subsystems often have duplicative data bases.
The problems of ensuring currency in the results across these subsystems together
with the attendant increased communications load and storage requirements confirm
the need for a strong Architecture and Systems Engineering office to enable
development of a command and control system capable of supporting the needs of the
army.

Development of a command and control system applicable to coordinated attack and
defense across multiple types of terrain (Built-up, Suburban, Open Country, etc.) must
be included within the activities of an Architecture and Systems Engineering office.

ADDED COMMENTS REGARDING C2 AND MOBA

The present C2 philosophy appears to be reactive rather than projective or pre-
emptive. This results in a marked increase in the data to be assimilated by the
command and control system and further places a very severe timeliness require-
ment on the analysis, presentation, decision, and command sequence. The require-
ment here is for an all-wise decision maker to make the perfect decision on the
basis of absolutely complete and timely input data.

7' - Command and Control training could be significantly upgraded through the incor-
poration of objective represent•ation and evaluation of the situation data as pre-
sented by a competent simulation.

- Developmentfof a set of objective prioritized requirements for manual and semi-
automated C approaches will go a long way toward minimization of duplicated

...- _--------- subsystems and communications requirements.
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The present situation in command and control appears to result- from technology
push in which the technology is applied, because it is available' rather than from
technology pull where technology application is governed by identified and defined
capability needs.

It appears that ýlevelopment of a reasonably firm specification for the data pri-
orities in the C system would enable development of an objective specification
for the tactical communications system and an evaluation of the capabilities of
the system in being and planned.

Data Sources

The above paragraphs are based on consideration, of the How to Fight manuals apropos
of command and control and MOBA, the examination of about 50 documents, visits to
knowledgeable individuals at Fort Benning, TRADOC CACDA, the FBI Academy, the
Marine Corps heaquarters, the consideration of the int,.rim report of the ASAP Ad
Hoc' group on C , and the second DARCOM-TRADOC coordination conferer.ce on
MOBA. .1

POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMAND AND CONTROL IN
MOBA

System architecture development (operations research/operations analysis), systems
engineering, and display development (human factors) are Jhe primary areas where
technology can contribute to development of an effective C system for use in MOBA
and related environments. Data input 'device development and upgrading of some
command and control functional subsystem performances would also be helpful.

The continuing monitor function for syvstem ArchitectuFe and System Engineering
development, as proposed by the ASAP Ad Hoc group on C , should be implemented.

Recommendation

The C2 Ad Hoc group be expanded to include MOBA input and' to insure MOBA con-
sideration in the System Architecture and System Engineering Office.

Functional Requirements Definition

Findings - Currei~t objective definitions for the required capabilities and character-
istics of Army C systems (manual and/or automated) at company, battalion, brigade
and division levels of command do not appear to exis:. Prioritized input and output
information requirements for these command levels have not been found. These data
should form the basis for development of a C System, Architecture and subsequent
system specification and development. The operations research/operations analysis
community could c.gnificantly assist the Army in development of this data.

It ýeems unlikely that such a development could be completed without use of a battle-
field simulation incorporating open, suburban, and urban terrain in several scenarios
to exercise the decision maker's role at the several levels of command. This type 'of
approach could be used to prioritize the input data and to develop presentation
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techniques enabling a decision maker to best utilize the available data without com-
promise of his style of command and control. There is no intent in such a study to
impose either an automated or a manual system at any level. 2The intent is to
objectively determine the data items needed to enable successful C at each level of
command, to prioritize these items, and to define the most satisfactory means of
presenting this data to the commander.

Recommendation

Derive the requirements to be placed on a command and control system in order for it
to be effective in MOBA and MOBA-related environments.

Architecture Development and Systems Engineering

Findings - There is a distinct need for a coordinated Army command and control
system (manual or automated) which provides the necessary decision data to the
commander (at all levels) and which can be relied on to degrade gracefully (if at all)
in accordance with the command and control needs in the combat environment.

The multiplicity of independent but related command and control subsystems which
are presently called upon to interoperate, and whose output. data are dependent on at
least partially duplicative bases, places a nearly intolerable load on the com-
mLnications system without necessarily providing the data critical to the decision
maker..

The above needs exist with respect to both MOBA and tactical operations. The needs
of MOBA or urban related operations may well impose a requirement for some form
of position and status reporting to the company commander level at an accuracy and
frequency level not necessary in open country warfare due to interrupted lines of
sight in built-up areas and the aforementioned tendency toward face-to-face combat
within buildings. The problems introduced by MOB 2 must be integrated into the
command and control system development if a useful C system is to evolve.

Recommendation

Establish a strong C Architecture and Systems Engineering group within the arm,
supported and supplemented by industry, as recommended by'the Ad Hoc Group on C
in their interim' report, to meet the above needs.

MOBA Command and Control Training

Finding - A derivative of the simulator used in development of prioritized C2 func-
tional requirements could be used to upgrade the training of commanders at all levels
of MOBA and MOBA-related opeirations. Such a unit could be used' to simulate battle
conditions across multiple terrain types with a minimum financial investment and
without the problems attendant to large unit exercises whose realism is at best re-
stricted in the interests of safety. Such a simula-tor would have to be carefully de-
signed to present the decision-making environment on a realistic basis without the
detailed shot-by-shot simulations presently in existence for MOBA.

Recommendation

D~velop a MOBA battlefield simulator for' command training and expand the MtOBA
C Training program to include simulated battle exercises.
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Data Input Devices

Finding - A specific need for a highly reliable data input device whic• imposes mini-
mum requiremet..s on the individual entering the data exists in the C systems area.
The keystroke approach to data entry, while relatively reasonable in cost and weight,
is considered to be too slow and has a high error frequency. Voice data entry has not
been shown to be adequately error-.ree or of reasonable size and/or cost. The needs
of the TOS subsystem and other C subsystems would be well served by an accurate
and inexpensive data input system which could be operated with minimum movement
and observation on ihe part of the individual entering the data. Whether such a
device is possible or not, its availability is highly desired.

Recommenda :ion

Investigate the feasibility of upgraded data entry devices meeting the needs of TOS
and MOBA.

COMMAND AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS

Army Terrain Tntelligence System (ARTINS)

Findings - Prosecution of MOBA and MOBA-related operations requires the avail-,
ability of detailed and current data regarding the surface, subsurface, and upper floor
characteristics of built-up areas.

Recommendation

Adjust the functional capabilities of ARTINS to include: a), detailed three dimen-
sional data and appropriate presentation thereof; and b) real time data base updating.

Position Locating ana Reporting System (PLRS)

Findings - PLRS accuracy capability is stated to be approximately 100 ft. Adequate
MOBA command and control will need fire team position data to an accuracy of 10-20
ft.

Recommendation

PLRS effectiveness in cities should be investigated.
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Communications in a MOBA Environment

5-1 Background and Problems

Communication is essential to command and control. The present communi-
cation capabilities under MOBA conditions are inadequate. The degree of
inadequacy is relatively unknown. The problems- are almost certain~y greatest
at the lower echelons of command from' brigade down to platoon or squad.
Some of the reasons for these inadequacies in present communication capab-
abilities'under MOBA conditions are:

the useful net radio range is greatly limited, over that in open
country - in some cases by a factor of 100 or more.

* high environmental noise in a VHF/UHF environment - can be orders
of magnitude greater than receiver thermal noise.

e channel availability

e jamming

I interceptions of RF transmission is likely.

* incompatability with allied communication equipment

* language differences among allies and with local population

The problems of communication in a MOBA environment are not new. Serious
problems were faced in WWII and as recently as the battle of Hue there were
problems in communicating with the small units. Probably not too much can
be gained from these past experiences in a quantitative way regarding
communication performance because there seems to be little or no,
quantitative performance data from these past experiences. For reasons
explained elsewhere in this committee report little attention has been given
to communication in the MOBA environment. With a better understanding of
the communication problems in MOBA, better training and planning can be
"carried out to improve operations. From a longer range point of view there
are a number of courses open for improvement.

5-2 Sources of Information

In addition to the materials furnished to us such as the DARPA (order 2148)
Study, Dr. Renier's work, the US/FRG paper, and second DARCOM-TRADOC
coordination conference on MOBA, a draft copy of the operational tests -
"Tactical Communications in a built up area (small townY" - was received, as
well as numerous other documents as a result of visits to ECOM,
Mr. Friedrich, and to TRADOC.
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a. ECOM - to visit the designated MOBA point of contact for communic-
ation, Dr. F. H. Red-r and Mr. John Walker. Also, discussions were held
with Col. Slingerland, Commander oL the Communication/Automatic
Data Processing Laboratory, and a number of other CADPL personnel.
Mr. John Walker had prepared a report "A Consideration of Problematic
Military Comm!.ý-,ications in Built-up and Fortified Areas" (classified
Confidential) which was perceptive and informative. It treats the
-problems of tactical communications in built-up and fortified areas
according to typical street-to-street, street to buildin& and building to
building communication paths., An extensive bibliography is given in the

-report on propagation and various kinds of terrain including urban and
suburban areas.

A, significant contact had been let with Signatron, Inc. A draft copy of
the Final Report "Data Base Analysis for Military Operation in a Built-
up Area, (MOBA)" was furnished for information. There is a consider-
able body of literature (both, U.S. and foreign) on VHF and UHF radio
propagation in an urban environment (i.e. taxicab, police, and mobile
radio communication in general) and this is documented and analyzed in
the report.

As stated "The objectives of this study were to review and expand the
data base and (i) assess the state-of-the-art for communications in
built-up areas; (ii) determine the capabilities of the military to maintain
reliable communication in built-up areas; and (iii) recommend further
research efforts with the goal of improved military communications.

An interesting discussion on fiber optics was held at ECOM and a drift
copy of Fibre Optics Communication for the Army by 3. Robert Christ-
ian and L. U. Dworkin was furnished.

There was some discussion of Seismic Communication Experiments and
copies of a number of reports of work done in the mid 1960's in the 30
Hz region were furnished by Dr. Reder.

b. Meeting with Mr. Victor L. Friedrich in the office of ASA (R&D), Col.
Fox, Col. Long& and Col. Thomas in the Pentagor, to discuss various
eleme,,ts of the total communication system, TRI-TAC, SINCGARS,
Satellite comi-nunicationr security, etc. An Executive summary of the
Integrated Tactical Communications System, (March 1976) was furn-
ished.

c. Visit to Tradoc Headquarters, Ft. Monroe to meet with officers in
Tradoc and from the Signal Center at Fort Gordon.

Major Robbins was the MOBA point of contact and CoL Krawciw who
had been present at the last MOBA committee meeting. There was
extensive discussion of the entire MOBA communication problems
including the process of getting requirements established. They
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informed me of a new bIgt weight wire cable developed for wirs
which would make communication by wire more practical.

A copy of the new Army Regulation No. 105-9 "Cornmunicttix,--Ele(.
troi•ics' Tactical Communications Support RequirementN" wa• fhjrni~hr1
after a discussion of the Communications Re"uiretnents data base
which does not vet contain M\O1BA considi-rat ions.

5-3 Findings

3.1 Only a very small number of people have been involved in conderirg
the problems of communication in built-up areas and trving to j?'t V"h
necessary d.ita and work toward sotution. Or. Reý#er and M¶r. '
who had .been designated as special contacts for the Ad Hoc
Cormmittee's study of Comminicatins were knowledgeable and verv
helpful in discussing possible ways around the problems. Thev hail
"-coined a term COBA (Communication Operatiohs in Built-up Area%) to
add emphasis.

It is particularly importan't that a much lrger 'number of people shar-
the concern.

3.2 Most studies and scenarios have hot taken MORA' into account. El.
amples of this are the nap of the Earth study at Ft. Rucker, the TIDS
scenarios, and the entire COMSR (Communications Support Require-
r menrts). These examples came from discussions at TRADIC Head-
quarters.

3.3 The type of program on Page 51 of the MOBA second DARCOM-
TRAD&WC coordination conference Ls the kind of proqram. neceisarv to
broaden our data base - yet tie. task priority within the perforr-,itng
organ'ization (Communications/ADP Labe-atory) is ranked as low. thii
problem of low priority in some commands is likely due to -a lacik of
stated requirements. The problem can be illustrated by (a) the need for
information on how the Combat Arms operations will fight in Mo,'lV.i 4'))
then a statement from, armor. artillery, infantry. etc. as to wh'at
"communications :hey will nted to fight accordinr to the overall con-
ceptual doctrtle, (c) then the Signal Center can respvnd with the comn.
munication architecture to TRADIOC. (d) TRADOC can then state
requirements to DARCOM.

Col. Krawciw showed smie spider Charti used in the DaW, Technical
Prograins Related to Pattlefield Syttemt doctim•nt. Ai, %pecil spiller
chart for MOBIA hopefullv will help to speed the prýceis of getting the
needs' recognition into the hands of the people who have to make
decisions on MOB| A programs.

., - .- .o. 4
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, \I' 'iew pr,,poved peogrvi-' are reluired to pay particular at'Pntiori 1j
th@e C'".',•> datat ba.," in ,s,,or,lance with Reg. 010-5.9. Therefore°
C(Yt¶F& Oh)uld be brought ,p to date to include j(•'IOIA.

3.5 MC•AI• has r*)t been taken into acco•jnt in any cornmunicjtif)nf eqkji;)-
FvIO'iet %pec fwxitions to date..

.1. 1 1 Ae need to K.'ow, the limjtittins oft existing equipment in~the field. Tl`is
will aid in triining and oper,itional planning. The -iniial testing of the
I'TC.-7 at Havre de'Cri a was usedit, but. of course. only a beginning.
These tests showed limited 'capability of the PRC-77 At, 10.'# MHz and
they are useful in undetrtandinl some of the limitations. Further
testing should be more quantitative and carried out over the entire
frerpiency range.

A15-ý., it woHild appear to be useful to study the PRC-77 in a repetter
mode. Another teit would be to confirm the efficacy of having the
PIRC-77 unattended at the top of a building and couplnK it to -a field
phone in a. basement command post by way of wire. This results in
bandwidth loss until fiber optics communciation cables are available in
the future, but this has been suggested as an alternative to the use of
radio communications from the top of the building to the basement if
propaKation losses are too great.

3.1.2 All new equipment surh as ;1NCGARS sho•uld be tested early in all of its
modes so, 'as to check tVe effe.-ts of propagation losses mulItipath. etc.
in te new eqwupment's various modes of operation. This new net radio
to repare the PVC-77 and VRC-12 series has many important features
important to MORA. Greatly expanded number of channels. encryption
forsocue communic.•tion% and ECCM capability (through two tech-
niq•i•s).

3.5.) Planning for new syrtoms scxh as the new multiple subscriber svstems

should take MOA• into account early in the development cycle and this
appears psWible.

).h Local pibli communications particularly in the FRG should be ýjseful.
A$ as example it was found that the German military were still usin
their ;xjhiic telephone systemwhen Rerlin was captvred in World ar-'11
"(acording to dwscussion at TRAIC headquarters). Such a system is
bkelv to be-far more useful to the defender than the attv-ker, the U.S.
sthould have a good set of plans of the total communication public

system including cable routings, etc. It is bikely that if the enemy
capture% a town and U.S. forces subsequetitly drive him out he wall
destroy eonhannes, etc. However, if the U.S. has a gjvad set'of ;Aans it

' may b@e'possible to p.t th into the telephone cables and effeIt a
r•a•onahly X)d internal communication svytem. f5iscuision At
"TNIAi'IC indiMcated ti at the puhlic telephonr system is not likely to be
us ful below battalion level.

,/S
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3.7 Survey should be made in built-up areas where combat is likely to occur
and "good" locations should be placed on maps, on te basis of the best
information that can be obtained in the near term. From a longer range
pmint of view it is hoped that models can be c-tablished and proven
which will permit prediction of "good" sites, losses to' be expected, etc.

3.3 There is a lack of communication rr.-tpatability with our allies. This
"includes modulation techniques (wt' use CV5DM - contihuous variable
slope delta modulation - the Frer',ch. for instance,, use digital PCM) the
U.K. has a good digital interface with us, according to people at ECOM.

While there is incompatability with allies some analog interface equip-
meht is being built and an attempt is being made to have inter-oper-
ability with our allies.

Because of b9th language difficulties ýnd equipment problems it will
probably be necessary to, have exchange of liason personnel. 'At the
TRADOC meeting personnel there believed, that problems could be
"worked around in this way.

From a longer range point of view the TRI-TAC program will certainly
provide interservice, compatabilF,. Eq.uipment from that program will
probably be used for batajii4c and above. Froti discussion no
consideration had been given to MOBA environment.

3.9 MOBA operation may require more communication equipment, such as
more' net radios, and more mire for field phone operations, for
interconnecting with antennas on top ,of buildings down to 'command
posts, etc. This can result in changed T.O.E.'s so that operations can be
improved in the MOIBA environment. Studies that establish how much
increased cost effectiveness can be achieved by such increases, i.e.
what kind of multiplier effect in combat effectiveness could be
achieved by such increases would be useful. but should be done alter
there is better delinition of just how MOBA will be operationally
performed.

3.10 The special forces have had the p-oblem of moving into areas. camou-
flaging operations, establishing field expedient antennas, and com-
municating over fairly long distances. Some useful data may be
obtained by investigating their experience.

3.11 It is important that there be early quantititive testing of the gains
which may be achieved by both space and polarization diversity tech-
niques. Studies made by Signatron indicate COBA performance
improvement could be achieved from these techniques.

th
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3.12 From a longer range point of view there is a need for a systematic
quantitative data base over a wide range of frequencies under MOBA
environmental conditions. Frequencies from seismic (30 Hz), ultrasornc,
H.F., YHF, UHF, S.H.F. through millimeter to U.V. have been
suggested. Since the greatzst amount of radio net, equipment in the

•'I field and now planned is in the VHF area this should receive highest
priority. There are indicationsthat UHF may have some advantages in
the MOBA environment and should also receive high priority in testing.
Although there are some arguments against HF, the Army has some
equipment'that could be tested and useful data obtained.

Althcugh it can be argued that much data exists from taxi cab, police,
and other mobile communications, they all involve elevited station
antennas. Little quantitative data exists on urban or suburban propa-
gation with low elevation antennas. Also, there is little quantitative
data concerning inter-building, intra-build~ng, short distance street-to-
street and street-to-building propagation.

It is ipnportant that tests be carried out, for various riodes of the com.
* munication equipment, voice, digital (where! applicable) and with

security equipment or modules.

/ There is some new millimeter equipment which could , tested for short
range line of sight.

Also there are now some models of manpack eq Aipmrn*..AN/PSC-l
which operates in the U.H.F. with a satellite. Tests of this ;n a MOBA
environment should be made.

3.13 Fro-m a longer range point of view it is desirable to develop a c.-nmuni-
cation propagition and range model for built-up environments. Devel-
opnment of such mathematical models requires assembly of a sysrnM-Itic
data hase.

3.14 It is important that optical communications systems using fiber optics
be pushed aggressively. Major advances have been made in recent
years. Work is being sponsored by NSF, by the Army and the other
services and by industry. I belie-ve there is good coordination of effort
in government.

Certainly as more sensor information has to be communicatedt the large
bandwidth of fiber optics will bi. useful.

There is a strong feeling that wire will be required more in MOBA than
in open operations. In somne studies fiber optics is shown to have
significant weight advantagi.s and tests have indicated it is very rugged.

In the report mentioned earlier an air layable (by helicopter or possibly
RPV) cable system is in expioratory development.
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3.15 There is a need tokep alert to new ideas and developments that may
improve COBA. Consideration should be given to the possible develop-
ment of disposable repeaterS. These may be of use in other than MOBA
because as one of the men in the TRADOC meeting said "our communi-
cations in the open are barely good enough today".

At the Communications Automatic Data Processing Laboratory a small
ILIR program was described by Dr. Maass. This is a unique approach
called (Multiple Electronically Synapsing Hierarchy). It consisted'of
initial study and conceptual design of a system in which. there would be
random distribution of system elements (relays) over an area to bridge
the distance between two-or more terminal stations.

The Packet system work being done in conjunction with DARPA shouild
be examined for applications - particularly for digital communication.
Quoting from the ECOM Laboratories Posture Report FY 76 "The
combined net result led to the acceptance of the Packet Radio concept
as an alternate candidate for tactical information distribution via time
division multiple access integrated communication, navigation and
identification systems". Results from a test bed model system in the
Bay area should be examined for possible application of this system
concept to MOBA.

3.16 There is a need to continue R & D in antennas. For instance as a part'
of an experimental program to measure polarization diversity advan-, i
tages some antenna development is necessary. The problem of degraded
coupling caused by proximity of the users body and of the building with
the PRC-69 has not been solved according to discussion at ECOM.

3-4 Recommendations:

4.1 The Army should make certain that requirements for systematic quan-
titative data collection for COBA are, clearly recognized and statedo
and are given sufficient priority in the commands responsible for doing
the work. Such data provides information to help in the training for
better communications in built-up areas, tor fixes that may be made in
present equipment and for taking MOBA properly into account in future
communication systems and equipment development.

4.2 A; data becomes available from systematic testing and data collection
it should be made available for introduction into training programs. The
results of the Signatron contract have already analyzed the existing
data base and suggestions of points to be emphasized in training can
come from this report.

4.3 The program that has been recommended by Signatron, i.e.. a
polarization diversity and space diversity measurement program that
will provide a diversity data 'base for MOBA radio communication should
be carried out. It may well be that MOBA radio communications can
best be improved by use of diversity. Space and polarization diversity



require neither transmitter modification nor extra trequency allocation.
If tests indicate that significant improvements in communication c ap.
ability can be achieved by either or both of these techniques then
product improvement programs should be initiated and the fixes im-
plemented.

4.4 Consideration should be given to establishing a forum composed of the
various school commanders to get together to discuss the MOBA
problems and possible solutions. This was suggested at the TRADOC
meeting as a means of getting greater emphasis on MOBA..

4.5 As new communication equipment becomes available it should be'tested
in a MOBA like environment in all of its various modes. The new
SINCGAR family of radios is a good example. It offers several features
which should be helpful in a MOBA environment, not the least of which
is security.

4.6 Studies and scenarios should involve a MOBA environment. To date we
were told that they do not.

4.7 New communication equipmeM specifications should consider the
MOBA environment. An example of where this might be first applied'is
the proposed mobile subscriber system.

4.8 Investigate the use of present public telephone systems as a means of
military communications - particularly in the FRG. A part of this
investigation should include how the information on exchanges, substa-
tiors, cable routings, etc. should be furnished - i.e. drawings, maps, or
other format. Also, the investigation should include how far down in
the level of command such communication can be used.

4.9 Investigate the possibility and desirability of locating "good" communi-
cation points in built-up ar'eas in the FRG. The experience of the Berlin
Brigade will be useful here. If this is done then the proper format for
providing the information (maps, or written instructions) should be
established and used.

4.10 Investigate the role of field wire in COBA. There are strong proponents
of using wire. Equipment exists for laying wire links over short
distances to avoid exposing personnel for the dtployment.

New lighter weight wire cables have'been developed for Navy use and
we were told that we could expect, lighter w,-ight wire for field
operations. Consideration of this should be a part of the investigation.

4.11 Electro-optical communication particularly by way of fiber optics
should be well supported. The advances that have been made in the
recent past have been outstanding and it offers opportunities for com-
munication over large bandwidths and with good security and freedom
from jamming.

4.12 Provide further emphasis on having interoperabilitv with Allies' radios.
Effort is certainly going on in this area, but it needs further emphasis.
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4.13 Throughout consideration of COBA an open mind and search for new

ideas should be maintained. This includes:

a. An assessment of foreign equipment for application to COBA.

b. Investigation of the development of a disposbie repeater.

C. An assessment of Packet as applied to COBA.

d. Basic and applied work in antenna design.

e. Basic research such as investigation of ultraviolet communica-
tion techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

Material contained in this section'comprises general sections on findings and recom-
mendations and detailed sections dealing with nine specific classes of nbn-chemical,
weapons and their application to military operations in built-up areas. Each detailed
section presents a set of conclusions and recommendations related t6 the weapon
category with which it deals. In all, 31 recommendations are made. Rather than
bring that mass of detail into a summary, the reader is referred to the sections deal-
ing with topics of particular interest to him. However, there are some general ob-
servations warranting emphasis at this point.

Military operations in built-up areas, MOBA, introduces many unique problems when
non-chemical or conventional weapons'and ammunition are utilized in either offensive
or defensive roles in urban' areas. These urban areas are complex and heterogeneous
and vary -depending upon the age of the city, the amount of plannihg that was part of
'the city's basic development, and the construction techniques prevalen• at the time of
structural development.' The very nature of the city is such that it favors the'
defender. The' city offers many opportunities to hide and conceal personnel, weapons
and ammunition. Likewise, the city has the additional vertical dimension providing
many alternate opportunities for defense over a typical open-area battlefield. This
vertical dimension extends not only above ground, but also includes underground
utility tunnels, subways and sewers. Upper floors, basements, sub-basements, tunnels
and sewers become part of the battle scene and provide not only concealment but
protected passageways for the rapid movement of -troops of both sides, through
multiple paths.

It is considered that outdoor engagemients would be fought by combined infantry and
armor task forces at short ranges. Close range fighting with conventional weapons
and ammunition (non-chemical) would be face to face and would seldom exceed 50
meters. ' The vulnerability of personnel and combat vehicles would be increased
because of the likelihood of unexpected or sudden attacks from above, or from cover
afforded by buildings, rubble or tunnels. Likewise, the movement of vehicles would
be difficult in cities where cratered or rubbled streets have resulted from artillery
attacks or bombings and bridges and overpasses are most likely impassable.

In the course of the study of this task, it has been found that there are no stated
requirements for the operation of weapons or ammunition for military operations in
built-up areas. ROC's of the future should state definite MOBA requirements and
desired operational characteristics.

When considering the subject of non-chemical weapons, ammunition and vulnerability,
there are definite deficiencies in the current data base regarding weapons effects,
material degradation in MOBA and the capability to conduct, military operationz in,
built-up areas. Such deficiencies exist because of the past emphasis on the de-
velopment of weapons and ammunition for open area combat. When considering the
use of these weapons and ammunition in MOBA, general problems such as the
following appear:
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1) Arming distances f or direct fire weapons are too great for MOP, A such
that most direct fire HE projectiles and anti-tank missiles will not be
armed before target contact.

2) ',Most large caliber manpack weapons can be fired from confined spaces
inside buildings, but the adverse effects. of overpressure and backblast
on the weapon crew must be considered.

3) Scatterable mines developed for' dispersion from artillery or aircraft
would have a la.rge number of hnines landing ineffectively on roof tops,
courtyards, and other inappropriate areas.

4•) Precision guided missiles may not have guidance and control estab-
lished at the short ranges of MOBA and some guided weapons cannot
be fired at depressed angles.

5) Weapon or-terminal effects are not completely known or optimized for
MOBA. Included are current warhead and indirect artillery effects
against typical structural materials of the city, spalling effects and
breaching effects.

6) Personnel and vehicle vulnerability from nonr-chemical weapons and
ammunition are not completely 'known under MOBA conditions. In-
cluded is the vulnerability of personnel to urban debris such as masonry
spall, shattered glass,'etc., and vulnerability of vehicles to attack from
above.

SOURCES OF DATA

1. Briefing at Pentagon for MOBA Panel 18-19 January 1977

2. Briefing at Pentagon for MOBA Panel 15 January 1977

3. Briefing at Pentagon for MOBA Panel 14 July 1977

4. Special Weapons Meeting at Aberdeen 26 October 1977

5. Special Weapons Meeting at Pentagon 15 November 1977

6. Proceedings of DARCOM/TRADOC Con- 19-20 July 1977
ference on MOBA

7. Reports and Summaries Furnished to
us by Participants in the Meetings Above
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6-1.0 GENERAL FINDINGS

After three sessions of generalized briefings and discussionq of MOBA oper-
ations, and two days of detailed review of current programs aimed at the
development of new weapons, modifications to existing weapons, and of the
tec!hnical data needed to develop adequate doctrine for the employment of
our weapons assets, this sub-group of thePanel reached one strong overall
finding.

The Army has the resourceý within its own establishment to develop the
field weaponry and equipment far better suited to the MOBA environment
that the current inventory weapons. However, those resources were not
being effectively employed atof November 1977, the date of our last meet-
ing.

We found a curious lack of enthusiasm for MOBA-oriented equipment de--
velopmnent-evidenced most significantly by the off again-on again funding
history of DARCOM laboratory programs aimed at what seemed to us to be
appropriate MOBA goals.

The DARCOM laboratories a~d their contractors seemed to us to be standing
ready, willing, and eager to itelp but hesitant to devote a substantial effort
from their own resources to programs of real promise for fear that money to
pay for the work would not be forthcoming.

It seemed to us that this la~k of enthusiasm was symptomatic of another
perhaps deeper and potentially more serious problem. While the panel, and
most of the higher-level Army people with whom we talked in the course of
the program review, are convinceo that city fighting will be inevitable in
any likely contingency-and most importantly in a conventional confront-
ation in Europe-the Army as a whole seems not to regard it as a really
ýerious problem. In particul r, the idea seemed very prevalent that if we.
had to fight in cities, we would have to do it with the weapons (and other
equipment) already developec for the kind of combat for which the Army is
now so well trained and equ poed-characterized by rapid movement 'over
relatively open terrain.

Such combat is a war of tan J and helicopters and artille'ry-a war of rapid
deployment and redeployment heavily dependent on the power of machinery,
tanks,, guided missiles, precision guided muniti*ons, rapid, reliable communi-
cations, and an effective overwatch of the battlefield through helicopters,
radars, and crucially dependent on air supremacy for tactical air support 'and
interdiction.

This attitude-make do with what we have and learn to use it in cities when
and if it really becomes necessary-may well be dangerously shortsighted. It
should not really b? very difficult to fix the arming circuitry of a weapon so
that it becomes effective at r; ges of 10 or so meters for shell or TOW class
weapons. If the arming distaices of the weapons we have are substantially
'longer, the weapons may prov; nearly useless in the cramped environment of
urban combat.
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Despite the very real concern of the higher level people, as exemplified by
the DARCOM/TRADOC conference in July, a development program needed
to assure our weaponry being well-suited to the MOBA environment has not
been developed. A sense of urgent dedication is necessary if a substantial
improvement is to be achieved in the next few years.

We did not find 8' strong program aimed at defining the technical oppor-
tunities for improving our weaponry MOBA capabilities. We did not find
large scale exerc..ses (or even modest ones for that nmatter) in realistic
MOBA environments-using the weapons and equipments we have as'a start-
ing point--with weapons systems designers assigned to the exercises to learn
directly the limitations imposed by the MOBA environment, and to suggest
changes in desigii or method of employment to overcome those deficiencies.

We did not find a clear-cut definition of the most likely MOBA scenarios.
Recognizing that the Army has had little recent MOBA experience, and that
the Viet Nam experience has little that is relevant co European combat, it is
not surprising that the weapons system development community is uncertain
as to what is more important. It makes a big difference id the objective is
simply to kill the inhabitants of a building by reducing it to rubble rather
than dislodging enemy in that building with minimum damage to the building
and minimum casualties to the civilian population of the town.

On the positive side, we did find that a substantial beginning had been made
in the gathering of information crucial to the 'engineering design of
weaponry for MOBA.' Good experimental work on wall-breaching by awide
range of devices ranging from small arms through tank guns and large shaped
charge munitions was reported to us; as well as experiments to define the
limitations imposed, on shoulder-launched and crew-served missiles by, em-
ployment in confined spaces. Data on the effectiveness of weapons
emplcyed against people in buildings has been gathered, with' spall and
fragment patterns behind typical walls-data crucial to the rational design
of new we'sponry -nd to the sensible employment of existing weapons in
battle. Promising beginnings have been made on the development of small,
man portable devices exemplified by the MISER low signature recoilless
weapon for anti-tank and ant,-personnel in built-up areas. The RAW grenade
device, the SHAWL follow-through warhead, and programs to develop
warheads for the 2.73 inch helicopter-launched rocket well tailored to the
MOBA environment seemed to us particularly promising.

In summary, we found ; lot of capability, and a substantial amount of good
work. We did not find a program to define the problems and opportunities
posed by MOBA in terms that would inform the engineers and inspire the
developers in the conventional weapons community. We perceived a lack of
urgency with respect to pursuit of the MOBA problem. Our conviction is
that our inability to carry out conventional combat in the MOBA environ-
ment is a deficiency of the first order and one that demands a deliberate
program response.
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6-2.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation One, - Define the Opportunities

From our findings that the developers were uncertain as to what was most
important for MOBA weaponry development, ahd from the finding that some
of the Army felt that making do with essentially what we have now was the
best course of action, we feel that, steps must be taken to define the
technical oppoituni,'ies for a real improvement :n our MOBA 'weaponry
posture, not just to a few high level people in TRADOC and on the Army
Staff, but also to the Army laboratories and development agencies and their
contractors-the people who will do the actual development if it is to be
done.

To this end, we think there 'can be no substitute for experience with the
existing inventory weapons-experience with those'weapons employed in,
realistic environmental situations on a scale large enough to illuminate the
interactions between the weapons, the vehicles, the communications
systems, the city, and the men.

We are not proposing that we put a red team in a suburb of Munich and
attack it with drtillery, tanks, helicopters and infiltrating infantry, blowing
holes in the buildings where' necessary, and bulldozing away the rubble to
clear a path for the tanks.

On the other hand, we do see a real need for both communities, the
TRADOC planners and the DARCOM developers, to-gain an informed
understanding of the MOBA envi onment to inform the developers and
inspire the planners. Since the laboratory of real combat is not available,
we must create a simulation realistic enough to serve the ends of both kinds
of developers-tacticians and materiel designers.

We believe it is essential to conduct 1 -talion scale exercises in represent-
ative built-up' areas to test our doctrines, cimmunications, and weapons
systems working together as a system. Such exercises, adequately supported
and studied by participating weapons designers, could do more to define the
opportunities for innovation and to uncover the current operational
deficiencies in our Army in MOBA than any single other step. The scale is
important-lest the interactions be overlooKed. The presence of engineers
'from the laboratories is important. They are the people who can do
,something aboit making the present systems work better, or make the new
systems we may well really need. It is important that the exercise not be a
one shot deal-so that lessons thought to be learned can be verified and
changes in either equipment or tactics can be evaluated.

Interpretation and refereeing an exercise of the sort and scale envisioned
will be very difficult. Absent the rubble, the smoke, and the enemy fires

and much of the real difficulty of MOBA operations will be missing.
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•- '.2 CURRENT STATUS OF CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS FOR MOIBA

*•-3.l .1 SMALL CALIlB3R WEAMINS

For military operations in built-,up areas, small caliber w-ap'ns carried by
individuals or mounted upon vehicles are important weapors for bothr defense
and offense. For purpizes of this discussion, "small caliber" is defined asill
weapons up to and including -40mm. "Small arms" are the individually
carried weapons and "support weapons" are machine guns ,nrd vehicle
mounted guns. The small arms individual weapons available Iron various
sources are both extensive and uniqvie; pistols ranie Irorn simple automatics
to~convertibles which become subnacbhne g•nrs; rifles range from long range
accurate sniper rifles to rifles which can shoot around'corners, and grenade
launchers range from single round launchers to multi-shot launchers that cin
be mounted on rifles. This analysis will deal primardy withthose items
which are considered normal field issue ,tominimize the real'hife logistics of
suoplying unique high usage ammunition for MOBA operations.

A. Small Arms Individual Weapons

Current small arms individual weapons in normal inventory are the
M1911 Al .45 coliber pistoL, M14 7.62mm rifle, M2.1 sniper rifle.
Mf6A1 5.36rmm rifle, M79 and M203 grenade launchers. Night vision
sights are the AN/PVS-2, AN/PVS-4 and the M9821.

For offensive use, the individual small arms weapons could be
employed for the systematic clearaice of defending personnel from
the built-up area. Initial assaultr will probably be conducted under
extensive use of smoke, at night or under other conditions of limited.
visibility. Intense close combat will' require suppressive fire at close
range. Under these conditions, automatic firing weapons with
ex-tcnsive ammunition supplies will be required. The current individual
weapons, other than ge'erade launchers, are geared to such high volume
fire.

The present' arming distance for rifle launched grenades is 14 to' 30
meters. This arming distance should not be changed si.ice it is based
upon safety to the user. In MOBA. where engagement is typically less
than 50 meters, it doesn't appear practical to provide range finders to
assure arming is achieved at target impact. A more reasonable
solution is to train troops in the use of these weapons under the short
range conditions allowing them to achieve the .ability to easily
tstimate target ranges commensurate with arming of the grenade.

Studies conducted by the Army in the early 50's indicated that most
casualties from small arms fire were not the result of aimed fire. This
cast doubts on the need for high Pirecision rifles except for snipers.

so
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-To neutralize human error in aiming, project SALVO a ttempted to
p)iavide conftrlled dispersion to 300 to 400 meters. Ammunition was
developed. using several bullets in tanderm. The SPiW progrtam
followed, using both single flechettrs and builets to be fired in series
and auxiharý mc inted, ,vsterns using multipe flechettes. 'Cost and
technical problems have basically eliminated these programs from the
development ,rea. Automatic high rate of fire small arms weapon!
presently apppaP !o have char acteristics which appropriately meet the
dispersion needr and minimize the need for special ammunition rounds.
It would not appear practical or necessary to pursue the multi-
prolectile program3n for MOBA.

A small 'arms impro'ement to increase effectiveness and simplify
aiming would be in the possible use of a laser pointer. Such a device
could pr:vide the ihfartryman with the capability of quickly projectiLg
a "spot" on intended targets and thus eliminate the need f or conven-
"tional 'aiminK. Laser pointers are well within the state of the 'art of
current technology and have been, used by various law-enfor.cement
agencies. A study to determine the -applicability of a laser pointer for
MOBA appears in order.

B. Small Caliber Support Weapons

Small caliber support weapons are the M60 7.62mm general purpose
maclir'-e gun, the M2HB .50 caliber machine gn, and the 20mm to
40mm vehicle mounted guns such as th-. M163 20mm Vulcan Air De-
fense gun -'nd the M 139 20mm :annon carried by the MI 1 1AIE1.

These latter vehicle mounted weapon syste.ns art sci-supporting and
normally have armor piercing rounds for deiense against mechani:%!d,
armor and HE (high explosive) fragme iting rounds foe anti-perwnnel
use. The armor piercirg rounds appear to have applicaticri for M4OMA
in pene:rating walls and other barricades and the fragmenting rou.ds
have use for anti-personnel suppressive fire. Typically. 10m to 101' ri
arming ranges are utilized in the HE fragmenting rounds and the armor
piercing rcunds do not require arming delays. Accordingly, these
rounds appear, to ha% a applcation for use in the close r•ange MOBA
situation.

In the support weapons area, current weapons and those under deve:cp-
ment can pTovide f.repower which will be utilized for MOBA. The
effectiveness of these weapons and ýhe human factors involved 'n the
use of these weapons for MOBA must be determined.

C. Development Activities

Current individual weapons under development are the XM235 3.56mm
squad automatic weapon (SAW) and the 30mm grenade system (using a
multi-shot launcher adapted to the M16 rifle). CurrL.it support
weapons under development are the DIVADS air defense system (using
a 35mm or 40mm gun system), the Infantry Fighting Vehicle System
XM2/XM3 and the interim improved XMII3AI, both using the 25mm
gun system.
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As in 'he case of ava;lable weapons, the effectiveness of weapons
under development and the hurr;,n factors involved when used for
MOBA must be evaluated. Accoru,,:a.ly, primary emphasis must be
placed upon evaluating these factors prior to recommending nPw
developments or modifications to preint weapons.

Development tasks identified in the Fiscal Year 1973 TRADOC R&D
and Analysis Tasks seem appropriate fc, MOBA needs. These' tasks
are:

(a) Multi-round wall penetration from small arms weapons with
consideration for user safety. Weapons included in this testing

.- are the M16 rifle, M60 machine gun. .50 caliber machine gun, .45
caliber machine gun, SAW's, M203 and M79 grenade systems.

(b) Testing to establish noise level from small arms and-automatic
weapons fired from confined areas together with evaluating
target acquisition from these quarters.

(c) Penetration studies using 2U to 40mm guns against nonmetallic
materials.

(d). A study of hand held high rate of fire automatic weapons. The
two identified candidates to replace the obsolete World War I1
"grease gun" are the American 130 (with laser) used by law
enforcement agencies and the List, and Williams prototypes.
These and Other candidates recently availabie should be exam-
ined.

In addition, DARCOM has underway demonstration tests of the devel-
opmental 30mm, grenade system (which includes an automatic launcher
and 'Laser range finder). Included is an evaluation of multi-shot effects
of the HEDP round on typical wall structures.

D. Conclusiowis

Present FY 1973 proposed TRADOC R&D Analysis Tasks and the
30mm DARCOM tests would provide a basis, for identifying real de-
velopment .eids to better adapt the small caliber weapons to the
MOBA environments. It further appears that the obsoleting of
weapons and recent weapciis developments in the small caliber area

breducing the small arms that are available in the field which
stf MOBA Examples of this are:

(a) Replacing .50 caliber (12.7mm) machine guts with the M60
machine gun. This change, reducing projectile size from 12.7mm
to 7.62mm, may reduce the ability to penetrate vIOBA defenses
and to provide effective richochet fire power.

.. (b) -- Obsoleting the World War II "grease gun" without a replacement
"readily-available weapon leaves, the Army without a lightweight
high rate of fire close-range weapon.
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The, Army trend to reduced manmower levels, with the emphasis on
high mobility, may critically affect the ability t'n operate in the M1OBA
envirdn'nent. A planned study on ammunition upply, scheduled in
1971, is important because of the high usage )f ammunition for \tOBA.
Aýso, the use of vehicle mounted 20mmn to 40mm guns and the required
effective -ange should be studied for 'OBA.

In lie small arms aiea. it appears that present technology can supply
the n,<ed• of MOBA. The real problem becomes ideotifying the ctim4l
weapons that provide for both ooen field use and for MOBA. It appears
that high rate of fire automatic weapons which can supply suppressive
fire power and are' mobile and cffective at short ianges are ideal.
Night vision sigrts and possible laser spotting devices will be important
to carry out 6.e expected mission needs. The 40mm and te new
30mm grenade systems appear to, be ideal weapons for the close quar,-
ter conflict anticipated. The flexibility and reaction time of a m-ulti-
shot rifle-mounted grenade system would appear to be a significant
improvement over present -*ngle shot systems.. In the'larger vehicle-
-mounted gun system, the 2ffectivenesu of an IiEI projectile will be
dependent upon target range and thus may require moce rapid arming
tu be effective in a MOBA environment.

E. Recommendations

1. It is recommended that the Fiscal Year 1978 TRADOC R&D and
Analysts Tasks (as' listed under Development activities), be
approved and funded. These tasks would define the applicability
of small caliber weapons for MOBA and better identif) develop-
ment needs.

2. It is recommen,4ed that the use or development of special small
caliber weapons strictly for MOBA be discouraged. Emphasis
should be placed upon assuring that small caliber weapons being
improved or developed consider the needs of MOBA such that
weapons can be uscd in both open field and MOBA.

3. It is recommended that care should be exercised in the obsoletng
of small caliber weapons, st-ch as .50 caliber machine guns or WW
11 "grease guns," to assure that MOBA needs are not seriously
affected.

4. ,It is recommended that' extensive troop training for MOBA be
carried out to assure that safe and effective use is made of small
caliber weapons available and that tactics of operations are both
practical and understood.
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6-3.2 ARTILLERY A':,,D "q),?RTARS

GENERAL

The artillery/mortar weapons include the towed and self-propelled howitzers
(or guns), the recoilless rifle-, and the mortars. The towed weapons are of
minimal use for in-cit; fighting, whereas the self-propelled would have some
utility. The recoilless rifles are generally being replaced by TOW and
Dragon. However, past usage of the RRs in MOBA operations have shown
them to be very useful-particularly the 106mm. The mortars are designed
for indlirect fire use. This resulti in difficulty in attacking targets behind
buildings, barricades, etc. The remainder of this section will discuss the
characteristics of current weapois, their effectiveness for MOBA, conclu.:
sions and recommended future activities.

A. Effectiveness of Artillery/Mortar Weapons

.There are several general problems encountered in the use of artillery
for MOBA. These problems can be grouped into the categories of
systems, weapon, projectile, and fuzing. The problems encountered
"are briefly as follows:

-. Systems - It is difficult to direct artillery fire in the MOBA
environment. Observers cannot detect the hit points and target
destruction. As the artillery moves into the urban area, the
mode of fire shifts from indirect to direct. It is anticipated that
over 50 percent of the MOBA artillery fire is direct fire. Direct
fire is possible with most artillery weapons, &it mortars are
designed solely for indirect fire.

Weapons - The various artillery weapons are either towed or self-
propelled. The towed and most of the types of self-propelled
provide no crew protection, thus the operating area is highly
vulnerable to the small arms fire, fragments, etc. from enemy
weapons fired from building concealment. The recoilless rifles,

-although shown to have ýbeen effective direct fire weapons that
.could be used in MOBA are now being removed from the
inventory. The mortars that exist range from the. light-weigrht

. 'company mortar to the very heavy immobile 4.2 inch mortar. In,
all cases, the morta•,s have no capability for use in the direct fire
mode.

- .Projectiles - Existing projectiles are very poor penetrators. "hey
* ,are designed to fly well 'in air, but' have very erratic trajectories

in soil, tiarricades, rubble, etc. In fact, they often richochet or
broach, sometimes resulting in a significant' hazard to the firing
personnel. In addition, the projectiles often break-up or the ,fuze
is driven bac,. into the projectile in hard structure impacts,
sometimes resulting in fuze failures
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Fuzes - Current fuzes all have too great an arming time to allow
their use in short range encotin:rbr. Currently the only delay
fuzing feature avail"nie is a set pyrotechnic delay. Such an
approach twi delay fuzing ýesuits in a very unpredictable behind-
target burst point for the projectile. It can be anticipated that
with this type of delay fuzing& a projectile will often travel clear
through a small building and function somewhere beyond its back
side, thus providing no effectiveness inside the building.

B. Development Activities

The development activities in progress or planned that can provide
improved effectiveness for MOBA are as follows:

Weaporxs - The primary acti,'it),that is being initiated is the study and
potential development of a new self-propelled Howitzer. This system
will probably have better crew protection (including CBR), more on-
board ammunition, and the appropriate resupply vehicles. No new
mortar or recoilless rifle developments are kn'own.

Projectiles - Most of the new projectiles under development are to
provide increased range or better terminal accuracy. Examples are
the RAP rounds and Copperhead.

A pctential new development that could be designed for improved ICM
effectiveness in MOBA could be the SADARM type, which is being
investigated, but is, not yet scheduled, for development. Studies are
planned to evaluate the penetration requirements for nonmetallic
material and masonry/earth-timber structures such as bunkers. Data
generated in these studies will be useful guides to better projectile
designs for MOBA.

F g- There are numerous fuzing development activities in progress,
but only two are known which should provide improved 'performance
for MOBA. These developments are the structure/bunker penetration
tuze and the dual mode delay which is the element in the artillery tuze
which provides the delay function. The bunker penetration fuze is to
be a single piece item that will provide better penetration char-
acteristics and will be ballistically matched to current PO fuzes. The
dual mode delay is based on the principle of void sensing, which allows
it todetonate the projectile shortly after the projectile has penetrated
a wall or barricade, thus assuming function within the enclosure. The
arming time for nearly all current artillery/mortars/RR fuzes is such
that minimum arming die:ance is at :east 200 feet, and in some fuzes
much longer. For effective use in MvOBA, these arming distances must
be' significantly less.
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C. Conclusions

Generally it is concluded that current artillery/mortar development
activities do not address the MOBA problem. 'They are primarily
directed at increasing range, ballistic matching of projectiles and
improved techniques for defeating armor, which are all extremely
important, but of little benefit to MOBA.

D. Recommendations

The various current weaknesses foe MOBA of artillery/mortar can be
strengthened by pursuing the foilowing activities which are additional
to those activities already in progress.

1) For projectiles, designs that would provide good penetration
characteristics should be pursued. A probable configuration
would be, a blunt nosed design with a base mounted void sensing
fuze. The projectile's in-flight ballistics could be, maintained by
using a light windscreen ogive.,

Another projectile activity would be the development of a cargo
round of target-activated (such as SADARM) or terminally-
guided submunitions. These could be deployed over the urban
areas in appropriate places and attack from the vertical rather
than primarily from the horizontal as Copperhead and the unitary
rounds do.

2) For fuzing, the development of a base-mounted void sensing fuze
would be a significant improvement. The current artillery delay
element is a pyrotechnic time, which does not insure projectile
function within target enclosures. The new dual mode delay will
achieve such function but is in a nose-mounted fuze, which may
fail structurally during penetration, possible resulting in failure
of the delay device. A similar void sensing delay fuze should be
considered for mortar projectiles.

3) An evaluation should be made of the minimium dllowable'arming
distance for artillery/mortar/RR fuzes. Such a study would have
to include what protective measures could be provided for the
operating troops-such as body armor, so that they could safely
use their weapons at reduced arming distances.



6-3.3 LARGE CALIBER MANPACK WEAPONS

GENERAL

The large caliber manpack, weapons include TOW, Dragon, LAW, recoilless
rifles, rocket launchers and similar systems which provide heavy fire power
in a manpacked configuration. A feature of these weapons is the backblast
at firing. This backblast is required for zero recoil effects, but.kt introduces
hazards. The backblast results in a detectable launch signature and, in
confined areas within buildings, the backblast and subsequent overpressure
are a hazard to nearby personnel.

For MOBA. use of buildings as firing positions for'the large caliber manpack
weapons is desirable. For effective employment, the backblast and over-
pressure effects of these weapons need to be reduced significantly. In
addition, combat in MOBA requires maximum effectiveness of the warheads
against both enemy armor and personnel, as well as for breaching interior
and exterior walls of buildings.

A. Use of Current Large Caliber Manpack Weapons, In MOBA

The large caliber manpack weapons incorporate adequate anti-armor
warheads. Some potential improvements are possible in this area. A
primary requirement for MOBA is also to achieve high lethality against
enemy personnel. This dual lethality is necessary to defeat the enemy
intantry/armor teams and to provide effective fire against infantry-
only targets in the city environment.

In addition, in a city environment, combat involves a major amount-of
fighting against defensive troops within buildings. Such enemy troops
are expected to have' effective fire coverage of existing doorways and
windows.

Thus the success of the combat is at least partially dependent upon the
ability of the friendly forces in the assault to breach new openings into
building interiors.

In Viet Nam (specifically in the retaking of Hue after the Tet
Offensive) wall breaching was a critical tactic. Ir the sector of the
city where const-iction was similar to that in Europe, the LAW was
ineffective in breaching walls. Both the 3.5 inch rocket launcher and
the 106mm recoilless rifle were used instead with success; however,
these two weapons are now obsolete.

The available large caliber manpack weapons all have the backblast
characteristic which limits their utility in confined spaces associated
with MOBA. In open area combat, the signature provided by the
backblast is an accepted risk in achieving the necessary engagement
ranges. In MOBA, however, engagement ranges are much shorter and
the "hard" launch is probably not a firm requirement.
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B. Effectiveness of Current Weapons in MOBA

The current man-portable weapons are not well suited to MOB'.-%.
Although they provide adequate anti-armor capability, improvements
in anti-personnel capability appear desirable. In addition, as evidenced,
in Viet Nam, the sma!ler weapons such as LAW do not provide the
necessary wall breaching capability, while the weapons which were
effective in this role are no longer considered current. The Dragon or
TOW may provide the desired wall ,breaching capability, and tests to
determine their effectiveness are in order. However, neither appears
suitable for use in small confined areas. In addition, the need to use a
relatively expensive guided weapon to accomplish wall breaching at
short rarges raises the question of cost-effectiveness.

C. Development Activities

The principal problems associated with the large caliber manpack
weapons have been recognized and activities have been included in
proposed, FY 79, DARCOM-TRADOC MOBA tasks to investigate solu-
tions.

Activities to provide soft launch, as well as minimum signature
weapons are included. Several specific examples that have been noted
are:

0 Shoulder-Launched Multi-Purpose Assault Weapon (SMAW) -
This is a man-portable, tube launched, in tube burning, rocket'
powered, infantry assault weipon. It has a dub'l m,,ode warhead
and it is being designed for firing, from enclosures.

• Riflemans Assault Weapon (RAW) - This design incoroorates a
fuzed warhead which is launched by an attachment to an M16
rifle. It can be fired from small enclosurea4 in fact, any thac an
M16 can be fired from.

* Minimum Signature Envelope Recoilless (MISEP.)- MISER is
designed to be a low. signature weapon capable. of breaching
building walls. This design contains the blast, flash, and smoke
within the projectile, thereby allowing firing from within enclo-
sures.

* ARMBRUST System - This concept is similar to MISER and is
being developed in the FRG. It is also a signatureless device, but
is currently heavier and longer than MISER, making it more
difficult to handle.

* Ring Airfoil Multi-Purpose Munition (RAMP) - This is a "semi -
recoilless rifle that launches a large diameter (5-6 inch) ring
airfoil grenade. It is heing designed to be compatible for firing
from enclosures and will have a short arming distance as required
for the MOBA application.
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Other weapon' development activities are being initiated (on a tech-
nology basis) that address the problem of firing from enclosures. The
basic approach -urrent'y suggested for these studies is an "Eject then
Ignite" principle. Various concepts e cist for accomplishing this type of
weapon launch, but they must be evaluated in respect to their
applicability to MOBA type weapons.

Warhead deficiencies h'ave also bet.n recognized and tests of various
warheads including 'the current LAW, Dragon and TOW as well as HEP
and other warheads are recommended. No mention of improving anti-
personnel capability is noted, however,' in the DARCOM-TRADOC
tasks. Some specific warhead development activities that have been
noted are:

0 Dual .Mode Warhead - This warhead is intended for uose on SMAW
and is being investigated by the Naval Surface Weapons Center
at Dahlgren. In :ests to date, it has penetrated nine inches of
reinforced concrete or 40 inches of sand and timber.

* RAMP Warhead - The warhead for the RAMP munition is a
modified Miznay-Schardin design for wall penetration which is
combined with a fragmenting case for anti-personnel effects. It
has been indicated that the warhead has %ubstantial penetration
capability but no specific data are available.

A general study of MOBA assault warheads has been suggested, with
initiation recommended for Fiscal Year 79 at the DARCOM-TRADOC
ju:y 1977 Conference.

Arming delay studies are also suggested since, in general, the arming
distance of the current large caliber man-portable weapons appears
excessive for the short weapon to target ranges considered applicable
to city operations. These studies are considering safety versus utility
off the weapons.

D. Conclusion

, The available large caliber manpack weapons have been primarily
designed far the anti-tank minsion in open terrain. As such. they
are not well suited to MOBA. They have excessive signatures;
cannot, in general, be fired from small conf~ned areas; and do not
,inLorporata warheads which appear to provide adequate etfec-
tiveness in the wall breaching role. Simple modilications may
substantially improvetheir utility.
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4 The deficiencies have been recognized and activities have been
suggested through DARCOM/TRADOC tasks to provide solutions
to some of these problems.

0 JWeapons in the conceptuai phase of development, appear to
continue to emphasize long-range, open-terrain engagement of
armor with little apparent emphasis on MOBA.. (See PreciSion
Guided Missile discussion.)

E. Recommendations

Activities to solve deficiencies in current weaponry as applied to
M0BA should be accelerated to provide a better data base for weapons
developmert agencies and contractors.

Trade studies of implications of MOBA requirements should be an
integral part of new weapons development. Such trade studies should
identify the added cost and/or reduced effectiveness which might
occur when trying to provide both MOBA and open-terrain capability in
a single weapon. The results of such studies; together with results of
conceptual studies of MOBA-only weapons, could then be 'used in'
simulations to derive a better understanding of the desired weapon mix,
and better identify desired operational characteristics of next genera-
tion weapons.

Weapons such as the ARMBRUST-300 appear to be compatible with
MOEA requirements. There may be several other similar systems in
existence or under development probably compatible with MOBA
requirements. In the European group of nations, it would appear that
weapons for urba.a use would have received ccnsiderable emphasis
during the past several years because this type of warfare has been
experienced in the European areas.
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6-3.4 PR'ECISION GUIDED MISSILES

GENERAL

The principal usage of Precision Guided Missiles is for the destruction of
relatively small, fixed ot mobile, hard targets such .aj armor, bunkers, forli-'
'fied positiors, buitdirngs, etc. These targets are applicable for MO3A opera-
tions as well as open terrain operations.

Precision guided missiles include: U() man-portable systems in which the
launch operator has direct line-of-sight -to the target (e.g., the TOW or
Dragon type weapons) ur (2) systems which are launched at long standoff,
are fired ;n ballistic trajectory and subsequently acquire and home on energy
emanated or reflected fromr the target (e.g., the cannon launched guided
prorectile type weapons).

For weapons of :he first type, MOBA usage implies the following
requir :merits:

a) The weapon should be small and relatively ligt.tweight to enhance its
portability within a bvilding or from building to building. Set-up-time
should be minir,,al and the weapon should be capable of firing from the
shoulder or simple birood mount.

b) The weapon should present minimum signature to prevent location of
the firing Iosit.on.

c) i-he weapon, should be capab~e of arming in a short distance (perhaps 10
to 30mr) sinacf engagement ranges of 50me or under are expected in most
engagements in urban areas.

d) "Soft launch" capability should be available to permit weapon firing
from within small enclosed areas to rr.nimize overpressure and back-
blast.

e) Simplicity of operation should be emphasized tu minimize trainir.g
requirements. This permits use of the weapon ty any member of a
combat team as opposed to :elyin'g on specialists, the loss' of W=om
may make theweapon worthless.

For weapons of the second type, MOBA operations imply the following
requirements:

a) Positive means of target identification must be employed since
"friendly" and "hostile" units will be in close proximity. if not
intermixed.

b) C-immand and control requirements should bejnininmized to minimize
reaction time'as well as to compensate for C problems atterndant to
MOB A operations.
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A. Precision Guided Missiles Considerations for MOBA

1) Current Army Capabilities

Currently deployed Army PGM's include the Dragon and TOW.
Systems under development are the "Hellfire" and the "Copper-
head" cantnon launched (155mm) guided projectile. In addition, a
number of guided missiles are currently in the concept definition
phase, including the IR Fire and Forget missile, the Standoff
TargetActivated Fire and Forget (STAFF) weapon, the Advanced
Heavy Antitank Missile (AHAM), the Terminally Guided Submuni-

*ltion (TGSM), the Terminally Guided Missile Warhead (TGMW) for
the General Support Rocket System (GSRS), a Millimeter Wave
Beam Rider Missile and an Activ'e/Semi-Active Millimeter Wave

, 'Seeker equipped missile for helicopter or ground vehicle launch.
The majority of ihese conceptual weapons are being developed
for anti-tank combat in open terrain and emphasis isbeing placed
on achieving armor penetration and defeat at relatively long (1
Km or greater) engagement ranges.

Other Precision Guided Missiles currently available, or being
developed by other services, include laser guided bombs; electro-
optical contrast seeker equipped bombs and missiles; and milli-
meter wave seeker equipped missiles. These weapons generally
fall into the categories of (1) large unitary weapons for destruc-
tion of large fixed or mobile targets such as bridges or ships or
(2) long standoff (greater than 5 Kin)weapons for defeat of
armor targets.

2) Use of Current Weapons in MOBA

The current U.S. Army PGM's, although Usable in MOBA, are not
well suited to these operations. The man-portable' systems,
Dragon and TOW, do not have'a "soft" launch capability (to'
minimize overpressure and backblast) and have arming delays in,
excess of that considered desirable for MOBA operations. In
addition, both require a reasonably proficient operator with
significant training.

" "The TOW could be utilized in protecting long avenues of
approach and could possibly be used as a "wall-breacher." Its
usefulness in this latter role is questionable since its warhead has
been optimized for armor penetration and not for providing
defeat of fortified positions or breaching of walls. In addition,
the TOW is a fairly large crew-served weapon and not well-suited
for rapid redeployment in areas filled with obstacles such as
rubble, or rapid movement from room to room in a building.
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The Dragon, because of its smaller size and increased portability,
is somewhat better suited for MOBA operations. However, its
warhead is optimized for armor defeat and, as it now exists, is
not well-suited for other MOBA missions.

The current 155mm CLGP weapon, which uses a se.mi-active
laser homing seeker, could be utilized for destruction ot buildmngs
o¢ fortifications as well as for an attack on armor. Significant
problems, however, exist. Smoke, dust and haze may obscure the
target from the seeker. In addition, the presence of intervening
structures (e.g., buildings), compounds the problem of provieng a
clear line-of-sight from the target to the seeker. The problems
of fire control, i.e., providing the Fire Direction Center with
accurate target. location data, will also be severe because of the
close proximity of friendly and hostile forces. Target location
data will have to be sufficiently accurate to ensure the capture
of the reflected laser spot by the seeker to avoid collateral
damage to friendly troops. In spite of these shortcomings, the
use of a CLGP type weapon for MOBA would appear to be
superior to use of conventional artillery techniques.

The same comments apply' to the other laser guided weapons and
in part to the E-O seeker guided weapons. That ,is, their use will
be hampered by presence of obscuring material in the atmo-
sphere and fire control will be a major problem'. However, they
still appear to represent a better fire support solution than use of
unguided weapons againct appropriate MOBA targets.

A number of the weapons in the concept definition phase are
intended to alleviate, in part, the problems associated with laser
guided weapons. Specifically, millimeter wave seekers are being
considered to reduce the obscuration effects of rain, fog, smoke
and haze. However, the majo-ity of these weapons are being
designed for long stand off anti-armor applications and thus may
provide limited utility in the MOBA environment.

3) Effectiveness of Current Weapons in -IOBA

In summary, the current Army PGM's have serious restrictions
'andtheir effectiveness in MOBA operations appears limited. For
man-portable weapons, operational ranges are based on open
terrain conditions, firing from enclosures has not been
emphasized, terminal effects have been concentrated on -the
defeat of armor targets only, and significant training is required
to achieve proficiency.

For the laser guided weapons, obscuration effects will be severe
and fire control is a significant problem.
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4) Development Activities

* PGM's in development and the conceptual phase are continuing to
reflect emphasis on the long range defeat of armor. Some effort
is Peing expended to provide soft launch for unguided anti-tank

-weapons. The techniques being consiaered are probably appli-
cable to man-portable guided weapons. In addition, some effort
is being expended to provide weapons with simpler firing
sequences than the'current'man-portable'weapons. An example,

* is the IR fire-and-forget weapon in which operator control is not
required after launch.

. . For the semi-active- mode-weap-onrs, efforts-are being conducted
to reduce the obsctiration effects of smoke, haze, fog, and rain.
Such efforts, may solve obscuration problems; however, fire
control will remain a significant problem area.

In future development activities, a number of possibilities appear
to offer advances in MOBA capability. For a near-term man-
portable weapon both TOW and Dragon appear candidates for
modification.

B. Conclusions

* The PGM's developed to date, as well as those in engineering
development, have been slanted toward anti-armor engagements
in open terrain and relatively little emphasis has been placed on
MOBA usage of the weapons. flecause of this emphasis, these
weapons will be of iimited utility in MOBA, without r odification.

o Improvements in next generation weapons, (i.e., those in the
conceptual stage) appear to be slanted toward long-range anti-
armor engagements in open terrain. Some of the improvements
will, however, aid in MOBA use. Specifically, use of seekers
which can penetrate fog, rain, smoke and haze will alleviate
some of the obscuration problems associated with MOBA.

0 For long range delivery systems such as the 155,mm CLGP and
GSRS the provision of accurate target -location information to
the delivery vehicle is a significant problem. Failure of the
weapon seeker to capture the designated target may result in a
greater hazard then benefit to the friendly forces.

C. Recommendations

0 Requirements for man-portable PGM's in MOBA should be evalu-
ated in simulation and field exercises. Because oi the relatively
short range of engagement, unguided (or simple trajectory con-

---------- .. ... trol) weapons may provide adequate accuracy at significantly
lower cost. In addition, because of the relative simplicity of
operation, these latter weapons may offer advantages for
usability by all available friendly troops.
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* The incorporation of "soft-launch" techniques, the reduction of
arming ranges and alternate control techniques to provide
shorter minimum range should be considered.' Additionally, the
use of improved anti-personnel, capability warheads should be
investigated.

* The feasibility of modifying TOW and Dragon to provide de-
sirable MOBA characteristics should be investigated and com-
pared with the development cost and feasibility of a replacement
weapon for the best cost effectivene•s.

0 Investigations of alternate warheads for the man-portable PGM's
should be investigated. Candidates include HEP and shaped
charge with explosive follow-through charges.

* Investigations of millimeter wave ,seekers should be continued.
Their ability to penetrate smoke and other obscuration may make
them a viable alternative to lasers in the semi-active mode of
operations. -Initial efforts should concentrate on signature.
measurements in an urban environment.
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6-3.5 WALL BREACHERS

GENERAL

Wall Breachers are required for the penetration of structures and bunkers.
The penetration of structures in MOBA is not unlike the penetration
problems encountered in'typical military operations such as defeating. tanks,
armored vehicles'and bunkered emplacements. 'Perhaps the most unusual
features for MOBA are: (I) the close range of the encounter, generally a
few meters and seldom beyond tens of meters, (2) 'the number and variety of
the structures to be breached and (3) the desire, in most cases, not to
obliterdte' the structure. For this reason, much of the typical armament has
some usefulness but we shall see some deficiencies and unique 'needs for
MOBA.

Urban structures can be grouped into categories. Light structures include
residential and small-buildings' generally constructed of l.ght wooden frame-
work, sheet metal, stucco, etc., and can be penetrated oftentimes by even
small caliber fire. Medium structures include public buildings, etc., con-
strueted 'of brick reinforced masonry and thicker materials and can be
penetrated oftentimes with heavier artillery and explosive charges. Heavy
structures include basements, foundations -of large buildings, dams, bridge
abutments, retaining walls, etc., constructed of the heaviest reinforced
masonry, earthen backfill and sand bagging and can, be penetrated
oftentimes with multi-shot heavy artillery a;.d explosive charges.

Structural targets in 'MOBA are generally poorly defined as opposed to
targets of a more conventional military nature, Such targets as gun em-
placements, tanks and armored vehicles can be pinpointed whereas in built-
up areas one does not know which structures must be -1.netrated nor does
one know how many and what type of opponent may be %d.den.

In MOBA, the engagement is at very' close range. High accuracy -is not as
critical except in pinpoint sniper type encounters. Generally, the structures
have easily breached doors and' windows. Doors and windows can be booby
traps, however, and the usefulness of surprise entry through holes .n walls is
obvious.

A few comments on anti-personnel 'kill mechanisms should be made.' Direct
fire through walls has limited usefulness since one needs to know the loca-
tion of personnel behind the wall to be effective whereas automatic weapon
fire through large 'breached holes has high effectiveness. Fragmentation
devices that penetrate the structure and then explode ins'de are generally
more effective-the grenade through a window or door or breached opening,
for example. Spoall can also be considered for producing lethal fragmenta-
tion beyond a wall without actual perforation. This involves producing a
sufficiently strong short duration shock transmitted through the wall to
throw off lethal fragments from the wall itself.

With these few general comments we now turn to th e types of penetrators,
what's available, what are the current deficiencies and then draw some
conclusions and make some recommendations.
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Types of Penetrators

The first type of structure penetrator might be termed Kinetic Energy
Penetrators. In these we can include the typical jacketed small caliber
rounds as well as the much heavier longer rods. These can be subcaliber rods
fired from heavy artillery wiLh sabots. Their performance depends on high
density metals traveling at high velocity boring their way through because of
their length and high kinetic energy. The problems are launching the rods to
high velocity, assuring their end-on impact and preventing their break-up on
impact.s

Another type of structure penetrator is the shape charge-much used during
and after World War 11. These devices have phenomonal penetration power
for their size. Achieving penetration five times their diameter into armor
aan 4 even more into concrete is not unusual. Their limitations are "hat they
must be fired at a rather well-defined standoff from the target, and their
kill beyond the wall is mainly along the sight path of the small diameter hole
they produce.

Shaped charge-like cutting rings can be used to cut holes through walls.,
Examples are the Ring Airfoil Grenade (RAG) and Jet-Axe. 3et-Axe is used
by fire departments to gain entry to warehouses #nd large buildings for fire
hoses and firefighters. Currently these shaped ch•rge devices are capable of
perforating eight inches of wood planking, eight inches of reinforced
concrete, eight inches of filled concrete block, or three layers of brick.
Such shaped charges could be effectively used for MOBA but require hand
emplacement.

For. thicker walls, multiple stage blasting can be used. Warheads 'are now
being studied that use a shaped charge to drill a deep hole on the first func-
tioning and, then are followed immediately by a trailing explosive charge.
This second charge buries itself into the hole produced by the shaped charge
and is then 'detonated. This buried charge is very effective in causing break-
up and perforation of quite thick walls. I
A final technique is simply the detonation of large explosive charges placed

agdinst -the wall-a technique used in demolition.

What's Available

Current Army inventory includes a number of the above type penetrators in
sizes, suitable for light, medium and heavy stru tures. These range from
penetrators fired from the MI6AI rifle (for the fightest structures) through
the* M2HB .50 caliber and similar Heavy Machine Guns. The I05mm
Howitzer and large caliber guns have projecti es capable of perforating
medium and somewhat heavier structures with delay blast to produce
fragmentation beyond the barrier. There ate several lighter weignt
recoilless rifles that can deliver shaped charge type warheads capable of
perforating all but the heaviest of armors now in use and consequently could
be effectively utilized for many wall breaching needs. - Finally, military
vehicles themselves can be used as battering ram• to breach light structures.
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Problems of Current Wall Breachers

Perhaps the biggest concern is the safe arming distance used in most fuzing
on the heavier weapons. Generally the designs call for no,'fire out to some
minimal range-oftentimes beyond the distances that might be most often
encountered'in MOBA., There also seems to be some lack of testing and
cataloging of performance of current inventory items against structures
most likely to be found in built-up areas.

Conclusions

Much of the current weapon inventory is well designed to perforate struc-
tures and barriers' and would be equally effective against structures to be
found in built-up areas. Generally'the heavier the weapon and the.heavier
the structure it is capable of defeating, the longer is the range for which it
is designed. Thus, Howitzers, self- dropelled guns, tank guns, guided
projectiles, etc., all accomplish longer ranges. The fuzing, however, is often
designed for no fire'at short range and makes these inventory items less
effective at the close rainge usually found iKMOBA. Some of the recoilless
devices are a hazard for the firer if fired from enclosed spaces and the flash
and smoke reveal the firing position.

The close ranges for MOBA will require special studies, redesign or modifi-
cation of some inventory items and could require some development of
special new devicesbest suited to these operations-for example, a Jet-Axe
type wall breacher.

Recommendations

1) It is recommended that the weapons having structure and bunker
penetration capabilities, be investigated with respect to redesigns or
modifications required for short or point blank range. In' particular,
projectile or fuze modifications that are aell within the capability of
current technology would seem to offer fast and cost effective
improvement in structure defeat for MOBA per recommendations of
DARCOM/TRADOC Conference of July 1977.

2) It is recommended that' study, testing and cataloging of' the perform-
ance of current inventory items against nonmetallic materials in layers
and thickness most likely to be encountered in MOBA be made.

3) It is recommended that the possible use of inventory items from all
services should be examined., For example, the "Exrodc' Navy ordnance
destruction device is a mass focus type warhead capable of projecting
a mass for many tens of feet and knocking the fuze off a dud bomb.
This 'item could possibly be used to perforate a wall as well and could
beset-up at the ranges in MOBA, thus not unduly exposing friendly
troops.

A second example is the possible use of land mines for wall breaching.
Land mines are designed usually to perforate armor. Such mines
should be studied to determine if minimal modification, using current
technology, could adapt them for wall breaching use.
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4 ) It is recommended that Jet-Axe, used by fire departments to gain
entry to buildings, be investigated for MOBA. While this system
introduces' additional logistics considerations, it does offer the capa-
bility for breaching large holes without the need for repeated firings.
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6-3.6 MINES - OVERPASS AND OFF-ROUTE VEHICLE: ANTI-PERSONNEL

GENERAL

Mines can be used for military operations in built-up areas as a defensive
weapon. Direct engagement mines located along the potential routes of
enemy armor and infantry are very effective. When supported by off-route
mines, a synergistic increase in effectiveness is achieved.

Both anti-armor and anti-personnel mines, have applications for. MOBA,
particularly in combination, to engage enemy armor/infantry teams. The
Claymore mine, or modern derivations, 'provides excellent anti-personnel
effectiveness, and can be easily camouflaged where debris is prevalent.

For future anti-armor mines, several concepts from the ERAM (Extended
Range 'Anti-Armor Mine) and' STORM (Sensor Tank Off-Route Mine) pro-
grams offer significant potential in MOBA applications. They all employ the
self-forging lcg standoff warhead design being developed for SADARMI,
with a current diameter and length of approximately six ihches. Other
diameters could be selected as needed. Consideting the lethal potential of
heavy metal desi'gns, using depleted uranium or tantalum, three to four inch
diameters could provide tank kill capabilities.

Mine warheads could be fixed to walls, with fabric camouflage or mounted in
concealed firing positions in doorways, between buildings or along side
streets. Single and multi-directional, i.e., multiple self-forging plates, are
feasible to meet firing angle requirements. Fuzing probably would be
achieved via IR detectors, although pressure tapes or offset magnetic
sensors could also be used. Command initiation is also feasible.

Typically, the supporting Claymore type mines could cover ;he area ahead
and behind the anti-armor tine of fire and could be triggered by the anti-
armor mire fuzing to provide a combined attack on the enemy infantry/ar-
mor team.

The advantage of the off-route mine -oncept lies ii its ability to provide a
form of fire cover to scatterable minies to impede clearing operations. At
the same time, scatterable mines prevent the enemy infantry from searching
ouw the off-route mine locations.

Mine emplacement has historically been by hand in surveyed locations.
Presently, the armed forces have . capability for scattering mines in remote
areas. These are by artillery fire, ADAM and RAAM;, ground vehicles,
GEMSS; helicopter, GATOR and M56; and high performance aircraft,
GATOR. These systems have the requirement for scattering mines over the
countryside, along roads and adjacent to protected areas. Use of any or all
of these systems appears to be inappropriate for MOBA because of the high
percentage of mines that will land in ineffective areas such as roofs,
gutters, gardens, drainage systems, etc. Of the small percentage that do
land or rebound to roads and streets, most' will come to rest at a position
unlikely to have beneficial weapons effect. Hand emplaced mines and hand
scattered mines appear to be required for MOBA operations. Several mine
types should be considered: Overpass type Vehicle Mines, Off-Route Vehicle
Mines and Anti-Personnel Mines.
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A. Overpass Type Vehicle Mines

The present military inventory includes M-15, M-19 and M-2I mines.
These are large, heavy, must be hand emplaced, and are easy to de-
activate when their position is known. Thus, they must be camou-
flaged or buried and be placed in a position of likely vehicle overpass.
Cobblestone, brick, concrete, or asphalt streets do not readily lend
themselves to either burying or camouflage. These mines are normally
pressure fuzed so they will operate only if wheels or track passes over
tivem. A pressure hose, tape switch, or tilt rod could be used but these
would add to the recognition features and make the mine easy to find
and remove.

'An overpass mine, to be useful in MOBA applications, should be small.
(about 5 to 8 pounds), influence fuzed, easy to manually arm and easy
to bury, conceal or camouflage. A likely candidate is the XM-75
'GEMSS if a manual arming system is developed for it.. Perhaps the
MOPMS (Modular Pack Mine System) would be a better candidate to
consider.

B. Off-Route Anti-Vehicle Mines

The only current off-route anti-vehicle mine is the M-24 Mine' System."This uses a tripod-mounted recoilless anti-tank rocket znd a tape

switch or interrupted IR beam to trigger the rocket at point blank
range. The equipment is large, heavy and appropriate only where there
is enough room to mount it. Further, it requires concealment of the
tape switch or IR illuminator.

Off-route shaped charge or mass focus warheads could be used and
could be fastened to building walls or otherwise concealed. One device
that may have some merit (with the addition of a sensor or command
link) is the "Exrod" used by the Navy for destruction of ordnance
items. ER WM, mentioned earlier, is being developed by the Air Force
for a scatterable off-route mine. This may be usable in MOBA with
the development of a hand emplaced version.

Of specific interest is STORMS which is being developed by
ARRADCOM as an anti-vehicle (tank, APC, self-propelled gun,
wheeled vehicles, etc.) mine system that has application to urban
warfare. The mine is envisioned to be a one man-portable, self-
contained unit capable of being emplaced and activated by one man in
less than a minute. Emplacement would be overlooking expected
avenues of incoming vehicles including rooftops, upper story windows,
and other elevated positions as well as along roads at ground level.
This system must distinguish vehicles from people and from other non-
targets. Its self-forging fragment warhead would be capable of
projecting a lethal slug from a standoff position of over 100 feet.
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•C. Anti-Personne, Mines

Present anti-personnel mines are either hand emplaced (booby trap
type) mines or artillery delivered rcatzerable mines (ADAM). In de-
velopment is 'GEMS-S a ground cmplaced mine and GATOR. a heli-
copter and high performance, aircr3ft delivered mine system that
inc.,udes anti-personnel mines. Another air delivered anti-personnel
T ne is WAAPM, now out of inventory.

The- emplacement reouirements for anti-personnel mines are not as
'severe as for an anti-vehicle mine which requires a vehicle overpass..
Artillery and aircraft methods of deploying scatterable anti-personnel
mines are not. however, considered appropriate for \IC'.-. A hand-
armed, hand scatterable and easy to conceal'mine is required. Some'
effort has been given to adapting the ADAM to hand arming.

D. Development Activities

Except for the Claymore mine, there is nothing in the current
inventory suitable for MOBA mine warfare. The Claymore, with acommand link or a sensor system could be effective for the anti-

personnel'requirements'of MOBA.

Certain programs requiring' continued development activity hod the
promise '6f providing mines to meet both anti-vehicle and anti-per-'
sonnel requirements for MOBA. STORMS is directed toward meeting
the off-route anti-vehicle requirements. MOPMS %Modular Pack Mine
System.' or more probably. 'MEMS. Manually Emplaced Mine System)
should meet the dual need for an overpass, anti-vehicle mine, as well as
•an ariti-personnel mine.

In all cases these mines muit be capable of being hand armed, -hand
emplaced, used on the surface or buried and provided camouflage as
necessary. The off-route mines must be one-man portable and simple
to set up and use.

A further desirable feature yet to be developed is a capability for mine
field command and control. Current technology for RF and hardwire
control, is certainly applicable. With ihe' fluid conditions expectedin
MOBA. it may be desirable to command arm~disarm, command
detonate and command self-destruct. The present MOPMS develop-
ment includes these features. In order that the enemy can't
countermeasure the system, some security or code must be used for
mine control. The variety0of the mine addresses used, the degree of,
security required. and :he complexity of týe commands transmitted
add to the electronic complexity and cost of the systems. The effec-
tive development of an adequate command and control system awaits a
realistic weighing of the requirements for such systems. The optimum
requirements for MOBA will probably, be quite different from the
requirements for open area applications.
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The development of effective MOBA mine systems requires that
adequite funding be provi-ded. The development to date has been done
with limited discretionary funds of each agency based on their
interpretation of the Science and Technology Objectives Guide (STOG)
and recommendations of the DARCOM-TRADOC conferences on
MOBA.

The first DARCOM-TRADOC conference on MOBA in Septemb-!r 1976
outlined a number of tasks for FY 78, two of which are of concern to
scatterable mines:

-Task # Short Title

13 Armor Vehicles in MOBA

15 Obstacles . Booby Traps

Neither task was funded in FY 78 and neither was included in the FY
79 proposed program list prepared by the second DARCOM-TRADOC
conference on MOBA in July 1977.

E. Conclusions

There is nothing in the present inventory or in final stages of develop-
ment for a mine systemn thac could be effectively used in MOBA appli-
cations, except the Claymore mine adapted for target activation or
command detonation.

Today's technology can be applied to programs such as the STORMS
off-route mine to meet the needs associated with the warhead, alert-
ing sensor and boresight sensor. The self-forging long standoff warr-
head design is currently under development and can be applied to
STORMS. For the alerting sensor, the application of acoustic or
vibration sensors with suitable signal, processing is available through
current techlnology. For the boresight sensor, the application of IR.
Optical, L.41ser, RF or microwave technologies with appropriate signal
'processing i; also available through the utilization of current tech-
nology.

While technology is available for the development of such a mine, a

viable funded program is needed to proceed with such development.

F. Recommendations

Pursue MOPMS or MEMS and STORMS with requiremernts that are also
applicable for MOBA. Develop the requirements for command and
control for MOBA applications of mine fields. Oetermine the use and
techniques of camouflage and the use of dummy mines to enhance the
mine field. Develop a scenario and tactics so that development
requirements can be generated for the above MOBA uses.
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6-3.7 ARMOR VEHICLES AND THEIR WEAPONS

GENERAL

The tank will be a major weapon on both offense and defense in the MOBA
situation--much as it is in open area warfare. Its mobility, firepower, and
armor protection against small arms, shrapnel, etc. remains an important
feature in the MOBA environment. The MOBn environment, however, will
have the impact of reducing some of the positive attributes of the tank and
accentuating some of its weaknesses.

The high speed mobility of the tank for survivability will no, be able to be
used in most MOBA situations. The tank will become more susceptible to
fire from above, and the weaker top armor will make it more vulnerable in
that situation. Becauseof the three, dimensional aspects of MOBA combat,
the limited visibility of the "buttoned-up" vehicle will be a negative factor.
The iriability of the main gun to be elevated above 200 will limit the' tank's
capability in short range, three dimensional MOBA combat. The main gun,
designed for long range killing, will not be as effective in the very short
range MOBA situations. The narrow streets and close proximity of buildings
in Central Europe will limit movement of the vehicle and also may limit
traversing of the turret and main guns in some cases. The tank is also
particularly vulnerable to mines in MOBA due to this restricted 'maneuver-
ability. At the same time, the cover and concealment afforded the enemy
by buildings will provide the opportunity for surprise-and the requirement
for very fast reaction., Higher traversing accelerations and rates 'than are
now available may be highly desirable.

The fast reactions required, along with limited visibility in the MOBA en-
vironment, will also demand very fast reaction I.F.F. capabilities. These
same aspects will also require' a means for navigating in' the cities, and
communications to facilitiate command and control.

The MOBA situation will certainly demand the use of combined arms/in-
fantry support in the employment of tanks. It is highly likely'th-t the tanks
will operate siigly, supporting a squad of infantry. Without infantry cover-
age, the tank will have little chance of survival in a MOBA environment.

' The limited maneuver area, inability to use high speed, limited visibility of.
'the crew, and the cover and concealment offered the enemy makes the tank
extremely vulnerable to hand held weapons. The infantry must prqvide
support and protection against such weapons. With that support, the tank
and its weapons can be a strong force in MOEA combat.

Obviously, some things could be modified on the tank or added to the tank to
'increase its effectiveness in a MOBA environment. It is highly desirable

4 that' any changes be minor and that they not impact the' normal mission of
the tank. While the panel did not review the properties of the MICV in
detail for MOBA applicability, it appears that many of the limitations that
apply 'to tanks need not apply to the [FV/CFV.
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A. Conclusion

The conclusions drawn with respect to the utilization of armored
vehicles are listed as follows:

The armored vehicle in a MOBA environment:

* A major weapon

- Protects against small arms and shrapnel
- High firepower
- Mobility

* Cannot operate alone!.

- Must operate in combined arms team
- Must have infantry support

Limitations

- Limited vision
- Vulnerable to attack from above
- Cannot use high speed mobility for protection'
- The tank does not have effective short range weapon

(vulnerable when using commander and loader M.G.)
(7.62mm coax. limited in motions). (No short range fuzed
HE main gun round.) (IFV will not have all of these
limitations.)

- Poor fordability of rivers'in cities.
- Distinctive signature (visual/hudio)

Too large to operate in many, European streets
- Main gun limited in elevation
- Relatively long time to traverse, turret in fast reaction

MOBA situations
- Poor IFF in limited visibility MOBA situation.

o Needs

-. Improved visibility
- Greater top surface armor protection
° Effective short range weapon
- Capability to provide effective fi,-e at higher elevation

angles
- Very fast reaction I.F.F.
- Higher rate gun drives

- Means for navigation in the cities
- Mine detection/neutralization capability,
- Improved short range communications capability
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B. Recommendations

In order to effectively conduct military operations in built-up areas,
combined infantry and armor task forces should be utilized. The very
nature of short range combat in urban areas requires that attention be
given to correcting the limitations of armored vehicles and their
weapons in- a MOBA environment. It is recommended that prograins be
established to meet some of these needs as follows:

A program to define 7oncepts tu provide the armored vehicle
commander with greater visibility and protectior against small
arms fire and shrapnel. Visibility should be 360 and must not
be limited upward. Top protection must be adequate. It would
also be desirable to provide protection for the cqmmýnder while
he is operating the .50 cal. machine gun.

o An investigation of the effectiveness of armor blankets used on
armored vehicles when moving into a MOBA situation. Greater
top surface armor protection is definitely needed in the MOBA
environment. It is possible that this could be accomplished by
the addition of armor blankets.

* An investigation of lower velocity rounds with sho~t time'S,&A
and wall breaching capability (although undesirable, from a
logistics standpoint). While the main gun firepowerl of the tank
is an effective weapon in MOBA, there is a, jeed for an
effective short range weapon to be used for wall breaching and
attack of personnel in buildings.,

e An investigation of the potential of a FAE capability for
armored vehicles along with the capability to project FAE into
upper floors of buildings and possibly into basements,, sewers,
utility tunnels, etc.

* An investigation of ways to provide crews and •ystems with
very rapid reaction. The close quarters, short rang s, and three
limensional aspects uf MOBA require such rapid re ctions. This
is especially true of gun positioning (gun drives), IFF, and the
ability to na-vigate in the city. Along with these i. the need to
communicate for command and control, which entails a real
need to improve short range communications in bui t-up areas.

' An investigation of means for detection and neu ralization of
mines to allow effective use of armored vehicles fc r MOBA.
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6-3'. REMOTELY CONTROLLED VEHICLES AS WEAPONS

GENERAL

In the past 20 years, the armor people have looked at the possible applica-
tions of remotely-controlled vehicles and have conclude4 that they do not
have sufficient applications to the conventional armor role to warrant
continued development. The role of remotely-controlled vehicles in the
MOBA environment, however, has not, but possibly should beý considered. It
is doubtful that a remotely-controlled tank, or similar large tracked vehicle,
would prove cost effective in a MOBA situation. Consideration, however;
might be given to a small, mobile, remotely-controlled infantry support
vehicle.

The remote control concept, with its limitations, should only b, considered
-in a situation where the tactical employment of the vehicle makes it ex-
pendable-or where the control, system has a chance for survival and a
human operator does not. Otherwise, it is morecost effective to put the
operator in the vehicle.

The remotely-controlled vehicle Must be controlled directly by an operator-
or go through a series of preprogrammed maneuvers set in by an operator.
Direct control by an operator presupposes: that the operator can "see"
where the vehicle is and where it will be going, that the operator knows
where he wants it to go, and that he has some control link to the vehicle.
Thus, the operatcr must have visual contact 'with the yehicle and its
"target"/or destination-or have a T.V. view of the path of the vehicle and
know t!.e route to its destination. The MOBA envirohment is not very
conducive to either of these, conditions for other than very short travel
distances. The control communications llnk'will likewise be a-problem in
MOBA except for short distances.

Thus, a remotely-controlled vehicle, used in the MOBA environment as a
weapon for infantry support, should be a low cost, expendable, agile, short-
range vehicle. The ways in which a remotely-controlled vehicle could be
tactically emp!oved as a weapon in urban warfare are as follows:

It could be ised as a low .speed "guided missile". A carrier of'
munitions (of many types) that could be directed to a desired point
and detonated.

- It could be used as a weapon carrier in any extremely hazardous
environment. For example, transporting and ejecting spray FAE
against an enemy position in a well protected building.

- It could be used as a transport for resupply across a hazardous area.

- It could be used tO provide fire cover for advancing infantry-
possibly by direct wire control and with suitable weapons.
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- It could be used as a decoy to draw enemy fire and reveal their

positions.

The desired characteristics of such a vehicle are:

- It should be small.

- It should have the capability for high bursts of speed, but need not
have sustained high speed capability, (possibly use of a hydraulic
accumulator power source).

It should have high maneuverability and small turning radius.

It must be armored to' survive small arms fire and shrapnel. . . .

It must be low cost.

- It must have a secure control communications link.

- It must be simple to operate, service, and maintain.

- It must be easily transportable to the point of deployment.

A. Conclusions

To our knowledge, such a vehicle does not exist today. There is con-
siderable question whether the tactical employment and effectiveness
of such a vehicle would warrant development, and whether it could be
made at a low enough cost to be cost effective.

B. Recommendations

A concept analysis is probably warranted in order to answer the ques-
tions raised under the preceding paragraph and determine if there is a
need for remotely-controlled vehicles for MOBA.

It is an ideal candidate for a DCSRADA/DARPA program. It shiould be
analyzed in the context cif the recommended large scale exercises.
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6-3.9 FAE WEAPONS

GENERAL

Fuel Air Explosive (FAE) is a means of providing an extremely powerful
blast for concussion effect over a given area by dispersing an explosive fuel
into a vapor cloud over a target and then detdnating the fuel. Fuel can be
any of a number of volatile liquids which do not need oxygen from the air to
be exploded. Some of the fuels that have been used in the past are:
ethylene oxide, propylene oxide, and methylacetylene/propadiene/propane
(MAAP); this is a liquid petroleum with traces of butane. The explosive
result is accomplished by dispersing the fuel into an aerosol and then
detonating it. A center burster tube, running through the center of the
canister, explodes when the canister probe hits the ground. This exp!oslon
ruptures the canister into predetermined metal strips about two inches wide
which radiate from the '.last. The cloud detonator, about 130 milliseconds
later, then explodes the fuel air cloud. The cloud that is generated is
approximately four feet thick with a radius of about 25 feet. The detonation
yields a tremendous blast that creates an overpressure on the ground of
about 400 pounds per square inch. This is enough force to explode mines and
booby traps, defoliate trees and kill persons within the 25 foot radius but not
to cause craters, stray fragments or harm persons outside the area (a person
standing 50 feet from the impact point would probably escape injury).

Presently, the U.S. Army does not have any Fuel Air Explosive Weapons in
its inventory. However, the SLUFAE system is currently in engineering
development and full scale production is planned for the 1980s.

The SLUFAE mine neutralization system is under development by the U.S.
Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command
(MERDCOM), Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. Tests indicate it will provide Army
ground combat forces with a vehicle mounted, rapidly deployable system to
breach minefields and neutralize explosive booby traps in daylight or
darkness or under adverse weather conditions.

The SLUFAE system consists of a 30 tube armored launcher mounted on the
M548 full track cargo carrier, a rocket propelled fuel air explosive round,
and a firing control system. The round contains approximately 85 pounds of
propylene oxide fuel, a c,.ntral explosive burster, two cloud detondtors, an
electronic fuze, a rocket propulsion motor, a ring fin stabilizer, and a cross
parachute for range control.

Basically the SLUFAE system functions as follows: The round is launched
350-1000 meters from the target. Upon impact it deploys two cloud detona-
tors which are ejected approximately 10 milliseconds before the highly
volatile iiquid chemical is explosively dispersed into an aerosol cloud.
Approximately 13S millisecond delay is achieved with the cloud detonator
before the cloud is detonated. Repeatable impact velocities are required to
allow time for the FAE cloud formation and to ensure proper detonator
position. Blast effects are sufficient to detonate or neutralize anti-tank and
anti-personnel mines or explosive booby traps.
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A. FAE Use for MOBA

Several problems become apparent when one considers the possible
application of the SLUFAE weapon in a MOBA environment. Since the
weapon was designed with the intent of maximizing the overpressure
created, the effect 'on buildings would be to rather easily reduce them
to rubble. This is contrary to one of the objectives of the current
planning for a MOBA situation. Secondly, the minimum range and
fuzing capability of the present system is limited to at least 350
meters to ensure adequate user safety. This would offer a problem in
accurately emplacing the rounds inside of the building or alongside the
building that was the intended target. Furthermore, the accuracy of
the weapon as it presently exists is relatively poor for this application.
Nevertheless,' it 6ould be'utilized rather effectively for clearing mines
or booby traps from large open areas and/or from streets or freeways.

B. Development Activities

The current SLUFAE weapons detonate approximately 85 pounds of
fuel, is previously stated. If the weapon were to be made man-
portable, obviously the weight of the total round, which is currently,
about 200 pounds, would have to be reduced significantly. Further
study would need to be accomplished to determine the minimum size
warhead that~could be made to reliably detonate an aerosol cloud in all
weather conditions. Some work in this area has been done by the
Naval Weapon Center, China Lake, California, and to date the smallest
warhead size that has been initiated under laboratory conditions has
contained approximately 8 pounds of fuel.

Additionally, BRL has proposed investigation of the effectiveness of a
FAE cloud placed on the exterior of b-ildings and also on the interior
of buildings using the SPRAYFAE technique. The SPRAYFAE concept
is one in which a fuel air cloud is disseminated using high pressure
containers and a special nozzle.

C. Conclusions

The present SLUFAE system would fulfill somie of the mission re-
quirements for MOBA. It would be useful for clearing and destroying
booby traps and mines that might be placed in roads and larger open
areas within the city. The Fuel Air Explosive concept also appears to
o~fer promise for MOBA with additional development. The current
FAE system would have some effects which are highly undesirable for
combat in confined areas such as major European cities. The major
disadvantage is that the overpressure created with the present weapon
is very substantial and would likely reduce most buildings to rubble,
contrary to the desired intent.

Ideally, one would like to fill a complete building with an aerosol cloud
"which could then be either ignited (to bum the cloud) or detonated
with a low- enough overpressure for incapacitating or killing the
occupants, but not severely damaging the building. Additionally, it
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would be desireable to launch or deploy the fuel aerosol cloud with a
man-portable weapon. This, as noted, would create other problems in
being able tr reliably and successfully detonate a substantially smaller
charge than has been tested to date in .nd under all types of weather
conditions. Finally, since the fighting ranges would be approximately
50 meters or less, adequate safe separation between the soldier that
launches the weapon and the target must be provided.

D. Recommendations

It is recommended that the specific application of FAE for MOBA be
investigated further. The tasks for such an investigation are as
follows:

1) Determine the overpressure that is required in order 'to- in-
capacitate or kill human occupants and yet minimize the
damage to buildings.

2) Determine the means for reduction of the overpressure to the
level required by task h. This task should include investigations
of the type of fuel utilized, the shape of the cloud, the ignition
delay and, for exterior use, the investigation of the effect of
wind and general weather conditions.

3) Conduct an investigation of the safe-separation distance re-
quired for arming and define the hardware requirements for an
appropriate fuzing system for MOBA FAE weapons concepts
generated.'
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SECTION 7

Chemical Weapons & Defense;
Radiological Defense

General - Background for this task was obtained by reading available Army
coctrinal pubdications (FM's) and documents in the DDC collection; by. visiting
appropriate Army laboratories for briefings and discussions; and from a
briefing by personnel of the Foreign Science and Technology Center. The
Science and Technology Objectives Guide - FY78 and the Proceedings of the
Second DARCOM/TRADOC Coordination Conference on MOBA provided
information on current and planned Army R&D efforts in the area of MOBA.
The conclusion reached from this collection effort 'is that very little
consideration has been given by the Army to the special pr6blems, if any,
"presented by the possibility of chemical warfare in MOBA. Doctrine for
chemical warfare is clearly established by publications such as FM100-5,
FM101-40, FM21-40 and FM3-1, but none of these discusses chemical.
ope:ations in MOBA.. Similarly, doctrine for MOBA in FM100-5 does not
address chemical aspects of fighting in cities. Draft FM9O-10, Military

'Operations in Built-up Areas states that in the attack on urban areas by
"threat forces", "incapacitating or lethal chemical fires are (frequently)
employed during bombardment to inflict casualties and preclude destruction
of key facilities". Despite this, there is no further developmrent of offensive
or defensive doctrine in MOBA in that document. Outside of official
publications there is abundant literature dealing with some aspects of MOBA
and with chemical warfare, but very little that relates the two. A GTE-
Sylvania study for DARPA, completed in 1973, refers to the use of smoke and
the riot control agent CS, but not to other incapacitating or lethal chemicals.

There is an increasing recognition that chemical operations will probably be a
part of MOBA if war in Europe should occur. Available literature on Soviet
tactics shows that the U.S.S.R. Army expects both MOBA and chemical
operations to occur and they train accordingly. The possibility of reducing
collateral damage makes the use of chemicals a likely alternative to high
explosive weapons. Additionally, if non-com!,-tants are present, as is likely,
incapacitating chemicals can be used to clear buildings and other'enemy
strong points (of enemy) without killing civilians. U.S. Army MOBA experts
are beginning io consider chemical operations to be a part of MOBA and we
can expect greater emphasis on the use of chemicals in the future.

Nonetheless, today there is little that is definitive relating chemical opera-
tions and MOBA; thus, this portion of the Study Group report is based on
speculation and judgement.

2. Offensive Chemical 'Operations

a. Current Army capabilities for delivery of lethal chemicals are limited
to the 155 mm and 8" howitzers. A 1.55 mm GB projectile has been
type classified but is not in production; an 3" VX projectile is cur-
rently in engineering development. These new chemical munitions
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are "binary"; that is, the lethal chemicals are assembled at the firing
point and the projectile is non-lethal until fired. "Big Eye", a joint
development with the Navy and Air Force, is a chemical, bomb in
which the toxic agents are dispersed pyrotechnically. There is no
weapon and ammunition combination cui-ently in the inventory which
would permit ,the individual soldier to deliver lethal chemicals.
Smoke and riot control agents, however, can be delivered by a variety
of weapons, including the M79 40mm grenade launcher.

b. The very limited variety of'lethal chemical delivery means' is very
likely to inhibit the offensiye use of toxic chemicals by the U.S.
Army in MOBA. The GTE Sylvania report mentioned above notes that
delivery means for smoke are inadequate because desired quantities
could not be, delivered. Current, techniques. for screening large open
areas employ indirect fire or air-drop. During street fighting at close
quarters, current delivery systems are limited and new delivery
means are definitely needed. The problems of delivery of cnemicals
and smoke are similar and it follows that riew delivery means are
required for chemicals also.

c. There is little data available on the effectiveness and persistency of
toxic chemicals in urban areas. Although it is known how chemicals
will disperse when released in the open, it is not known how they
would disperse in the city- or in what concentration. There have been
no studies of the best way to, obtain required concentrations in
buildings, or in streets, tunnels and other places peculiar to the urban
environment, nor of persistency indoors compared to outdoors. A
sysems analysis has been proposed as part of the FY79 DARCOM
Program to determine "the effectiveness of various chemical agents

•,based upon the man/agent/environment relationship which exists in
built-up areas."

d. Development Activities - There is some limited reference to the need'
for improved offensive chemical agents in STOG-73, but not
specifically in relation to MOBA. STOG 78-3.15 states a need for
improved MOBA capability without reference to chemical operations.
There are no ongoing R&D programs with the objective of developing
material for chemical operations in MOBA.

e. Conclusions -

(I) Current chemical operations doctrine does not specifically
address MOBA.

(2) There is no officially recognized need for development of new
weapons or chemicals for use specifically or predominantly in
MOBA.
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(3) The data base lacks information on' dissemination, persistency
and effectiveness of chemicals, either lethal or non-lethal, in
built-up area.

(4) Weapons currently in the inventory are inadequate for opera-
tions in built-up areas. A capability is needed for, individuals to
deliver chemicalr into buildings through windows, openi doors or
other breaches in the walls.. A direct fire delivery capability is
needed from taiik., SP and towed howitzers and engineer assault
guns. A new delivery means is needed to lay screening smoke,
riot control or toxic chemicals to assist offensive operations.

f. Recommendations

(1) The svstems analysis of the use of chemical agents in MOBA
proposed by the 2nd DARCOM-TRADOC Coordination Con-
ference on MOBA should be executed. Output of the study
should include: Data base information on dissemination, dis-
persal, persistency and effectiveness of toxic and norn-toxic
chemicals in built-up areas; weapon concepts forindividual,
crew-served, artillery, rocket, tank and air delivery of toxic and
non-toxic chemicals in MOBA: recommendations for develop-
ment of new chemical agents if required for MOBA.

(2) A toxic chemical grenade for the M79 grenade launcher should
be developed.

(3) A chemical submunition warhead for air and rocket delivery
should be develop -d for use in screening large areas in built-up
areas.

(4) Feasibility of a warhead capable of penetrating concrete and
masonry walls and delivering chemicals inside buildings should
be investigated. If feasible, such ammunition should be. devel-,
oped for the 105 mm tank gun for use in MOBA.

3. Protection Against Chemical Weapons

a. The Army considers five -functions associated with defense against
chemical operations: warning; protection, decontamination; pro-
phylaxis and therapy; and monitoring to determine, safety after
attack. Equipment exists for performing all of these functions to one
degree or another in the open or in MOBA. Most of the current
equipments have limitations which inhibit usefulness in any sort of
operations, MOBA or otherwise. Materiel improvements are needed,
in all of the functional areas to bring the Army to'an acceptable level
of operational capability in any toxic chemical environment. Most of
the material oeficiencies which adversely affect the Army's cap-
abilities in the field will also affect its capabilities in MOBA. These'
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are generally well-known within the Army and developments are
underw.'ay, to alleviate some. As in the case of offensive chemical
operations, the special problems of operating in urban areas in a
chemical environment have not been addressed, and it is necessary to
speculate as to what some of these special problems may be.

b. Warnins. The..M8 alarm is being procured and deployed in.Europe. It
is limited to-the detection of nerve agents and does not warn of the
presence of other chemicals such as mustard, lewisite, phosgene or
adamsite. However, the nerve agents are the most likelD to be'
employed so the M3 will warn of the expected threat. The usefulness
of this device in cities has 'not been specificall, determined, but its
performance should be no better "ior worse than in the. open. No
remote detector exists, so it is not possible now to test for the
presence of toxic chemicals before entering an area; This cohld
present a special problem in MOBA since toxic chemicals could be
confined to one or more buildings or even one or more rooms of
buildings in a city. The tactical solution is to remain masked and
protected in any case that tt.e presence of toxic vapors is suspected.

c. Protection. A protective mask is in the hands of troops and protec-
tive clothing is being issued inEurope. Collective protection equip-
ment is available in limited quantities for limited purposes (e.g.. the
M51 shelter). Armored vehicles of -the U.S. Army do not have CBR
protection, although the Army has been directed by the Congress to
prepare a plan .i provide such protection. Soviet armored vehicles
have a positive pressure and filtration system which permits the'crew
to operate the vehicles without wearing individual protective gear.
The need to wear' individual protective equipment for extended

,periods of time in a chemical environment, severely limi ts the
activities and operations of any Army. This As true whether, in MOBA
or not.' Training can alleviate the problem, but cannot eliminate it.

d. Decontamination. Kits for decontamination of people and equipment
are available and are moderately successful. In MOBA, however, the
decontamination problem is immense if a city has been subjected to a
massive chemical attack by high altitude missile airburst ("toxic
rain"). Again, the only currently available way to operate in a con-
taminated city is in individual protective equipment.

e. 'Prophylaxis. There is no practical prophylaxis for new agents avail-
able' now. There are antidotes (principally atropine) available which
are carried by the individual and self-injected if exposed to nerve
agents. An improved, antidote, TAB, was exploited from the 1973
mid-East war and is now issued to forces to Eurpoe. There is no
different problem associated with operations in cities than in the
open.
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* f. Detection. Chemical agent detector kits are used by CBR trained
personnel to, detect dangerous vapor concentration by color changes
in de'ector tubes or enzyme tickets. These are useable equally well
in cities or in the field. Again, if the presence of an agent is
suspected, the user must wear individual protective gear.

g. Develooment Activities. Improved individual and protective equip-
ment is under development. A new mask, the XM29; capable of being
donned in 4 seconds, is in development ncw. It also embodies other
improvements including better communication capability. Improved
chemical alarms including a remote chemical agent detector are also
in development. The STOG, section 73-5.3.1 through 73-5.3.4, details
needs for defensive chemical equipment such as alarms and individual
and collective protective equipment. STOG 78-7.2.1 b established the
need for "A prophylactic/antidote protective system to provide long
term protection against chemical agents in order to eliminate the
reduction in individual efficiercy, ,motivation and effectiveress
caused by protective equipment". This' is really the only way to
provide an order of magnitude improvement ih the Army's capability
to op-trate in a chemical environment.

h. Conclusions

(1) The Army's posture to operate in a chemical environment,
MOBA or otherwise, is minimal but improving as the r-.alization
grows that use of chemicals is likely if there is a war in Europe.

(2). Speciai problems of warning, detection, decontamination and
collective protection exist in a MOBA environment, none of
which has received significant attention by the Army.

(3) The information deficiency in the data base cited in paragraph
2 (c) applies equally to .the area of protection against chemical
operations.

(4) Materiel developments in the defensive chemical area should
include considerations of MOBA so equipment will be useful in
any environment'or combat condition.

Recommendations

(1) The MOBA systems analysis (paragraph 2 t (0)) should include
consideration of protection against chemical agents and recom-
mend materiel developments that are needed.

(2) If there is the least hope of developing thee prophylaxis/antidote
protective system of STOG 78-7.2.1 b, the Army should launch a
major effort to bring this system to fruition. Research has been
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conducted on the mechanism by which nerve agents attack the
nervous system and development of a prophylaxis system may
be possible as a result of continued investigation.

(3) Increased R&D on the development of catalytic agentý which
hydrolize toxic chemicals is recommended. STOG ?3-5.3.2
specifies a dry decontaminant if'possible to reduce, logistics and
handling problems.

(4) Remote detection of chemical agents and an alarm system to
alert small units should be deve!.oped. An infrared spectral
analysis detector currently is being developed.

4. Protection Against Nuclear Radiation

a. Lt. Raymond R."Lutz o'f the Foreign Science and Techn6logy Center
has prepared a report, Urban Warfare: Characteristics of the Battle-
field, dated September 1977. In an unclassified abstract of this
report, Lt. Lutz says that research and analysis of open source lit-
erature shows that "The Soviets articipate use of nuclear weapons by
both sides should a war in Europe occur." It follows that the U.S.
Army should consider it probable that nuc!ear weapons will be used
also in MOBA in the event of a war in Europe, Defense against
nuclear attack currently consists main of passive measures, namely,
taking cover where .protection is available against flash, thermal,
blast and radiation effects. The protection provided in a city. against
flash, thermal and initial radiation energy probably exceeds that .in
the open. Blast may produce additional secondary casualties from
flying and falLing debris and glass which would not occur in the open.
On the vhole, protection in the city is more readily available than i.l
the field where foxholes or bunkers must be prepared to produce some
degree of protection. Armored vehicles provide some protecticn
against blast, thermal and flash, but little or no protection against
initial neutron raoiation.

b. Residual radiation and fallout prekent significant operational prob-
lems, whether in a city or in the field. This radiation, in the form of
beta and gamma rays, prevents operational, use of the contaminated
area for varying periods of time after the blast or after arrival of

* fa!lout. The Army has no protec~ive clothing which will permit
personnel to operate in I•reas contaminated by nuclear radiation,
except for very short periods of time. Again, this problem exists
whether the contaminated area is in a city or in the open. A city
area contaminated by residual radiation, however, wouid be mjore
difficult to cross because of rubble caused by blast effects of the
weapon. An area of resid,,al nuclear contamination is usually safe for
occupancy after 2-5 days. This must be determined by nuclear survey
teams. Fighting in a city where there is nuclear contamination is not
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possible until the radiation is reduced to a level of acceptable' risk.
Radiation exposure levels and time of exposure must be, closely
mon'tored to prevent accumulation of an unacceptable dose.

c. 'STOG-73 contains several paragraphs stating objectives for improvinv
the Army's capability to operate in a nuclear environment. 'rhe--
include hardening obje.tives, nuclear burst detection, nuclear survey,
eye p'otection equipment, improved dosimetry and cthers. The
dc elopment of these equipments wo'uld benefit operations in MOBA
as well as in rural or open areas. As in the case of chemical protec-
tion there is a STO (78-7.2.1 c) fo• "A, means for the prevention
and/or treatment of nuclear radiation siikness or for mitigating the
efects of ionizing radiation". The accomplishment of this objective
wou;d achieve an order of magnitude improvement of our capability
to operate in a nuclear env~runment, in che city or in the open.

d. Conclusions

(1) The effects of nuclear explosions and nuclear radiation in cities
have been studied, tested and documented.

(2' Military operations in a city contaminated by residual nuciear
radiation are possible only under the same-conditiins as iii the

(3) Clothing or equipment to provi.e physical protection against
the effects of ionizing radiation, particularly neutrons and
gamma rays, is impractical for the individual soldier under,
today's state-of-the-art. Some protection is provided by armor
in 'combat vehicies, by sand bags and by earth in foxholes 'and
bunkers.

e. Recommendations

(1) Development effoc ts underway and proposed to develop im-
proved burst detection; monitoring and survey, dosimetry, eye
protection equipment, and hardening technology should be
continued. These developments will, improve the Army's posture
foc, both operations i - the open and MOBA.

(2) The development of a preventive/cure for radiation sickness
(S OG 78-7.2.1 c) should be vigorously prosecuted.,

11
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SECTION S

Mobility

Mobility was one of the separate sections of the Military Operations in Built-up, Areas

study assignment. Topics nominated for consideration were:

(a) Rubble in streets effectively blocks wheeled traffic until removed.

(b) Direct routes from point to point are not always available.

(c) Over limited range, buildings provide the enremy with excellent ob-
servation of movement and a vantage point for attack. All vehicles
are vulnerable.

(d) Helicopter movement in city "canyons" is severely restricted.

(e) Visibility rentrictions caused by night, haze, smoke and other ob-
scuration compounds movement problem.

and

(f) Current casualty evacuation is largely based on helicopter movement.
Ground or 'underground evacuation will usually be necessary during
MOBA. Movement of wounded by wheeled vehicle is generally
unacceptable in MOBA because of severe jolting of the wounded
caused by rough roads, rubble, etc.

Technologicail improvements of existing capabilities or creation of new capabilities
without significant degradation of non-MOBA capabilities are sought in response to
the effects above on the mobility function.

I have read quite a bulk of material on the topic and reviewed the mobility related
R&D aspects of the Army program as 'well as the Scientific/Technology Objectives
Guide and have reached a satisfaction to the end that, THERE IS NO NEED FOR
DEVELOPING A NEW ITEM OF AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR MOBA.

The several papers on MOBA display an increasing awareness on the part of the Army
Training and Doctrine staff that MOBA has been a neglected area in the past and
indicate to thir writer that an appropriate level of attention is in the process of being
achieved. Where the topic could not be spoken of openly in the past because of
sensitivity of the international public, it now appears that a realistic public under-
standing that war must involve built-up areas is being achieved. The combination tf
public understanding and army training and doctrine development appears to this
writer to be the most sign .ficant developments in the MOBA field during the last four
or five years.
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There is sufficient experience in the U.S. Military and Intelligence community with
MOBA operations to establish the basic elements of mobility impediments. (Some
elements of contact with the experience were passed to Col. Jaschen recently.)

Medical demands on mobility in MOBA appear to be minimal. There seems to this
writer to be an attitude in Army Medical R&D .which is both realistic and non-opti-
mistic with regard to the role of technological based mobility changes of Army equip-
ment. To the extent that anything will work (in the medically related 'mobility arena)
the 'current equipment will work. The operation of the medical service delivery and
casualty treatment/evacuation system is different only in detail in MOBA compared
to non-MOBA. No new (mobility) equipment of an automotive type appears required.

Of all the concerns relative to mobility in MOBA, the existence of ttreet barriers to
wheeled traffic is the most significant. Indigenous armed forces have developed a
history of barricading streets with local mat rials (predominately overturned ve-
hicles) as effective barriers to the para-military or military operations directed
against them. We should presume that this type of barrier can be made more effec-
tive as the result of deliberate military planning and well thought out fields of cover-
ing fire. The wheeled vehicle cannot mount and pass such barriers nor will it be
enabled 'to do so by design change. The tracked vehicle mnay only marginally mount
and pass such barriers. There have traditionally been nonpassable barriers to vehi-
cular traffic-street barriers are merely one of these. Overcoming the barrier to
mobility presented by hastily erected street barricades may be found in equipping
some classes of vehicles with deliberately designed winching/towing devices to allow
the barricade to be "picked apart" through removing its k eyston'e elements.

The development suggested is for a practical means of attaching the basic winching
devices of current vehicles to barricade elements without dismounted personnel, i.e.,
to provide a means for armoured vehicles to dismantle street barricades without
undue exposure to covering fire or land mines incbrporated in the barricades.

The helicopter mobility restriction appears to be more related to its vulnerability to
automatically controlled gun and missile fire than to the basic characteristics of
built-up areas versus non-built up areas. Built-up areas offer a plethora of cover and
landing sites and the hazards of operation from man-made physical obstacles (wires
and cables) are not unique to built-up areas. The operation of helicopters with ground
cooperation of the units being serviced seems entirely feasible from an equipment
point of view. Changes in armour philosc7hyare in order-as it is in the, case of
wheeled vehicles-due to the possibility of ligtit arms being brought to bear from
super-elevation angles, but that is not a technologic/mobility consideration of any
new form.

I have avoided repeating the categories and structures of the several scenarios of
MOBA that the analysis of the question require. I have read and studied several and
feel that there is no significant aspect of mobility in MOBA that I nave iailed to think
and read about over these last several months. I feel quite secure that the mobility
of our current forces is as adequately develooed for MOBA asis reasonable and that
no new vehicle classes or severe modifications of current classes is called for. My
sole recommendation is that of the enhancement of anti-barricade capability
previously mentioned.
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SECTION 9

Psychological Factors

OVERVIEW

An assessment of Army requirements, activities and capabilities wVas conducted
regarding psychological factors in MOBA (Military Operations in Built-up Areas).' The
objective was to identify critical technical problems and to recommend high payoff
technical solutions.

/

The principal finding was that the U.S. Army needs increased capability for dealing
with psychological components of MOBA; This is especially apparent in relation to
efforts by several allied nations and by Soviet forces.

The most critical need is for the development and application of training and simu-

lation techniquies to prepare regular combat units of the U.S. Army for MOBA.

INTRODUCTION

Military operations in built-up areas (MOBA) ara manpower-intensive and charac-
teristically involve high levels of personal stress. Therefore, psychological factors
carry potentially greater impact than in other typical combat situations. Military
history also verifies that psychological factors significantly influence the combat
effectiveness of forces engaged in MOBA.

This report provides'an assessment of ,key psychological components in MOBA and
'recommends research and deve!opment activities and application of advanced tech-
nology to improve the U.S. Army's effectiveness in MOBA. Only those "psychological
factors" which can be shown' to influence individual or group performance in
behavioral terms were considered in developing recommendations.

One premise underlying this rep6rt is that MOBA is basically an extension of combat
conducted in open areas.. While the stress level of con'hat in MOBA is greatly in-
creased, essentially the same forces and equipment must be used in both combat
environments. It does not appear practical for the Army to set up special organi-
zations, to select special personnel or to provide much specialized equipment or
supporting services for MOBA. It has been assumed that operations in MOBA wil! .be
conducted 'y regular forces using organic or locally available equipment and ma-
terials. Consequently, the psychological preparation for MOBA in the Army becomesI * very, important.

Three major groups of people become involved in MOBA - own (including allied)
combat forces, enemy combat forces, and local civilian populations.
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In this paper, primary emphasis is on U.S. Army personnel. Enemy forces include all
regular combat personnel of the opposing side and hostile partisans. Local population
include civilians, local and national police and local government personnel, and
indigenous civilians, who may be induced voluntarily to assist our forces. The
presence of civilians complicates the conduct of military operations and can create
additional sources of stress for Army combat personnel. The psychological factors ir
MOBA relevant to the three basic groups are different but inter-related.

Military psychology is concerned with a number of topic areas. A listing of these will
serve to indicate,' the areas considered in arriving at the recomnmendations given in
this report. The topic areas include:

a selection* training

* evaluation of performance
7 Q motivation and morale

* human engineering of equipment
* perception
* leadership and decision making
9 interpersonal communications
9 propaganda
e deception
* group'dyhnamics and team work
e stress and fatigue effects

'The reader should note that psychological components of MOBA cannot be considered
in isolation from many other factors. Weapons, communciations and supply, for
example, have significant relationship to psychological considerations in MOBA. As a
result, recommendations made herein should be considered jointly with those. made in
related areas.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL NATURE OF MOBA

Warfare in built-up areas typically involves quantitative and qualitative differences
from combat in open country. Some of these differences have direct, psychological
consequences. Others have indirect, but not insignificant consequences. Allowance
must be made for these consequences if combat effectiveness is to be maximized.

The following lis, describes some of the circumstances of MOBA which have psy-
chological implications:

a Combat will typically occur at close range
* Danger may exist in all directions, including above and below
* Fire from snipers is a severe threat
* Direct observation may be severely limited
* Normal communication channels' are likely to be unreliable
* Fighting is likely to be intense and to occur with little warning
* Maps may be inadequate and orientation difficult
* Most action will take place at a small unit or combat team level
* Tactics and use of weapons must be suited to local conditions
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e 'While battle pla.nning may be centralized, execution is decentralized
e Use of combined arms support will be reduced
* Periods of combat may be extensive, covering weeks or months
* Fighting may continue during the night
* Resupply of munitions, fcod and water will be more difficult
* Presence of civilian personnel can be expected
* Medical support may be greatly reduced. Casualties and dead may

remain with operating forces.

These conditions place a high premium on the skills, initiative, motivation and ability
of combat personnel to handle the physiological and psychological stresses of MOBA.
Reports of previous experiemce in MOBA show that, attention to these factors can be
a potent multiplier of force effectiveness. Conversely, lack of readiness will produce
unnecessary losses of personnel and failure to achieve combat objectives, whether
offensive or defensive.

Consequences of inadequate preparations include:

e Physical and mental exhaustiorn
Reduced individual and group morale and effectiveness

* Disorganized, inflexible responses to rapidly changing •i'tuatiorps
'o Reduced alertness znd concentration
* Impaired decision-making processes
* Lack of effective leadership, especially at small unit levels
* Impaired physical fun4.tioning
a Regression to old, inappropriate behavior patterns
o Problems in maintaining civilian control and avoiding mob behavior
* High rate of casualties

FINDINGS

Examination of the conditions and requirements for MOBA, as presently understood,
produced the following conclusions: Urban growth in potential battle areas increases
the future likelihood of MO8A. At the same time, awareness that the subject of
MOBA requires more attention is increasing within the army. Some MOBA-oriented
research and development activities have been initiated. For example, the Army
Human Engineering Laboratory is testing the use of weapons in a MOBA environment.
There is a MOBA newsletter and Field Manuals on MOBA are being prepared.

However, at present there appears to be no systematic effort By the Army to define
the effects of psychological factors in MOBA or to prepare soldiers to. cope with
them. For example, no specific research and development activities on MOBA are
active or planned by the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences. A proposed list of MOBA program tasks for DARCOM and TRADOC in
1978 includes no activity on psychological aspects of MOBA except for the small task
on Human Factors by the Human Engineering Laboratoryd (Reference: Second
DARCOM-TRADOC Coordination Conference on MOBA, 19-20 July 1977, Letter
Report Number 232, U.S., Army Human Engineering Laboratory.) In contrast, the FBI
Academy at Quantico, Virgina, has an, active program dealing with definition of
psychological components of such related topics as terrorism, hostage cases and civil
distrubances. A California police academy conducts courses to prepare law
enforcement personnel to understand and handle combat-type stresses in oneself and
in others.
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There is an existing base of knowledge and experience relevant to MOBA available to
the U.S. Army, principally among veterans of fighting in European towns and villages
during World War 1, among veterans of fighting in Seoul during the Korean War, and
among veterans of battle of Hue during the war in Vietnam. However, this knowledge.
is not being fully used.

The existing, organized data base on MOBA is inadequate. Little quantitative data
exists. Furthermore, standard MOBA scenarios are lacking and existing models of
MOBA limited. The Humdn Engineering Laboratory has an effort in o;.rogress to
develop an historical data base for MOBA. This project, however, is still at an e•a.ly
stage. Several computer models 'exist but are inadequate for handling many problems
related to MOBA. Standard scenarios would be useful for various elements of the
Army to develop and evaluate approaches to fulfilling their particular functions in
MONA.

The U.S. Army's training capabilities for MOBA are inadequate or nonexistent. The
U.S. Arrhy's, existing training areas in the U.S. are in open country. Two notable
exceptions 'e in training provided by the Berlin Brigade and the training provi~ded for
Special Forces personnel. In general, our troops are not being prepared psycholog-
ically for conditions of MOBA. Lack of relevant knowledge. ,nd skill and lack of
experience in handling high levels of stress will produce fear and lack of confidence in
actual combat, thus crippling combat effectiveness. Morale will deteriorate rapidly
if personnel perceive themselves to be in a "no-win" situation or in one for which
their leaders are not prepared. In contrast, current Soviet training places a high
degree of emphasis on "moral" (psychological) readiness for combat. This involves
experience in handling conditions such as extreme fatigue, weather and exposure to
live firing in Itraining. The Soviets specifically prepare troops for the rigors 'of
MOBA. Also,. both the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom have
developed specialized. realistic training villages for MOBA. These facilities simulate
many of the environmental, phys.-cal and decision-making demands of MOBA.

The importance of training for both troops and junior leaders in combat is evident in
dat4 reported by S.L.A Marshall in his paper, "Aspects of Leadership in Viet Nam".
He reports that "35 to 40 percent of our casualties in Viet Nam come from our own
blunders rather than from the guile and strategems of the enemy. Our troops fall into.
the s-ime traps over and over again". Also, he reported that somewhere between 75
to 90 percent of our casualties occurred in the first 5 to 10 minutes of engagement.

The importance of training for psycholugical readiness is well expressed in the follow-
ing s~aternent: "A skill must be developed ahead of time under a situation of maximal
complexity. A soldier should learn to perform any action under conditions of inner

* stress and excitement, as well as positive and negative emotions. For this reason, in
psychological training, it is essential to create a situation which is psychologically
close to combat (that is, causing great stress on the mind, will, and feelings), and
train for protractcd work which involves maximu-n tension, abrupt and sudden
complications, use of protective cnemical warfare equipment, use of heavy
interference; also training in the dark or while blindfolded, simulation of injury, and
so forth. It has been shown in experiments that the preliminary training of personnel
under conditions which simulate expected difficulties helps a person to adapt to them
and to maintain optimum functional activeness and effectiveness of activity". (From
Military Psychology by V. V. Shelvag, A. D. Glotochkin and K; K. Platonov, Moscow.
1972.)
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Physical training for MOBA is needed. Recent experiences show U.S. troops have
sometimes been unable to handle physical requirements of combat. In MOBA, upper
body strength becomes relatively .more important. Here again, training provided
Ranger personnel is closer to what. is needed. However, specific requirements for
MOBA have not been defined.

Current organizaiion, doctrine and training for medical support is not consistent with
conditions anticipated for MOBA., The current approach is based on evacuatio'• of
casualties. This may not be possible in a MOBA environment. The consequence will
be higher loss of wounded and an adverse psychological impact on remaining troops.
Also, different patterns of wounds occur in MOBA.

Knowledge of weapons, tactics and doctrine of potential enemy forces in VIOBA isIavailable. Little activity was found, however, directed at the use of psychological
factors to reduce the potential effectiveness of enemy forces. Dealing wiV" snipers is
a particular problem. Some attention is being given to the use of smoke aia foam as
a means for concealing our forces and increasing uncertainty 'in enemy decision
'processes.

The overall conclusion is that the U.S. Army is not adequately preparing itself for the
psychological" factors in MOBA.,. There are a number of specific areas needing
research and development in order to improve the Army's capabilities.

The highest priority need is to'develop and implement a realistic, demanding program
of training-for MOBA. Special training and simulation methods and materials will
have to be developed for such a program.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The folflowing specific efforts are recommended to develop a data base and ad.vanced
technology for dealing with psychological components of MOBA.

1. Expand the current effort which is developing an historical data base on
MOBA to collect, document and a.nalyze personal experience data from
veterans of MOBA combat.

2. Develop specific performance requirements and criteria for individual
and unit performance in MOBB

3. Define the, variables which control or limit individual and unit
performance and obtain empirical data on their functional relationships,
including physical and psychological factors.

4. Develop a standard set of MOBA offensive and defensive scenarios.

5. Refine and extend computer simulation models of MOBA to be' suitable
for training use as well as for tactics and weapon development.
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6. Conduct research to define specific 'AOBA training requirements,
,scenarios and pt'rforrnznce measurement methods.

7. Conduct C-ost Training Effectiveness Analyses (CTEA) and define arnd
develop special training facilities needed for training in MOBA opera-
tions. This includes required simulation devices. An initial installation
should be obtained as a research and development facility as well as for
training.

8. De',elop acceptable techniques fur using'or simulating the use of live-
firing in MOBA training.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS

AAH - Advanced Attack Helicopter

ADAM - Artillery Delivered Antipersonnel Mine

AHAM - Advanced Heavy Antitank Missile

ARRADCOM - U. S. Army Armament Research& Development Command

ARTINS - Army Terrain Information System

%RTEP - Army Training Evaluation Program

AVRADCOM - U. S. Army Aviation Research & Development Command

CACDA - U. S. Army Combined Arms Combat Development Agency

CADPL - U. S. Army Communications/Automatic Data Processing Labor-
atory

CBR - Chemical, Biological, Radiological

C. - Command and Control

CCD - Charge-Coupled Dev-ce

CDEC - U. S. Army Combat Developments Experimentation Center

CERCOM U. S. Army Communication & Electronics Matericl Readiness
Command

CIC - Combat in Cities

CLGP - Cannon Launched Guided Projectile (Copperhead)

SCOBA - Communications Operations in Built-Up Areas

COMSR - Communications Support Requirements

CORADCOM - U. S. Army Communication Research & Development Command

CS&TA - Combat Surveillance & Target Acquisition

CTEA - Cost Training Effectiveness Analysis

* CVSDM - Continuous Variable Slope Delta Modulation

DARCOM - U. S. Army Material Development & Readiness Command
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS (Cintinued)

DCSRADA - U. S. Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development &
Acquisitipn

DIVADS - Division Air Defense System

DMA - Defense Mapping Agency

DYNTACS - Dynarnic Tactical System

ECCM - Electronic Counter - Countermeasures

ECOM - U. S. Army Fk._ctronics Command (no longer in existence; ele-
ments of ECOM now comprise ERADCOM, CERCOM &
CORADCOM)

EMID - Electromagnetic Intrusion Detector

.RAM - Extended Range Anti-Armor Mine

ERADCOM - U. S. Army Electronics Research & Develrpment Command

ETL - U. S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratory

FAE - Fuel Air Explosive

FET - Field Effect Transistor

FUR - Forward Looking Infrared

FRG - Fedkral Republic of Germany

GEMSS - Ground Emrlaced M.ne Scattering System

GSRS - General Support Rocket System

HEP - High Explosive Plastic

HOWLS - Hostile Weapon Locating System

IFF - Identification Friend or Foe

LAW - Light Antitank - assault weapon

LOA - Letter of Agreement

LOPAIR - Long Path Infrared
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS (C.-n:inued)

[MERADCOM, U. S. Army Mobility Equipment Reseath & Development
"Command

MEMS - Manually Emplaced Mi,.e Systt:. ,

MENS - Mission Elemen. Need Statement

METRRA - Metal Re-radiation

MISER - Minimum Signature Envelope Recoilless

MOBA - Military Operations in Built-up Areas

MOBACS - Military Opt-rations in Built-up Areas Combat Simulation

MOPMS Modular Pack Mine System

MOUT Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain

.MTi Moving Target Indicator

NSF National Science Foundation

P•WS Platoon Early Warning System

PGM - Precision Guided Munition

PLRS - Positi6n Locating and Reporting System

SRAAM - Remote Artillery Antiarmor Mine

RAG - Ring Airfoil Grenade

RAMP Ring Airfoil Multi-Purpose Munition

RAW - Riflemans Assault Weapon

REMBASS - Remotely Monitored Battlefield Sensor Syst :m

ROC - Required Operational Capability

RPV - Remotely, Piloted Vehicle

RR Recoilless Rifle

SADARM -Search & Destroy Armor

SBA - Short Base Acoustic Array
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS (Coritinued)

SCORES - Scenario Ok jented Recurring Evaluation System

SHAWL - Special Hard-Target AssaultWeapon-Law

SINCGARS - Single Channel Ground & Airborne' Radio System

SLAk Side Looking Airborne Radar

SLUFAE -Surface. Launched, Unit - Fuel Air Explosive

SMAW -Shoulder-.Launched Mutli-Purpose Assault Weapon

SOTAS -Standoff Target Acquisition System

* STAFF -Standoff Target Activated Fire and Forget

STOG -U. S. Army Science & Technology Objectives Guide

STORM -Sensor Tank Off-Route Mine

TAC Terrain Analysis Center of U. S. Army. Engineer Topographic
Laboratory

TADS -Target Acquisition &Designation System

* TATAWS - Tank Anti-Tank Assault Weapon System

TGSM - Terminally Guided Submunition

TGMW -Terminally Guided Missile Warhead

TOE -Table of Organization & Equipment

TOW - Tube-Launched Optically-tracked Wire-guided Missile Svstem

* TR.ADOC -U. S. Army Training & Doctrine Conmmand

UGS -Unattended Ground Sensors

VTOL - Vertical Takeoff & Landing
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.Arthur D Litle. Inc.,

.AMCS M aVN 16 5

April 4. 1978

Dr. Joseph H. Yang, Executive Director

Army Science Board
-The Pentagon. Room 3Z 390 . ..- . ..

Washington, D.C. 20310

Dear Dr. Yang:

I nave read the draft final report of the ASS Ad Hoc Group on,

Military Operations in Built-up Areas (MOBA) and concur in their

findin'gs. They have reached some general conclusions asout the

-Army's posture for'MOBA as follows:

* In a European war, MOBA are inevitable because of the

ever-i~ncreasing urban nature of the terraid. Cities

and towns will become part of the battle and neeo to

be recognized by commanders as possible strong points

or objectives.

e Segments of the Army have recognized that a renewed

awareness of MOBA is needed and are trying to prepare

the Army for that contingency. DARCOM and TRADOC have

"a program underway to investigate material effectiveness-

in MOBA, but it is low-level ($2,175M proposed in FY73;

S6.5M proposed for FY79). however,,there is no money

in FY7I for this purpose.

e In each of the areas studied, there are deficiercies

ir, current and developmental equipment when it is jseýi

in,MOBA. These deficiencies are ojalitatively Known.

but hard quanti~tative data on the materiel degradatio,,

in MOBA is not yet available. A prime example is Rc

communications. We know that radios don't pertorm well

in MOBA, but we don't know how much their performance is

degraded in :arious urban environments..

-Material requircmentS doculents do rot row specify

operability criteria in MOBA. The Group feels that all

material developed by DARCOM should be usable in cities

as well as in the coen this should be a specified

requi rement even as temperature extrees 'are sreciteCe.
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Dr. Joseph H. Yang, Executive Director
Army Science Board

The Group also believes' that, philosophically, specialized
materiel developed solely for use -in MOBA should be avoided.
Because the Army will be changing from open-field to city
operations and back, specialized material for one environ-
ment or the othEr would be a handicap.

* In most cases, using today's technology, the materiel
deficiencies noted can be corrected or improved. In some
cases new materiel may need to be developed to provide the
needed capability for MOBA, but can be made dual purpose
for operation in the open also.

9 There are some foreign equipments available now which
could be adapted to, fill capability gaps. There equip-
ments should be evaluated by DARCOM to determine suita-
bility.

* 'Psychological factors in MOBA need to be studied in
greater depth. There are some aspects of MOBA which
make urban combat psychologically, more debilitating
than combat in the open. The major recommendation for
overcoming these factors is traini'ng, so we feel that
increased training in MOBA is essential. Technology
can provide realistic facilities and simulations to
help achieve the necessary training.

The body of, the report consists of a short introduction, an executive
summary and nine separate sections, each dealing with a different
functional area of MOBA. The nine separate sections contain de-
tailed discussion of the functional areas, from which a set of con-
clusions or findings -is drawn, and conclude with recommendations
based on the conclusions. The Study Group has selected from the
many different recomnendations a set of technical solutions to
MOBA-r'lated materiel problems which they believe have the highest
payoff possibilities. These are included in the Executive Sun¶-ary.
I concur with the Study Group that these do offer high payoff
possibilities and I strongly urge th, Army to incroase current
efforts to bring about overall improvement'in its readiness posture
for MOBA.

Si ncerlel.

James M. Gavin
/, -. LTG. USA..Ret)
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"DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
S•-•,••J'•!OFFICE OF" THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY _

+ WASHINGTON. D.C. Z 0310

APR 24 ;97r

Dr. James J. Rctniýr
Executive Vice President
Hone',well, Inc.
Honeywell Plaza
MIlnneap olis,, Mlinnesota 55408

Dear J{m:

Sread the dr'aft report on MOBA in the followving order: INTRODUC-
TIONj SECTIONS I through 9, and then the EXECUTIVE SUM.MNARY.
I was most impressed with the quality ot the INTRODUCTION and the
EXECUTIVE SUMMIARY. Studying the content of the report against
the Terms of %eference under which panel members must toil, and
do so in a very short time, I should like to commend you and members
of your ad h oc group for a difficult job %-ell done.

The study clearly surfaced the neea within the Army to understand and
to document the following:

1. The basic and general characteri.stics of built-up areas in
Western Europe in a NATO/PACT conflict. (It seems to me that the
567 towns and villages in the FRG provide a good sample size of
possible built-.up areas.)

2. " The types of military operations that are most likely to occuir
in built-xp areas (war of attrition, searc. and destroy, encirclement,

etc.) in case a NATO/PACT war should unfold now, in five years, in
ten years, etc.

3. With a clear understanding and articulation of what military
operations in built-up areas are likely to be, one can then, based on
specific threat assessment and iorce structure at hand of the moment,
analyze and specify the weapons, ammunitions and C3 required to
accomplish the operational objectives.

4. The role of science and techrnology is to bricue the gap between
operationally required capabilities and the existing capabilities of
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Dr. James J. Renier

various systems in the field. The best contribution the ad hoc group
can make is to help identify the science and technology areas that can
nelp or expedite the filling of the gap.

Without focused information on MOBA (a definition of MO6BA does not
exist in the 1CS PUB I or AR 310-25), members of the study group must

be left to rely'on an approximate notion of what MOBA might be, and
draw conclusions and recommendations of traditional conccrus to the
-Army, as any realistic, intelligent people would do. Of the conclusions

* and reccmmendations, I-would like to endorse the foLlowing'.

1. The terrain analysis effort at the- US Army Engineer Topograplic
Laboratory should include future potential built-up areas. This analysis
effort should include theldetails which depict building heights, widths of
city streets, bridge clearances, subway rottes, pipelines, etc. The

Iata bank should also include locations of underground installations
such as power and communications centers, etc.

2. The soldiers operating in the BA should be equipped andtrained

to use the following weapons and equipment:

a. Shoulder-launched, crew-served weapons with fast firing

rate.

b. Night vision and smoke/debris penetrating sensors.

c. Personal protection equipment (including NBC protection).

d. Remotely-launched precision weapons.

e. Wall/building breaching ammunitions.

f. Portable mobile communications sets.

g. Off-route anti-vehicle, anti-personnel mines and remotely-

controlled mines.

h. Casualty treatment/ evacuation and decontamination
equipment.

3. Though not covered in the TOR, I think the section-on psychological

fac:ors was very penetrating and well presented.

3-2
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Dr. James J. Renier

Without a clear understanding of what MOBA i's (as is the case), I find
it difficult to take seriously tCLe recommendations regarding modeling
of MOBA and the requiremerts for a "strong C2 'architecture and systems
engineering group."

Finally. I would like to thank you and members of your study group for
taking time and energy to respond to a tasking. which was not clearly
defined, and foi doing a professional job for the Army.

Sincerely,

Copies furnished: oseph H. Yang
GEN Donn A. Starry E ecutive Director
GEN John R. Guthrie Army Science Board
Dr. Percy A. Pierre
Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins
Dr. Phil DePoy
LTG Edward C. Meyer
LTG Donald R. Keith
Dr. Marvin E. Lasser
LTG James M. Gavin (USA, Ret.)
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ODPARTMENT OF THE'ARMY0MC2 OF rm# o0UrY x'Tea OF S'AW o OM AMOr S AMC PJN S

WAMIINGTON. D.C. 8231

LY3 ,OCT 178
DAMOTRS

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (RESEARCHi DEVELDPMENT,
AND ACQUISITION)

SUBJECT: Final Report * Army Science Board Ad Hoc Group on Military
Operations in Built-upAreas (HOBA) (Redesignated MOUT)

I. The Army General Stiff and Major Commands have reviewed the subjict
report (Tab B). 'The comments have been Consolidated and are forward..c in
accordance with your request of 6 July 1978.

2. In general, the report is timely, to the point, and comprehersivu.
The findings and recommendations of the Ad Hoc Group appear valid.

3. The report addresses a deficiency in combat trainingand capabilitx
for ground forces that is of vital concern to th* Arm>. The report rein-
forces the need for a MOBA training complex.at every'division and briz2de
size installation. New MOBA training facilities at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina and Hohenfels,,West Germany are included in the FY 80 budget and
should be strongly'supported.

4. There LA a great need for one agency to oversee MOBA, or Militar:"
Operations in-Urbanized Terrain (MOUT) to provide a cohesive-plan of develop-
ment and direction to the entire MORA effort.

5. Specific comments are contained at Tab A.

6. Thp Berlin Brigade has recently developed a MOBA training packag.
oriented at individualand company-sized unit training objectives (Tab C).
This effort represents a significant breakthrough in MOMA training tech-
nique's. The Seventh Army Training Center and Berlin Brigade are developinz
a MOBA'ARTEP. These actions could provide a standard for Army MOBA t.rair.izv...

FOR THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR OPERATIONS AND PLANS:

3 Incl JR.
as Brigadier General, GS

Acting Director of Operations
and Readiness

CF:
OCSA -.*..•' ;.......... ..
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS
on

FINAL REPORT Army Science Board Ad Hoc Group onMilitary Operations in
Built-Up Areas (MOMA)

1. Chapter 14, FM 100-5, should be used to provide tactical doctrine for
MOBA. Additionally,'land forces tactical doctrine, Chapter 14, ATP-35
(STAKAd 2868), once vlidated, will provide the same from a NATO point of view.

2. The Army Science Z3ard Ad Hoc Group on Military Operations in Built-up
Areas (MOBA) final report is correct in so far as it describes, the threat to
the Army missions from urban combat. Future studies may well reflect the DA
policy emphasis on the opposing force (OP'FOR) program, AR 350-2, 15 August
1978. The considerable volume of unclassified Soviet military writing on

MOBA is not acknowledged in the report. Recommend:

a. That the report in the executive summary incorporate by reference the
Defense Intelligence Agency unclassified publication Soviet Militar' Operations
in Built-up Areas, DDI-1100--155-77, July 1977.

b. That the assessed Soviet MOBA weaknesses (insufficient training time,
control difficulties, communications, and fire coordination) be noted 'as more,
redressed by training than by newly developed equipment.

c. Further information on the subject is available in the Stanford Research
Institute unclassified technical note Soviet Tactical Doctrine for Urban Warfare,
SSC-TN-2625-16, December 1975, prepared for Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency.

3. The, study appears deficient in Its failure to treat' intelligence as a major
factor of combat opetrations. While it is functionally alluded to in Sections
2' 3 and 4, it is either summarily treated as data inputs or referenceJ as a
first 3rder function for targeting. To be complete the study should, address
the major role of intelligence in the Command and Control decision' process as
At impacts'on the commitment of resources in general and the execution of plans
in particular. Particular attention should be given to the potential multiple
source availability anl the significant interrelationships of strategic/mnsro
indicators and the more ephemeral local data.

4. While there is an obvious need for special purpose MOBA training facilities,
consideration should be given to weapons and equipment requirements for MOBA.
The report, notes many new weapons and equipment for use in MOBA under develop-
ment but not much emphasis on determining present weapons systems capabilities.
While studying weapots/equipment for MOBA, a key first question to be answered
concerns ths proliferation of these devices as it impacts on the already over-
burdened infantryman.
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5. Combat support and combatservice aupport must also be studied in a MOBA
context. What is the role and mission of Army Aviaciba'n in OBA, of the
Military Police Corps, etc?

6. The development of simulations and models for use in MOBA has been too
slov. The simulations/mo4els in the report have not been developed for Army
use. One not mentioned was Blockbuster, a manual company level CIC simulation
being developed by CAC but still a long way from the hands of the users.

a. Reference DYNTACS, page 15. The DYINTACS model is not readily adapt-
able for use in a MOBA study. The "closed game" structure of DY`TACS requires
that all tactics be preprogramed into the model. Ic would be exceedingly
difficult to quantify the fluid urban tactics in order to formulate an
appropriate decision table. In addition, 'DYNTACS does not play dismountced
infantry.

b. Reference recommendacion 7, page 19. While DYNTACSis technicaly
opera.ciQn.1 at Fort Leavenworth, heavy resource requirements have preclud.d
its use -in all .but extremely high priority studies. The model is noc avail-
able for R&D work of-the type envisioned for a'MOBA application..

I

'7. The unique aspects of logistical support in MOBA mus-t be addressed on a
basis equal to the other major areas covered by the report.

8. As data permits, individual soldier HOBA skills should be included in

appropriate soldier's manuals and ARTEPs.

9. Aerial photography prior to an operation should be added to the techniques
discussed in urban mapping. Additionally, emphasis in mapping requiremenrt.
should weigh offensive equal to defensive considerations.

10. In addition to the evolutionary concept of training facility construction
discussed i~n the report, the use of actual buildings, as opposed to typiral
MOBA fabrications, is highly desirable. This increases training and res.arch,
value tremendously. During a recent allied FTX, the Btrlin Brigade was able
to secure a portion of Berlin that was destined for destruc'tion'and used it as
an objective for a company sized force. Further afforts in this area.are on-
going in Berlin.

11. Reference page 6.' The- third and fourth paragraphs recommend a strong C2

architecture and systems engineering group for MOBA purposes. It is noted
that the ongoing AC2Mp (Army Command and Control master Plan) Study considers
the questions of overall C2 architecture and systems-engineering management in
detail, but is not specifically directed at MOBA. MOBA considerations might
well be treated more explicitly in this study.

12. Reference paragraph '3b, page 8. In the last paragraph, dealing with
mobility, no mention is made of recent technological advances in the area of
Individual Life Devices. Such items (e.g., Aerospace General Corporations
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Individual Tactical Air Vehicle schiduled for CEP testing in April '1979)
provide a superior agile and responsive means of mobility over and within
bui'lt-up areas. Such an item would allow commanders to better see, feel and
control the MOBA battle.

12. Reference page 43-46. The RE(EASS program was terminated as a result of
the RDAC FY 80 funding level.

13: Reference page 50. RPV technology should be modified for accuracy 'as
follows:

*a. Change paragraph 1, line 2, to read: "...reconnaissance, target,
acquisition, anl laser target designation."

b. Change paragraph 3, first sentence, to read: "The first generation
RPV will operate 20 km from the GCS. A growth potential is desired which will
extend this radius to permit flight operations to'50 km. This RPV will utilize
a data link which requires that the RPV remain within radar line of sight frxo
the GCS."

14. Reference paragraph 3.6; page 66.. The last sentence of the pe-agraph is
inaccurate. It is anticipated that local telephone communication will be
extremely valuable inMOBA operations; especially defensive type.

15. Reference 3.14, page, 68. In order to accomplish the envisioned tasks,
a much more rugged system o4 fiber optics then presently exists would be'
required.

16. Reference paragraph 6-3.1A, 'page 83. 1 ile a laser point'er may have a
practical application in a MOBA environment, it appears unlikely that Its
utility would compensate for its cost and the overburdening of the infantryman
with another piece of equipment to carry, maintain, etc.

17. Reference paragraph 6-3.1 D(a), page 84. Statement is misleadin;'. The
only system that is scheduled to replace the .50 cal MG with the M60 is the
k48 A5 tank.

18. Reference paragraph 6-3.1B, page 108.

a. Future armored vehicles will be hardened on the top; however, to
protect against anti-tank munitions is prohibitively expensive and'would
cause an unacceptable increase in vehicle weight.

b. Safe/arm distances are being decreased in the new family of tank
=amunition.

19. Reference paragraph 2a,'page 117. Mention is made of the 66! W,6 CS
rocket which is being developed primarily for MORA. The rocket fired from the
M202A1 launcher, provides good range and very accurate delivery of its CS
payload.
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20. Reference paragraph 3b, Page 119. Stat-eant is incorrect. The M8

&lar= series of chemical Igents alarms vill detect waports/aer8Ks9 of nerve

agents, phosgene, hydrogen cyarride and cyanogeu chloride.

21.' eference paragraph 3c, page 119. The deployed H60 Series Tank and

M551 Sheridan are equipped with the ventilated facepitce type of collection

ptotecticn. Additionally, the Army has recently compilted-a study estab*

lishing requirements for NBC collective protection for Army Combat vehicles

22. Reference paragrapn 3d, page 119. T!? 1412A1 Power-Driven Deconta*.

ination apparatus while not su.ficient to 6lean a city can be useful in decon

taminating key areas.

23. Reference paragraph 3g, page 120. A system under Aevelopment, thich

could have a signif icant, ef fect in MOBA is a f ild collccivv protect.Lon ki t

which utilizes rooms in existing structures to rapidly create sas-proof

shelters. The kit contains a filter, power supply and a srecial entranct way

which fits over the-doorway of the selected room.
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DR. JAMES ,J. REN1ER
, VH*,, November 17, 1J78

LTC Robert F. Sweeney
Army Science Board
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (RD&A)
Washington, D.C. 203*10

Dear Colonel Sweeney:

-Thank you for your letter of l1' October 1978'asking for my review of the
Army Staff Comments '(attached) on the final report of the Xd Hoc Group or.
MOBA. I am indeed gratified by the observations contained in General Reriick's
cover letter as to the timeliness 'and comvprehensiveness of our report.

Thespecific comments of the Army Staff and Major Commands seem to break
down into three categories:

Errors or additions in fact (para. 1, 6, 12 (pg. 2), 12 (pg. 3), 13, 17,
19, 20, 21, 22,-23).

Basic omissions or deficiencies in the study (pare. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9).
Comments on the Ad Hoc Study Group recommendations (para'. 4, 6 a

andb, 80.0, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18 a and b).

My comments will briefly address each of these categories.

The comments which point out errors in fact or which present new factual
data not included in the study add io the accuracy and completeness of the
report, but I don't believe that they change the basic recommendations which
we made.

I'll discuss the comments referring to basic omissions or deficiencies separately:

Pare. 2. Tha DIA report referred to was not available for our review,
although we did use the SRI report as background on MOBA. Since our study
was orient-d toward U.S. materiel deficiencies, we examined materiel require-
ments as affected'by operational needs. We did not study in any detail Soviet
MOBA weaknesses, nor how they have been redressed. in section I we' emphasized
the value of and need for special training for combat in urban terrain.

(more)
• n-I
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LTC Robert F. Sweeney
November 17, 1978
Page Two

Para. 3, 5, 7. Again, since the studdy was oriented on materiel technology,
we did not include separate discussions of intelligence, combet support, combat
service supoort and logistics, although equioment needed to perform these
functfons in every case was studied. As pointed out in the Army comments,
sections 2, 3 and 4 of the study examine inteUigence gathering'and correlating
equipment;, section 5 made recommerd3tions concerning communications tquip-
mer.t (part of C 3 I), and section 8 looked at mobility needs, part of the logistics
problem. Artillery, armcd nelicopters and communications equipment are all'
part of the combat support system dnd.'are Included in the study. We did not
examine in any detail englileer equipment needs nor maintenance equipment
needs as we felt these were more or less indep.-ndent of the MOBA arivwropment.
And by nc means did we make any attempt to look at roles and missiuns in MOBA
as we felt that aspect to be outsic'e the i1mits of our Terms of Reference.

Para., 9. Aerial photography certainly will provide essential input data
to map preparation, whether or not the map is to be used'in MOBA. Our stud,
looked at the mapping needs unique to MOBA and the special problems generated
by the urbanr environment.

r think r should also respond individually to the Army comments which L.ffect
the Study's recomnmendations.

Pare. 4. We absolutely agree with everything said in this paragraph.
We tried to emphasize the same points, but evidently did not do'so sufficiently.
See particularly our General Findings on page 3, four of which deal with these
subjects. In almost every a.-ea we found lack of data concerning current equip-
ment capabilities for MIOBA and recommend further testing to see if M03A needs
could be satisfied by using, aiapting or modifying equipment'already in the
inventory.

Para.6. Concur. I understand that DYNTACS would be very difficult
to use for any type of MOBA situation. Perhaps some CARMONETTE routines
could be used for CIC simulation. _"MONETTE, in differing versions, is in
%4se at CA, 7'RASANA and CAA.

Para. 8. Concur. 'See Page 17

Para. 10. Concur. A good idea where practicable.

Para, 11. Concur that MOBA considerations should be treated explicitly
in the AC 2 Mp Study.
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LTC Robert F. Sweeney
November17, 1978
Page Three

Para. 14. Concur. Para. 4.8 Page 70 recommends tests to determine
how far down in the level of command existing telephone communication can
be used.

Para. 15. Concur. Para. 4.11 Page 70 recommends further development
of fiber optics for communication, recognizing that current technology must be

• .... ... ' " im proved. ... . ......

Para. 16. We would recommend only that the laser weapon be considered
and perhaps tested for its utility in MOBA. We feel that in the sudden et.counter
and Thort ranges typical of MOBA, quick, accurate small arms fire is essential.

Para. 18. In those cases where the Army has made a decision that one
of our recommendations is prohibitively expensive or ot' erwise un acceptable,
we certainly defer to that decision. In most cases, our recommendations were
intended as possible solutions which should be tested for cost/effectiveness.
We concur, of course, with the decreased safe/arm distances in the new family
of tank ammunitionto accommodate the needs of MOBA.

All in all, I'm pleased by the results of the Army review of ou, Study, I see
no basic or substantive disagreement between our recommendations and the
Army's position. I hope that the Army can now move forward in a sericus effort
to improve its capability to operate in urbanized terrain. I sincerely hope

* that our Study has been', and will continue to be, useful in motivatin g and
implementing improvements.

Sincerely,

JTRenier/kw

cc: Dr. Joseph H. Yang
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